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SUMI'IARY

Since the discovery that cosmic rays with energies

above about 10 Gev are not of soLar origin, detaiLs of their
origìn, energy spectrum and composition have been of great

ìmportance to astrophysicaL and cosmoLogicaL theories,
especiaLLy regarding the highest energy astrophysicaL events.

At primary particLe energies above about 1014 èv, the

nucLealinteraction processes in coLLisions are not yet

observabLe by man-made particLe acceLerators and so are not

we L L understood. Deta'i Ls of the primary spect rum and

composition at these energies remain unctear since cosmic ray

primaries may onty be observed by the secondary groducts of

their interactions with the atmosphere. This difficuLty is
espec ia L Iy evident in the medium energy range between about

1015 eV and 1017 eV where there appears to be a change in
the spectrum. The aim of this project was to study the cosmjc

ray f Lux in this energy range by means of the secondary

products at sea LeveL using the BuckLand Park Extensive Air
Shower Array in order to unraveL detaiLs of the f Lux incLuding

arrivaL d'i rections, energy spectrum and composit'ion.

For much of the authorts candidature, he hjas

responsibLe for the routjne running of the BuckLand park array

and the anaLysis of the data recorded by it. DetajLs of the

components of this attay, its response to the air shower fLux,
and the data anaLysis procedures are described.



0bservations of the primary spectrum from the sea

LeveI products are made in terms of the number of secondary

partjcLes produced the shower size spectrum. This spectrum

may be inferred from assumptions about the shower structure or

aLternativeLy from measurements of the array density spectrum.

ResuLts f rom both techniques are given.

CLearLy, the structure of the shower at sea LeveL is
determined by its deveLopment in the atmosphere. The shower

deveLopment bJas studied by means of parameters measured at

ground teveL. These jncLude the shower absorption and

attenuatjon Lengths, and the LateraI distribution age

parameter. The resuLts of the determination of these

parameters are g'iven.

Measurements on the isotropy of the cosm'i c ?ay f Lux

hrere made using the coLLected data f rom a period of three

years. ResuLts of these measurements are described by

harmonic anaLyses of the data in both sidereaL and soLar

t'imes, as u¡eLL as side-bands. The decLination distribution of

the f Lux is described using the BuckLand Park data and aLso by

comparison with another observatory.

FinaLLy, the resuLts of aLL the

discussed in terms of the information they

inf Luence on the primar.y cosmic ray f Lux.

measurements are

provide and thei r
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

l-.

o

1-1 The Primary Spectrum

In 191¿, Victor Hess discovered that hìghLy energetic

and ìon'i zing radiation ulas contìnuaLLy impinging on the

earthrs atmosphere from outside. Since then, the origin and

composition of this cosmic radiation have been major puzzLes

jn astrophysics. The astrophysicaL probLem is especiatLy

concerned with determìning a satisfactory mechanism ulhich is

capabLe of acceLerating these particLes to the enormous

energ'ies (up to at Ieast 1020 eV) in the numbers observed.

This probLem has strenuousLy exercised the ingenu'ity of those

concerned. CosmoLogicaI theories must aLso take account of

cosmic radjation since the projected energy density of this

radiation is not inconsideraþ[s, and in fact is of the same

order of magnitude as that of starLight or magnetic fieLds in

the gaLaxy.

0ver the years aLmost every type of high energy

astrophysicaL process has been invoked for producing cosmic

rays. Proposed cosmic tay sources have incLuded supernovae

and their remnants bLack hoLes and neutron stars, radio and

other energetic gaLaxies, the gaLactic centre, and gLobuLar
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cLusters. FrequentLy, these have been proposed as injection
sources with further acceLeration taking pLace by means of
coLLisions with magnetic irreguLarities or 'cLoudsl

propagating through the intersteLLar medium. The basic

acceIeration mechanism associated with these coLLisions is
known as second-order Fermi acceLeration (Fermi 1g49). The

totaL energy change is proportionaL to the cLoud veLoc'ity

squared, and invoIves both head-on and foILowjng coLLisions.
There is a mean energy gaìn since head-on coLLisions are

statisticaLLy more probabLe than foLLowing coLLisions.
However, because energy is Lost jn foLLowing coLIisjons, the

acceLeration of particLes by th'is mechan'ism is sLow.

First-order Fermi acceLeration, with the totaL energy gain

proportionaL to the cIoud veLoc'tty, invoLves onLy head-on

cotLisions and is cIearLy a more rap'id acceLeration process.

This mechanism is used in a number of current acceLeration
theories.

The most promising current theories ìnvoLve shock wave

acceteration of injected particLes (BeLL 1g7Bêrb, BLandford

and 0stri ker 1978). Such shock waves, produced by supernovae

or other energetic processes, may propagate Large distances
through the gaIaxy before they become inefficient
acceLerators. ReLativistic partjcLes are trapped in the shock

front and may cross the shock many times, each time gaining
energy by the Fermi f irst-order process. This mechanism gives
rise to a poHer Law spectrum for the energies produced with an

index in cLose agreement to that observed in gaLactjc cosmic

rays (BeLL 1978).
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Key indicators of the originaL particLe source come

from the measurements of the isotopìc and chemicaL composjtion

of the part i c Les. Unfortunatety these measurements have onLy

been made for energies beLow about 101? eV. t,lhen compared

wjth other avaiIabLe composit'ion measurements such as those of

the LocaL gaLactic (from meteorites), soLar corona and soLar

wind, the gaLactic cosmic ray composition is found to be cLose

to that from soLar energetjc particLes (Casse 1981),

suggest'ing that at Least at Low energies the f Lux injected for
acceteration comes from soIar-Like stars.

For h'igher energjes no such data are avaiLabLe.

However supernovae, puLsars and the steL Lar winds from hot 0B

star assocìations are favoured as candidates for producing the

injection component. 0striker and Gunn (1969) have suggested

a mechanism whereby puLsars can acceLerate particLes. They

predicted a peak in the energy spectrum above 1015 eV

depending on compositian. The injected particIes couLd then

be further acceLerated by the supernova shock t.tave. A

mechanism for particLe acceLeration to very high energìes in

the very earty stages of supernova coILapse has aLso been

suggested by CoLgate and Johnson (19ó0).

0nce acceLerated, the particLe (if gaIactic)
propagation is determined by the gaLactic magnetic f ieLd. Up

to about 1017 êv, the particLes are effectìveLy conf ined to

the gaLaxy since the radii of gyration of Lower energy

particLes are of Less than gatactic dimensions. The
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propagation mode aLong the magnetic fieLd Lines is aLso

strongty inf Luenced by the presence of the part'iaLLy ionized

intersteILar medium (e.9. see Longair 1981). In this case,

the streaming veLocity of the cosmic tay fIux is restricted by

scattering from ALfven and hydromagnetic waves set up in the

pLasma by the interaction of the particLes themseLves with the

magnetic fjeLd. I'f there is a s'ignificant neutraL gas

component, the ALfven bJaves may be damped by kinetic energy

Losses to the neutraL gas so that the partjcLes can djffuse
more rapidLy. Hou¡ever, in a highLy ionized gas the cosmic ray

streaming is restricted to the ALfven speed. This aLso

provides an effective contajnment mechanism.

Many of the resuLts f rom investigations of the various

components and products of cosmic radiation have onLy deepened

the mystery of its origin and opened further possibitities for
the soLution. After about 70 years of detaìLed and carefuL

study some features of the primary radiat ion are noH becoming

cLear.

The primary cosmic ray energy spectrum can

convenientIy be divided into three parts (ignoring soLar

cosmjc rays whìch, aLthough the most numerous t occupy onLy the

Lowest energìes Less than about 1010 eV):

(i) Less than 1014 eV at which energies the

primary particLes can be observed directLy or

by their penetrating products;

(ii) between 1014 eV and 1017 eV where it
i s necessary (due to the Low f Lux) to empLoy
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Iarge detectors at ground LeveL u¡hich observe

secondary products and where the rkneer, the

most obvious feature of the cosmic ray spectrum

is observed;

(iii) greater than 1017 eV, the reaLm of the

highest energy cosmic rays where the extremeLy

Low f Lux dictates the use of detectors with

sensitive areas of the order of severaL square

kiLometres or Larger.

Figune 1.1 indicates the generaL form of the cosmic

ray energy spectrum, aLthough experimentaL evidence from the

various groups study'ing the.spectrum is far from concLusive

about the detaiLs.

1.1.1 The Low Ene rgy Range

In the Lo¡¡ energy intervaL (beLow 1014 eV), due to

the poss'ibiLity of direct observations, the spectrum appears

to be most settLed aLthough discrepancjes betbreen the resuLts

obtained usjng different techniques stiLL exist. There are

three generaL methods of making observations in this region.

Firstly, direct measurements may be made on the prìmary fLux.

This technique invoLves the use of detectors (f Lo¡¿n above most

of the atmosphere) mounted on high aLtitude baLLoon rigs or on

sateLIites. ProbabLy the most definitive of these experìments

were those of Grigorov et aL (1971>, who fLew the PR0T0N

series of sateLLites. Using Large ionization caLorimeters
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(Grigorov et aL 1965>, they

compositions and the energies of

t he med i um ene rgy range.

t¡ere abLe

the detected

to study

primaries up

the

to

In caLorìmetry experiments, the primary particLes

impinge on a number of different types of detectors such as

proportionaL counters, spark chambers, scintiLLators and

Cerenkov detectors sandwiched between various nucLear targets
and absorbers. These aLI ensure that the charge and energy of

the primary particLes ca " þ,Tmeasured through the product jon

of nucLear and eLectromagnetic particLe cascades which f inaLLy

resuLt in the deposition of the totaL energy of the primary

particLes in the caLorimeter. By monitoring the deposition
process, the energies and composition of the prìmaries can be

est imated. Thi s type of experiment i s L imjted to a maximum

detectabLe energy, firstLy by the size of the caLorimeter
which ensures that substantiaLLy aLL of the energy is
coLLected and secondLy by the Iow fLux of the hìgher energy

plimary particLes increasing the statisticaL L'imits on

i nt en s i t y me a su rement s.

Sim'i Lar types of experiment (e.g. Gregory et aL 1gB1 ,
Kuzmichev et aL 1981) can aLso be carried out using passive

recording techn'iques. rn these, interactions and cascades are

produced in a simi Lar manner, but the energy deposition
process js recorded using various nucLear and x-ray fiLms and

emuLsions.

ALthough both types of caLorimetry experiment requìre



very carefuL caLibration and

the onLy direct measurement

7-

interpretation,

technique on the

they constitute

cosmic tay fLux.

The second source of information in this energy range

is the study oÍ penetrating particLes at ground LeveL produced

by nucLear interactions between the 'incoming primary cosmic

rays and atmospheri c nucLei. These penetrating particLes are

charged muons coming from the decay of kaons and pions

produced in the interactions. There is a cIose reLationship

between the detected particLes (which if they have high enough

energy, onLy Lose energy by ionization in their passage

through the atmosphere) and the primary particLes. At Lower

energ'ies, the decay of the muons to eLectrons and neutrinos

becomes ìmportant.

These parti c Les are monitored in a number of different

hJays, jnc Luding Large muon spectrometers such as that used by

the DEIS coLLaboration (ALLkofer et aL 1977a,b) and

underground detectors (e.9. Bengeson et aL 1975a' Cini 1976).

SimiLar types of eLements such as scintiLLators, Cerenkov

counters and spark chambers are used in both types of

experiment, aLthough these are combined with magnets to

measure the muon charge in the spectrometers.

CaLcuLations reLating the energy spectrum of the muons
[,lc*ve'- be-e'''r

to that of the primary particLes .br¡,-p€ f-+r6t performed by

Ramana Murthy and Subramanian (1972a), using a postuLated

primary nucLeon spectrum with the measured muon momentum

spectrum and particLe acceLerator data to test the Feynman
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scaLing theory (Feynman 1969) of nucLear interactions. Since

then, the technique has been turned around and used to

ca LcuLate the primary nuc Leon spectrum from the muon data

using acceLerator data with modeLs of nucLear interactions

such as Feynman sca L ing and CKP (see Brooke et a L 1964) .

Recent caLcuLations (Das and De 1980) set the ratio between

muon energy and the energy of the parent primary at about 10

(as a rough ruLe of thumb). In detaiL, two techniques can be

used in attempting to derive the primary nucLeon spectrum.

Either the spectrum of parent mesons i s deduced from the muon

data and hence the primary nucLeon spectrum t or a primary

nucIeon spectrum is assumed and this is used to caLcuLate a

muon spectrum which is then f itted to the measured data.

UnfortunateLy, the resutts of these two techniques do not

aLways agree (see KLemke et aL 1981 and Mitsui at aL 1981).

Hence HiILas (1981) notes the difficuLty of the 'inverse
probIemt - caLcuLatìng the most probabLe prìmary spectrum from

the spectrum of the secondary products. This probLem appLies

not onLy to this energy range and data coLLection technique,

but jn aLL cosmic ray experiments where direct measurements on

the f Lux are not possibLe.

Ramana l,lurthy and Subramanian (197?b> aLso pointed out

that the ratio of the number of positiveLy to that of

negativeLy charged muons is sensitive to the fraction of

protons in the primary spectrum and can therefore be used to

study changes in the chemicaL composition of the f Lux (e.9.

from a pure proton beam to a mixture r¡ith other nucLei).

Measurements of the rates of doubLes, tripLes, and higher
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muLt'ipLicities of coincidences (Lowe et aL'1973) can aLso be

used to study the composition (ELbert et a[ 1973). rt shouLd

be noted hot'¡ever, the composìtion resuLts from these types of

caLcuLations are aLso dependent on the modeL of nucLear

interactions used (in the same way as energy spectrum

caLcuLations).

Studies of the cascades (known as extensive ai r

showers) resuLting from the interactjons between the cosmic

ray primaries and atmospheric nucLei provide the thjrd source

of information about the primary f Lux in this energy range.

This technìque is aLso the onLy viabLe method in the higher

energy intervaLs. However at these Lou¡ energìes the detectors
must be pLaced at high aLtitudes to detect usefuL numbers of

secondary particLes. Arrays of detectors (e.g. scintiLLators
or proportionaL counters) are spread out (on a scaLe distance

of about 10 metres) at mountain aLtitudes to measure

coinc'idences of the secondary particLes and hence monitor the

cosmic ray primarjes which produced them.

In experiments of this type, the individuaL detectors

sampLe the cascade products and hence, assuming some LateraL

djstribution of the secondary partictes, estjmate a ground

parameter, generaLIy N" the number of particLes
(eLectrons) at ground LeveL. ErLykin et aL (1973) at the

Tien-Shan observatory (aLtitude 3340 metres) have used these

data in conjunction with sìmuLtaneousLy measured muon data to

invest'igate u¡hether the primary composition is changing in the

region of about 1013 ev. At this energy, their caIcutations
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b¡ere consistent ulith the composition measured at Lower

energìes.

Figure 1.2 (from HiILas 1981 and references therein)
g'ives a compiLation of various prìmary energy spectra and

composition measurements over the whoLe cosmjc ray spectrum.

0ne very interesting feature of these measurements is the

apparent rising proportion of iron nucLei in the compi Lation.

The jncreasing sLope of the proton-onLy spectrum has been

measured jn aL L of the PR0T0N experiments of Grigorov et aL

(1971>, however it is beLieved (Hi LLas 1980) that this
observation may be due to the difficuIty of particLe

identif ication and shouId have no effect on the aLL-nucLei

spectrum. Measurements of a sharp cut-off in the aLL-nucLei

spectrum in the same experiments at above 1014 eV may be due

to the incompLete containment of the cascade products in the

caLorimeters at these energies (tJatson 1974>.

2 The Medium Enerqy Range1 1

As stated earLier, the onLy usefuL method for
investigating the primary cosmic tay spectrum above 1014 eV

is by observing the products of the interactions between the

primary particIes and atmospheric nucLei. To some extent, the

whoLe atmosphere above the detector can be considered as

penforming the function of the ionization caLorimeten of

sateLLite and baLLoon borne experìments, with over 90'Á of the

incident energy deposjted as ionization in the atmosphere. In
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this case the resuttant cascade cannot be monitored over its
whoLe deveLopment, but is observed over onty a Limited range

which depends on the aLtitude and zenith angLe resoLution of

the observatory. Measurements of the extensive air shower

size, Ne, ãt various zenith angLes but at constant shower

rate t ãre essentiaLLy equìvaLent to observatjons of the same

average shower (and hence average primary particLe) at

different depths in the atmosphere. Information on the

composition and the nucLear physics invoLved in the shower

deveIopment may therefore be obtained by this process. since

di rect measurements of the energy and composition spectrum are

not feasibLe, this information must be used in conjunction

with some modeL of the nucLear interactions to derive the

primary spectrum.

For a g'iven shower, to derive the energy of the

incident primãryt a theoreticaL curve of sho¡¡er size as a

function of atmospheric depth (ot zenith angLe) at constant
jntensity is f itted to the measured data, using a suitabLe

nucLear interaction modeL (e.g. Feynman scaLìng with rising
interaction cross sections (HiLLas 1979b)). The integraL of

this curve is then proportionaL to the energy dissipated in

the atmosphere, so that, after aLLoLJance is made for the

remaining energy ( for exampLe in neutrinos), the primary

energy can be estimated. ALternativeLy, and somer¡hat Less

accurateLy, these shower deveLopment curves are used to

determine an estimate of the shower sìze at maximum, and this
is muLtipLied by a predetermined energy per partjcLe to give

the primary energy (Kempa et aL 1974, Bradt et aL 19ó5).



Because of the composition

caLcuLations of the energy

12

uncertainty,

spectrum are

it is cLear that these

open to specuLation.

Resutts reported from air shower experiments generaLLy

give the rate of detection of extensive air showers as a

function of shower size, because of the composition

uncerta'inty producing uncertainty in the determination of the

energy per nucLeus. The ratio of the shou¡er size to the

energy of the initiating primary particLe is roughLy 10-10

at energies near 1 01 5 eV (Cocconi 1961) .

Most recent attempts to evaLuate the mass composition

of the primary cosmjc radiation in the medìum energy range

have come from the interpretation of atmospheric Cerenkov

radiation measurements made on extensive air showers. Since

Cerenkov radiation ìs produced by reLativistic particLes

throughout the deveLopment of the ai r shower, the amount of

Cerenkov radjation detected at a given djstance from the

shower core can be reLated to the shower growth and decay. In

fact , there i s a one-to-one correspondence between the

Cerenkov puLse shape and the shower deveLopment curve.

KaLmykov et aL (1979) caLcuLated the reIationship between the

fuLL width at haLf maximum of the Cerenkov puLse at a core

distance of 300 metres and the height of maxìmum of the shover

size (at primary energies betbreen 5*1g1ó eV and 1O18eV).

These caLcuLations Here extrapoLated by Thornton and CLay

(1979 ) who used them r¡ith thei r ohrn Cerenkov measurements at

smaLLer core distances to postuIate a change in mass

composit ion from heavy to Light nuc Lei in the regìon of the
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energy spectrum knee. SimiLar measurements bJere aLso carried
out by Hammond et aL (1978) using their oh,n caLcuLations over

a wide energy range. The compi Lations of atmospheric depth of
shower size maximum of LìnsLey and t,latson (1981arb) and HiLLas
(1981) compared with various modeLs of nucLear interactions
appear to support the possibi Lity of composition changes in
the medium energy intervaL. These workers concLuded that if a

change in composit'ion f rom i ron nuc Lei to protons was assumed

at near 1015 €v, then Feynman scaLing couLd be appLied to
the nucLear interactions up to the highest energies with good

resuLts. However, jf the composition was assumed to be the

so-caLIed mixed or conventionaL composition measured directLy
at Low energies, none of the nucLear interaction modeLs couLd

be stretched to f it the depth of maximum data.

0ther evidence for the predominateLy heavy compositìon
near the spectrum knee (at about 1015 eV) comes from Cowsik

et aL (1981) who investigated the arrivat time distribution of
hadrons assoc jated t¡ith ai r showers. using Monte carIo
simuLations, they found that their data tlas best fitted by a

composition whìch had an increasing proportion of heavy nucLei

at this energy. However, the difficuLties of the composition
at these energ'ies are not yet overcome, due to some as yet

unexpLained resuLts, such as those of NikoLsky et aL

(1979r1981) whose muon data indicates a mixed composition.
The possibì[ity of nucLear interaction characteristics
changing radicaLLy in this energy region has not yet been

excLuded.
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There have been a number of expLanations of the form

of the energy spectrum in this region. KarakuLa et aL (1974>

derived the spectrum of cosmic rays produced by puLsars f rom

the puLsar acceLeration modeI of 0stri ker and Gunn (19ó9).

Using experimentaL data on pulsars, they postuLated the

so-caLLed tpuLsar builp', where the contribution from puLsars

is added to a background fLux. The proposed spectrum shape

with acceLerated protons is an exceLLent fit to the measured

spectrum, aLthough this composjtion produces difficuLties when

compared to the depth of maxjmum data. The cut-off energy for
the acceIeration mechanism goes as:

.113 ,?13
A.LE (1.1)

max

and so the situation is not improved for heavy nucLei

acceLeration.

An a Lternat ive modeL i s the rLeaky box' propagat ion

modeL (e.9. Peters 1961 , Cowsik and l/i Lson 1973) which is in

essence energy-dependent particLe diffusion. The basis of

this modeL is that the primary cosmic rays, at Least up to

aboul 1017 €V, are accelerated by sources inside the ga laxy,
with the component spectra having simi Lar sLopes. These

partjcLes are contajned in the gaLaxy by the gaLactic magnetic

f jeLd. At appropriate energies, the radii of gyration of the

various composition components become Large enough to increase

Ieakage f rom the gaLaxy, giv'ing rise to a change in sLope of

the aLL-nucLei spectrum. This modeL was rejected by Hi LLas

(979a) on the basis of a mixed compos'ition (from Lower energy
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data) and the requi rement that Leakage of the composition

components shouLd beg'in at the same magnetìc rigidity.
However, Cowsik et aL (1981) have proposed a tairLy simpLe

modeL, incLuding an extragaLactic proton component to agree

with higher energy depth of maximum data, which not onLy gives

constant rì9ìdity cut-oÍfs, but aLso predicts an enhanced

heavy component between about 1014 eV and 1017 eV.

1.1.3 The High Energy Range

At the h'ighest energiesr fieasurements of the primary

energy spectrum can onLy be made by the very Limjted number of

giant air shower arrays. These use essentiaLLy the same

techniques as at the medium energies (aLthough the new FLyts

Eye detector (Bergeson et aL 1975brcrd) is radicaLLy

different) having, however coLLection areas of the order of a

number of square kiIometres to enabLe detection of Low f Lux

primaries at a reasonabLe rate. Energy spectra from the

various arrays are caLcuLated from the measured ground

parameters and nucLear interaction modeLs in a simiLar rtay to

that at Iower energies. The ground parameters used, though,

are not necessariIy the measured shower size and depend on the

type of the individuaL detectors used in the attay. ExampLes

of these aLternative ground parameters are P ooo, the
particLe density at ó00 metres used at the Haverah park array
(e.9. Andreu¡s et aL 1971, HiLLas et aL 1971)t ãîd e400, the
cerenkov radiation f Lux at 400 metres used at the yakutsk

array (e.9. Dyakonov et aL 1973, Krasi Lnikov et al 1977).
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These parameters may be chosen to be reLativeLy insensitive to

the nucLear modeI used and the mass of the primary particLe

and this enabLes accurate estimates of the primary energy to

be obtained. spectra measured by a number of groups are shown

in figure 1.2.

As in the medium energy range, the mass composìtion of

the primary particLes must be inferred from the extensive air
shower properties measured at ground LeveL. Depth of maximum

measurements made by the Durham group at Dugway (Andam et aL

1981) and Haverah Park (Hammond at aL 1978) are the most

compLete and indicate a trend to Lower masses than those
jnferred at Lower energies. Dyakonov et aL (1981) used

LateraL distribution measurements of the Cerenkov f Lux at sea

teveL to deduce the depth of shower s'i ze maximum. Their

resuLts, aLthough not in good agreement with those of Andam et

aL, aLso ìmpLy Iower average mass. A number of other

experiments, as t¿eLL as these, have been summarized by LinsLey

and l,lat son (1 981 a) who conc Luded that the mean mass of
primaries above 6tr1916 eV bras consistent with a nearLy pure

proton f Lux.

The energy spectrum above 1r017 eV is particuLarLy

interest'ing since a number of predictions have been made about

interactions at these energ'ies. In 1966, it h,as predicted
(Greisen, Zatsepin and Kuzmin) that the primary energy

spectrum shouLd cut off very sharpLy at a few times 1019 ev

due to photo-pìon production by high energy protons

interactìng with photons f rom the 3K cosmoLogicaL radiation.
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Data from Haverah Park (Bower et aL 1981), the array with the

best coLLection stat'i stìcs, shows no such cut-off, but rather

a f Latten'ing of the spectrum at the highest energies. This

has been interpreted as pLacing a maximum age on these

prìmaries (aLternativeLy, a Limit on the distance traversed by

them). UntiL recentLy, the Yakutsk data showed a simiLar

f Lattening, however this does not appear in their recent data

(see HiLLas 1981). Southern hemisphere data from the Narrabri

array (Bray et aL 1981) aLso does not show the feature

measured at Haverah Park, though, due to serious caLibration
probtems, their resuLts must be considered as very

preLiminary. It has been pointed out aLso (HiLLas 1981), that

due to the Large anisotropies in arrivaL directions measured

at the highest energies (PoL Lock 1978, LLoyd-Evans 1982) and

aLso reLativeLy Iow statistics, it is important, when

measuring the spectrum, aLso to specify the region of sky

be i ng obse rved.

Another effect predicted to change the prìmary

spectrum at high energy (Greisen 1966) is the

photo-disintegration of heavy nucLei by interactions t¡ith the

microbrave background at a threshoLd of 5*1018 eV per nucLeon

and a mean path Length for the effect of much Less than

gatactic dimensions. This is in agreement with the measured

predominance of Light primary particLes at high energies. At

energ'ies greater than 7*1917 €V, proton primaries can aLso

jnteract rlith the thermaL steLLar background in pair

production processes. A dip which has been observed in the

Haverah Park spectrum (Bower et aL 1981) has been interpreted
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as possibLy being a consequence of this effect.

1.2 Extensive Ai r Shoh,ers

Since this thesis is concerned with measurements on

the cosmic ray f Lux using their secondary products at ground

LeveL, a brief account of the processes occurring in extensive

air showers wiLL no¡l be given.

It bras shown earLier that the Earthrs atmosphere can

be considered to be an ionization caLorimeter or absorber with

a thickness of about 1000 9 cn-?. Because of this, the

probabiLity of detecting a primary cosmic ray particLe at sea

LeveL is very Low, the fLux above 101ó eV being onLy about 1

particLe per square metre per year, However, it is the

presence of this absorber r,¡hich makes cosmic rays above 1015

eV detectabLe at aLL with a reasonabLe rate, sjnce

interactions of the prìmary particLe hJith atmospheric nucLei

produce a cascade of secondary partìcLes, which, at sea LeveL

(LargeLy due to the CouLomb scattering of these secondaries)

is of the order of 100 metres in LateraL extent. Therefore,

if some assumptions can be made about the extent and

deveLopment of the air shower, information is avaiLabLe about

the primary particLe f rom sampLe measurements made on the

secondary garticLes at ground LeveL.

Under these circumstances, a

Large effective coLLecting area may

detector system

be constructed

with very

from a
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number of reLativeLy smaLL detectors which sampLe the shower.

In genera[, an air shower detection system is buiLt up from a

number of wideLy spaced detectors, such as scintjLLators,

whjch are set up so that coinc'ident events (i.e. particIes

simuLtaneousLy traversìng more than one detector) are

recorded.

Extensive air showers (EAS) consist of three maìn

components which are reLated by the energy fLow into them from

the interactions of the primary particLe with atomic nucLei in

the atmosphere. These are, the nucLear component, the muon

component and the eLectromagnetic component. The Cerenkov

component t groduced by superLuminaL particLes in the shower

travensing the atmosphere, is interesting since, ignoring

scattering and absorption, it carrìes information from aLL

parts of the shower deveLopment and can be Very usefuL in

caLorimetric techniques. However, it carries a negLigibLe

proportion of the shower's energy and wiLL not be discussed

here.

1 .?.1 The NucLear Component

l,lhen a cosmic îay primary particLe impìnges on the

atmosphere, it coLLides with an atmospheric nucLeus, Losìng

some of its energy and producing some high energy hadrons.

Some of these, as weLL as the primary particLe wiLL then

continue on dor¡n through the atmosphere, with further

interactions producing further secondarìes, and distrìbut'ing
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energy to the other components of the shower. These

nucLear-active particLes comprise the nucLear core of the

shower with about 1% of the shower particLes. Since air
shower energ'ies are, at this time, weLL above those energies

accessibLe to man-made acceLerators, the detaiLs of the

coLLisions are uncLear, however semi-empiricaL modeLs such as

scaLìng (Feynman 1969) and CKP (see Brooke et aL 1964,

tJdowczyk 1973) with modifications such as rising interaction

cross sections (Hi LLas 1979b>, have been proposed to expLain

the measured resuLts.

Two important parameters of the ìnteractions for air
shower measurements are the ineLasticìty, the amount of energy

Lost by the primary in coLLìsions, and the interaction mean

free path. ConventionaL modeLs (CKP) for nucLeons assign

vaIues of about 0.5 and 80 9 cm-2 respectiveLy to these,

i ndependent of energy (de Beer et a L 1966) . However i f the

rising proton-proton cross sections observed at acceLerators

beIow 1013 eV continue to air shower energ'ies, the mean free

path Length may be considerabLy reduced. Since the atmosphere

is onLy about 12 interaction Lengths thick, it is cLear f rom

these vaLues that the primary part'i cLe may retain an

appreciabLe f raction of its energy to considerabLe atmospherìc

depths. Because of the reLationship of the hadron cascade

produced by the primary particLe to the other shower

components which are fed by it, the EAS wiLL continue to grobr

untiL energy Losses from it (as ionization in the atmosphere)

become greater than the energy being fed into it. This shower

maximum may occur quite deep in the atmosphere.
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For muLti-nucLeon primary particLes, a superposition

ruLe (Khristiansen et aL 1965) is conventionaL, so that a

primary of mass number A and energy E i s considered as A

primary nucIeons, each with energy El A. The shieLding effects

of nucLeons in the nucLeus may present Some probLems to this

modeL (Dixon and Turver 1974>. ALso, the interaction cross

section for the f irst nucLeus-nucLeus interaction (increasing

as ¡113 (t,laddington and Freier 1973)) is Larger than for

proton-nucLeus coLLisons (CLeghorn et aL 19ó8). Therefore it

can be seen that EAS produced by massive primary particLes

shouLd reach maximum deveLopment higher in the atmosphere, and

aLso that fLuctuations in the shower deveLopment shouLd be

Less for heavy primary particLes than for protons.

Energy Lost in the ineLastic coLLision process resuLts

in the production of particLes, mainLy pions, aLthough other

mesons and baryons may a L so be produced. 0n averâ9€r the pion

charges ôre equaL Ly divided between tët -e and 0. NeutraL

pions have a very short haLf-Life (about 1O-15 seconds) and

decay aLmost immediateLy to a pair of photons. The charged

pions continue on through the atmosphere interacting with

atmospherjc nucLeì in the same v¿ay aS the primatYt producing

further Secondaries, untiL theìr energies are Low enough

(about 3*1010 eV) so that thei r decay to muons becomes more

probabLe than further interactions. At the higher energìes

the Lorentz factor gives them extended haLf-Lives (Hayakawa

1969>. In conventionaL modeLs, the pion coLLisions are

catastrophìc (i.e. ineLasticity is 1) with an interaction
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Length of about 120 g .t-2, houlever in quark modeLs of

hadron interactjons this is not necessari Ly so (Gaisser 1977)

and there is a cLose simiLarity between pion and nucIeon

interactions.

The muLtipLicity of the coLLisions, the number of

secondary garticLes produced, is an important factor in the

shower deveLopment, but there is as yet no generaL agreement

as to its governing ruLe. Feynman scaLing resuLts in a

Logarithmic depend?nce (as Ln E) on energy, whiLe the CKP

modeL proposes that the muLtjpLicity is a fractionaL pobrer Law

in energy (as E0'25) and other modeLs with muLtipLicities as

high as E0'5 have been suggested (e.g. ChantLer et aL

1982). ProbLems w'ith the superposition modeL are due to

shieLding and fragmentation of heavy primaries and Lead to

supressed p'ion production (Gaisser et aL 1982). This means

that shower deveLopment fLuctuations for these primaries wi LL

be Larger than wouId othertrise be expected, although not Iarge

enough to upset the use of shower deveLopment measurements as

a tooI for composition investigations.

The tnansverse momentum distribution of the hadrons

produced in the nucLear-active core is a good test of the

accuraËy of the extrapoLations f rom acceLerator data, since

this distribution is aLmost independent of energy. Some

recent measurements (e.9. Ashton and Nejabat 1981) hor¡ever,

have irrdicated that this is no Longer true at energìes above

l*1914 eV, suggesting a change in the nucLear interactions
above this energy.
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Due to their reLativeLy high energies and Large

masses, the nucLear component is tittLe affected by CouLomb

scattering and most of the particLes in this component are

found within a coupLe of metres of the primary particLe

trajectory.

1 .2.2 The Muon Component

Comprisjng Less than about 10% of the totaL number of

part i c Les i n the shower at ground LeveL, the muon component i s

produced by the decay of (reLativeLy) Low energy mesons

(mostLy charged pions with some kaons). Because oÍ their very

Iong interaction Length, these muons are unLikeLy to interact

with atmospheric nucLei and so are sometimes known as the hard

or penet rat i ng component.

ALthough their haLf-Life at rest is onLy about

?t10-6 seconds, their Large Lorentz factor uith which they

are produced means that they can traveL a Large fraction of

the atmosphere before decaying. Hence the muon fLux from EAS

observed at ground teveL is essentìaLLy the integraL of the

muon production of the whoLe hadronic cascade. ALso, because

of their mass, the muons are not def Lected appreciabLy by the

geomagnetic fieLd and so traveL effectiveLy in straight tines

f rom thei r point o.f orig'in. Apart f rom the Low decay

probabiLity, the onLy Losses occurring to the muon f Lux are

jonization Losses of about 2 MeV per gram per square
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centimetre. It can therefore be seen f rom the characteristics

of the LongitudinaL deveLopment of the nucLear cascade that

the LongitudinaL deveLopment of the muon component wi L L

exhibit a rap'id increase in numbers (foLLowing the nucLear

cascade) and then after shot.ler maximum, a reLativeLy constant

number of partìcLes. The attenuation Length of the muon

component (def ined by N¡-.xp(-xlÀ)) is at Least 1000 9 cm-2

(e.g. Cranshaw et aL (1958) reported 1400 g cm-2).

The LateraL spread of the muon component is due to the

transverse momenta with which the muons and theìr parents are

produced, and aLthough in the Laboratory frame this is

comparativeLy smaLL, due to the height of muon production, the

LateraL distribution of this component 'i s rather f Lat. Hence

muons may be found at Large distances f rom the primary

particLe trajectory. To a rough approximation, muons found

furthest f rom the shower core are those produced earLiest in

the shower deveLopment. Lowest energy partic Les wi L L be found

at the Largest distances from the shower core because of the

jonization Losses over the muon trajectories.

[tltirasurements of the muon component are usuaLLy made

using speirctrometers shieLded by Large thicknesses of

atmospher'i c absorber (by having the acceptance directions at

Large zen'i th angLes) or by underground construction. The

shieLding is requi red to discriminate the muon component from

the more numerous eLectromagnetic component. ALso, the high

energy mucrns which must have come from very earLy in the EAS

deveIopmerrt can then be observed.
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1.? 3 The ELectromagnetic Component

By far the most numerous component, the

eLectromagnetic component comprises about 901l of the number of

shower particLes at ground LeveL for primary particLes with

energies greater than about 1014 eV. For Lower energy

primary particLes, which (as can be seen f rom the sLope of the

energy spectrum) are the buLk of the cosmic ray f Lux, the

eLectromagnet'i c component i s absorbed high in the atmosphere

Leaving onLy unaccompanied muons, so that in fact the most

numerous component of the cosmic ray fLux at sea LeveL is

unaccompanied muons.

The eLectromagnetic component derives from the gamma

ray photons produced in the neutraL pion decay. Each of these

very energetic photons produces an eLectromagnetic cascade by

a process which, in contrast to that of the nucLear cascade is

fairLy weLL understood (see Nishimura 1967). After traversing

a chacteristic distance (the radiation Length, XO) of about

38 g cn-?, a photon produces an eLectron pair u¡hich jn turn

produces further photons by means of the bremsstrahLung

process. In this Hay the cascade deveLops, and continues to

groH unt i L ioni zat ion energy Losses become compet jtive with

the pair production and bremsstrahLung processes at the

criticaL energy (E., about 84 MeV). Since the gamma ray

photons are contìnuaLLy being produced by neutraL pions from

the nucLear component, it can be seen that the EAS can be weLL
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approx imated by the Superposi t ion of a Large number of

eLectromagnetìc cascades. hlhen the nucLear cascade decays,

energy is no Longer fed into the eLectromagnetic component,

and the EAS then decays with an attenuation Length (defined as

previousLy) which is chacteristic of the nucLear cascade

(Hayakawa 1969).

Studies

distribution of

described by:

of EAS

secondary

have shown

particLes in

that

the

the

shower

LateraL

can be

P(r)=N".f(r) t(r1)z (1 .2>

wherep(r) is the particLe density at distance r from the

shover core, N. is the shower size and f (r) is knouln as the

LateraL structure function. lrluttipLe CouLomb scattering of

eIectrons in the shower is by far the most important

contributjon to the IateraL spread of the EAS. This process

can be described in terms of the angLe de through r¡hich a

charged particLe of energy E crossing a thickness of scatterer

dt, 'i s scattered by:

<do2>=(Er/e)2.dt (1.3)

¡¡here E- i s 21 trleV (Cocconi 1961>.

rise to a unit of LateraL dispLacement

as the l4oIiere unit, r1, given by:

This in turn gives

of the particLes, known

.1=XO.Es lE"=9.5 9 cm-2 (1.4)
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the actua L di stance invoLved is dependent on the

density.

A number o'l empiricaL LateraL structure functions are

used by the various research groups invoLved in EAS

invest'igations (see Staubert 19ó8). The most commonLy used

function is the NKG function and ìts variations. FoLLowing

the work of Motiere (1946> 
' Ni shimura and Kamata

(1950,1951a,b) produced an anaLyticaL function describing the

LateraL spread of an eLectromagnetic cascade. Not

surprisingLy (for the reasons given earLier), the

approximation of this function produced by Greisen (195ó) aLso

provides a good fit to the EAS LateraL distribut'ion. The NKG

functìon,

'î (r / 11)=c (s) ( r I r,1)s-2 ( (r I 11 )+1) s-4' 5 (1.5)

uhere c ( s) =l-( 4.5-s) / tz ['r ( s )f'( 4.5-2s ) ]

describes the particLe LateraL distribution in terms of the

LateraL age parameter, s, which is a measure of the

LongitudinaL shower deveLopment. This parameter varies in

vaLue between about 0.4 and 2.0 as the shower deveLops i.e.

earLy in the shower deveLopment s(1, at shower maximum s=1,

and after maximum s>1. Greisen (1956) aLso showed that the

LateraL spread of the EAS is infLuenced by atmospheric

conditions trlo radiation Lengths higher than those at the

Levet where the shot.ler is sampted. Thus the vaLue of the

ItloIiere unit used in the shower anaLysis can be somet¡hat
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modified.

It can be seen from equation 1.3 that the mean

scattering angLe is inverseLy proportionaL to particLe energy,

so that in generaL Lo¡¡er energy partictes wiLL be found

further from the shower core, and aLso, due to the

trajectories produced by muttìpLe scattering, Lower energy

particLes wj LL tend to Lag LongitudinaLLy behind the higher

energy particLes at the shower front.

Hence the EAS can be represented as having a shaLIow

disc shape u¡ith a radius of curvature of about a kiLometre.

This disc moves down through the atmosphere at about the speed

of Light and has, at sea LeveL (for primary energy about

1015 eV), a usefuL LateraL extent of about 1OO metres and

thickness of perhaps 5 metres. It shoutd be noted that shot¡er

maximum for medium energy showers occurs fa'i rLy high in the

atmosphere (see e.g. Thornton and cLay 1981 )r so that at sea

LeveL these shouters are weLL past their maximum deveLopment.
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2.1 Data CoLLection and Record'ing

In any experiment invoLving measurement, a knowLedge

of the characteristics of the measuring device is as important

to the finaL resuLts as the parameters to be measured.

Measurements on the cosmic ray f Lux hrere carried out using the

University of AdeIaide's BuckLand Park EAS Array situated on

LeveI ground at very cLose to sea teveL. The array is Located

at Longitude 138o 28'E and Latitude 34o 38! S, about 40

km north of AdeLaide, South AustraLia.

Sinc e 1978, the author has been responsibIe for the

routine running, maintainance and caLibration of the array and

the ana Lysi s of the data from it. The design and some

performance characteristics of this array have been described

eLsewhere (Crouch et aL 1981, Gerhardy et a[ 1981) ' horlever

since its performance is of cruciaL importance to the
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experiments described here, the array wiLL be described in
some detai L.

DeveLoped from an array originaLLy operated at

Penticton in Canada by the University of CaLgãtyt this array

has been extended by the additjon of a number of detectors to

its present dimens'ions, not.l having an encLosed area of

approximateLy 3*104 r2. It runs aLmost continuousLy, the

onLy interruptions be'ing stoppages for the changing of

magnetic tapes on which the data is recorded, and equipment

breakdowns. Fìgure 2.1 shows the pLan of the particLe array.

0ther EAS experiments being conducted at BuckLand Park inc Lude

measurements on the LateraL (KuhLmann and cLay 1981) and

temporaL structure (Liebing et aL 1981) of the cerenkov

radiation associated with EAs. The cerenkov detectors

invoLved in these investigations wiLL not be described here.

The particLe array noh, consists of 1? scintiLLator
detectors (5 f ast timing and 1? density detectors), housed in
semi-permanent gatvanized i ron huts. These are LabeL Led A to

K and R in figure 2.1. Detectors A to H are from the orig'inaL

array (which consisted of I sites - 5 fast t.iming and 5

density detectors) and each have a 1 n? by 5 cm thick bLock

of NE'10? pLastic scinti LLator contained in a rectanguLar

ga Lvani zed i ron box and viewed from beneath by one or two

photomuLtipLiers. These are type RCA 8055 for the measurement

of particLe densities in the scintiLLators. Detectors A to E

aIso contajn fast rise time (about 4 ns) phi Lips xp1040

photomuLtipLiers ulhich are used for fast timing measurements
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on the shower f ront to give directionaL information on the

EAS. The nebJ detectors, I, J and K are used onLy for particLe

density measurements and have 1 mZ Ay 1 cm bLocks (for

financiaL reasons) of NE110 pLastic scintitLator housed in

pyramidaL aLuminium encLosures (CLay and Gregory 1978) and

viewed from above by RCA 8055 photomuLtipLiers. Detector R

(aLso for density measurements onLy) uses simi Lar components

to L, J and K detectors aLthough the arrangement is sLightty

different. In this case, the scintiLLator is viewed from

beneath in the variabLe Light-ti9ht encLosure used by CLay and

Gregory in the design of the other new detectors. Apart f rom

I, J and K detectors, the mass of the covering (incLuding the

encLosure and hut) above the scintiLLators is about 1 g

cm-2, whìLe for I, J and K it is sL'ightLy more due to the

photomuLtipLìer and associated eLectronics.

SignaLs from the density detectors are ampLified by

charge-sensjtive preampLif iers and Line drivers. This process

aLso shapes the puLses so that the energy deposited in a

scintiLLator is proportionaI to the output voLtage puLse

height. Both density and fast t'iming signaLs are transmitted

through coaxìaL cabLe (RGBA/U) to the array eLectronics hut

for measurement and recording.

Temperature variations in the detectors are minimized

by Lagging with'gLass wooL' 7.6 cm (A.C.I.) thick and a

doubLe sided refLective thermaL insuLator (SisaLation)

covering. Various devices for the temperature controL of the

detectors have been investigated, hoh,ever none is yet in
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at BuckLand Park. For each EAS detected, a sampLe

detector) temperature is recorded, aLong with the

temperature and barometric pressure and aLso the

inside the (air-conditioned) eLectronics hut'

The pressure transducer used conSists of an aneroid

beLLows, mechanicaLLy coupLed to the core of a Linear variabLe

differentiaL transformer (Texas ELectronics 201?). 0nce

conditioned, the signaL from this device is digitized and

recorded to an accuracy of about 0.5 mbar. For the

temperature monitoring, two syStems are used. The eIectronics

hut temperature is measured using a thermocoupLe sensor and

associated digitìzing eLectronics (Kane-May Digitherm t'lk3)

r¡ith an accuîacy of better than 0.5oC, whiLe the detector

and atmospheric temperature monitors consist of a DuaL

Heathkit Digita L Thermometer (ID-13098/BE) with semiconductor

transducers (accurate to u¡ithin 0.5oC). Transducers for the

meteoroLog'icaL data are housed in a Screened enctosure. The

eLectronics for each of these devices is interfaced to the

rest of the array recording eLectronjcs by means of buffers.

Raw data f rom each density detector is in the form of

a singLe voLtage puLse u¡hich is transmitted to the centraL

eLectronics hut. At this hut each puLse is shaped by a Line

receiver ampLifier. Thjs puLse is measured by a device known

as PAJAttIAS (Phi L and J im's Amazing Measurer of Ai r Shot.lers)

which consists of two independent parts, one performìng puLse

heìght measurements for particIe dens'ity caLcuLations and the

other perform'ing timing measurements on the fast timing
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puLses. The density signaL from each detector is fed into a

sampLe and hoLd ampLifier (TeLedyne Phi tbrick 4853) which

gives an output foLLowing the input untiL triggered at which

time it hoLds the output constant. Triggering of the sampIe

and hoLd ampIif iers is timed for each detector to ensure that

a puLse produced by a shower t¡iLL be heLd at its peak. Errors

due to jitter in the arrivaL time of the puLses caused by

incLined showers is reduced to Less than 5y. by the puLse

shapìng mentioned previousLy which g'ives the puLses a very

Long decay time (about 1ft time constant). From the sampIe

and hoLd ampLif iers, the signaLs go to a DateL DAS-1ó. This

device contains an anaLogue muLtipLexer which presents the

output of each sampLe and hoLd ampLif ier in turn to a 12 bit

anaLogue to digitaL converter. ResuLts of these conversions

are temporari Ly stored in a shift register. Saturation of the

sampLe and hoLd ampLifiers Limits the maximum density

measurabLe to Less than about 1000 particLes per detector.

Fast timing s'ignaLs f rom the fast photomuLtipLiers go

through d'i scriminators (LeCroy 6?1L) to the timìng haLf of

PAJAMAS. SignaLs from A, B, D and E fast timing

photomuLt'ipLiers are deLayed so that the tim'ing signaL from C

detector aLways arrives f irst. This signaL is then used to

start an 8 channeL time to dig'itaL converter (LeCroy 2?28)

which is stopped by the other fast t'imìng signaLs. Hence the

times of arrivaL of the shou¡er front at A' Bt D and E

detectors reLative to C detector are determined.

l¡lhen an EAS is detected, a muLtipIexor is trìggered,
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and this device takes data from a digitaL cLock which gìves

the LocaL time (AustraLian CentraL Standard Time) of the event

and aLso the temperatures and pressure (these are buf fered

through the cLock eLectronics) mentioned previousLy. After
recording thìs data on magnetic tape (vja a P.I.1387 7-Track

DigitaL IncrementaL Tape Recorder), the muLtipLexor

interrogates PAJAMAS for the density and fast timing data

which is recorded in a second record bLock on the tape. A

bLock diagram of the array eLectronics is shot¡n in f igure 2.2.

The triggering condìtions, which have been constant

since 1978, have been set (Crouch 1979) to ensure that any EAS

fuLfiLIing these conditions can be weLL anaIysed with a weLL

determined coLLection area, and aLso that an unbiassed

selection of EAS is recorded. To trigger the recording

eLectronics t guLses from each of the fast tìming detectors

must be measured at a threshoLd of greater than two particLes,

theneby ensuring some redundancy, and hence increased accuracy

in the determination of the shower arrivaL directions.
SecondLy, density detectors A and D are required to measure

greater than ó and 8 particLes respectiveLy. By usjng this
minimum number of dens'i ty detectors near the centre of the

atraYt most density detectors are f ree to f Luctuate upwards or

downwards in density, and so sho¡¡er seLection invoLves rather

LittLe bjas. ALso, most EAS detected wiLL have their cores

within the area encLosed by the atray, hence the maximum

number of detectors wiLL sampLe the shower.

At present, the array eLectronics are being upgraded,
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and it is pLanned to use a Nova 4S minicomputer to controL a

CAMAC system containing anaLogue to digitaL converters and

time to digitaL converters for the data coLLect'ion. The

computer wiLL aLso monitor the functioning of the array (e.9.

singtes rates in the density detectors) and do some

preLiminary reaL-time anaLysis, writing the resuIts on fLoppy

discs. The number of detectors is aLso being increased to

aLLotr accurate measurements on smaLLer showers. This system

shou Ld be rout j ne Ly ope rat i ona L by ea r Ly 1 983.

?.2 CaLibration of the Array

?.2.1 Dens ì ty ltteasurement s

A scinti LLator responds to the passage through it of

'ion'i zing radiation by producing a tight puLse proportionaL in

ampLitude to the energy deposited in it. For high energy

particLes, this is aLmost independent of the partjcLe energy

and atso aLmost independent of the particLe species (about ?

lieV/gm .t-2, Hayakawa 1g69). Theref ore the Light puLse

energy produced by a scinti LLator is approximateLy

proportionaL to the number of particLes traversing it. This

reasoning is the basis of dens'ity caLibrations of the

detectors.

EarLier it bras shown that the most numerous component
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of the Secondary cosmic radiation at sea LeveL is the

uncorreLated muon fLux. If an ungated puLse height spectrum

from a scintiLLator js taken, its shape (a Landau djstribution

pLus Low energy noi se) wi L L be due to the passage through it

of muons from aLt directions. tlJhen this spectrum is examined

(for the 5 cm thick scintiLLators) a peak known as the singIe

particLe peak (SPP) due to the passage of a sìngLe ionizing

particLe (a muon) can be resoLved. The vottage corresponding

to th.i s peak ìs used as the standard for density measurements.

Since density meaSurementS are made in terms of

tequivaLent singLe verticaL muonsr, the mode (most probabte

puLse height) of the puLse height spectrum must be converted

to this vaLue. Èleasurements by CLay and Gregory (978) have

shown that gatìng the detector to receive onLy verticaL

particLes reduced the puLse height by a factor of about 1.3.

ALso with about 5% variation, the ratio of mean to mode of the

omni-di rectionaL puLse height spectrum was found to be about

1.3. Hence to a good approximatìon, for the thick

scintiLLators, the SPP has been found to be a good measure of

the energy deposited by an requivaLent singLe verticaL muont.

The ratio of the voLtage measured in a detector to the voLtage

corresponding to the SPP is used to derive the detector

particLe densjty. Thjs technique has the advantage of

averaging the detector response over the whoLe sensitive area

of the detector.

unfortunateLy, for the thin (1 cm) scintiLLators, a

SPP cannot be reSoLved from the noise in an ungated spectrum,
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due to the reduction by a factor of 5 (the ratio of the

scintiLl.aton thicknesses) of the energy depositedt ãñd so, tor
caIibration of these detectors, gating is empLoyed. rn this
case, crouch et aL (1981) found the ratjo of the mean to mode

of the puLse height spectrum to be about 1.?3. In practi ce,

difficuLties invoLv'ing measurements made with thin
scintiLLators have been resoLved by noting that the ratio of

thin scintiLLator to thick scintiLLator response for detectors
pLaced sìde by side is about 1.11. This factor is used during

data anaLysis to correct thin scintitLator rab, data to those

that woutd have been given by the thick scjnti L Lators.

For setting threshoLd teveLs for the triggering
detectors, the voLtages for the number of particLes are not

set directLy. Rather, from the puLse height spectrum, the

rate of counts above the required LeveL (n*SPP, where n is the

number of particLes required) is determined. The

djscriminator threshoLds are then set to give this counting

rate. An advantage of this method is that the triggering is

then reLatìveLy independent of density caLibrations and

graduaL variations in the detector are easiIy compensated for.

0bservations of the SPPrs from the detectors

indicated, in generaL, onLy smaLL (Less than about 57.> and

sLow variatjons (over perhaps a month or more). This is near

the resoLutjon Iimit of the caLjbration technique.

Catastrophic chang€sr which are fortunateLy rare, are eas'i Ly

detected in the computer anaLysis of the rah, data from the

array. A sampIe puLse height distribution from a detector is
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shown in f igure ?.3.

The recordjng and digitizing eLectronics are

caLibrated a number of times per year in terms of a standard

reference puLse generator (BNC BH1) simuLating the output

puLses of the Line receivers. This in turn is caLibrated in

terms of the muLtichanneL anaLyser (Tracor Northern 1705) used

to measure the puLse height spectra. Linearity of the

eLectronics is good (figure ?.4> and again onLy smaLL changes

in the sLope (Less than about ?%) and offset (equivaLent to

Less than about 2 particles) are observed. sudden, Larger

chang€Sr which are rare, are again reLativeLy easy to detect

and compensate forin the anaLysed data.

2.?.? Tim'ing Measurements

CaLibrations of the timing part of the eLectronics are

usuaILy carrjed out whenever the density caLibrations are

checked. Using a switchabLe variabLe deLay and a square puLse

generator (DatapuLse 1004), the time to digitaL converter is

started and then each channeL stopped separateLy to give the

caLjbration curve for each channeL. Again, the Linearity of

the device is very good (figure ?.5> and sLope and offset

variations are rareLy greater than the resoLution (incLuding

eLectronic jitter) of the system (about 4 ns).

Drifts in the triggering
discriminators are a possibLe source of

threshoLds

error due to

of the

r i set he
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time of the photomuLtìpLier tubes. A number of checks on

timing drifts are possibLe. Because of the symmetry of the

array fast timìng square, detectors diagonaLLy opposite (i.e.

A and D or B and E) shouLd have equaL and opposjte time deLays

with respect to C detector for any triggerìng EAS. ALso,

aSsum'ing a symmetricaL fLux of showers, the mean time deLay

between an outer fast t iming detector (A, B' D or E) and the

centraL fast timìng detector (C) shouLd be zero. This

reasoning is used to set the zero deLay and aLso aLLow for

sLow drifts in timing.

? 3 AnaLysis of the Raw Data

Data tapes written by the array eLectronìcs are

coLLected periodicaLLy (about tt¡ice per week) from the fieLd

station and brought back to AdeLaide for anaLysis on the

Univers'ity's Cyber 175 computer. Three separate programs are

used in the anaLysis, these being somewhat mutated descendants

of the programs brought with the rest of the originaL array

from Penticton.

The f irst program reads the data from tape. At this

stAge a number of checks are performed on the data. As weLt

as the parity bit written by the tape recorder, internaL

parity bits are aLso added by the array eLectronics, and both

of these are checked for tape wliting and read'ing errors.

Data f rom each event is trritten as tr¡o different Length

records, the cLock record containing the time and atmospherìc
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parameters of the shower, and the PAJAfqAS record

the fast t'iming and density rab, data. The Lengths

records are checked. The characters read from the

aLso checked to see if they make sense (e.g. that

time is Later than that of the previous event).

contaìning

of these

tape are

the LocaL

After this program has been run, the second program

appLies the measured caLibration curves to the rau¡ data. This

caLcuLates the particLe densities at each detector (in

particLes per square metre) and the deLay times from the fast
timing detectors (in nanoseconds).

FÍnaLLy, in the third program, the data is anaLysed to
produce the parameters of the shower i.e. its arrivaL
direction in zenith and azimuth angLes, its core Location on

the ground and its size (the totaL number of particLes at

ground LeveL).

Shower arrivaL directions are caLcuLated using a Least

squares f it to the detector times to produce the djrection
cosines of the shower (see Appendix 1). A pLane shower front
is used to approximate the actuaL curved shape of the shower

front. Th'is is qu'ite a reasonabLe approximation since the

radius of curvature of the shower front is expected to be of

the order of a kiLometre. TypicaL error vaLues in shower

directions are given by approximateLy 2.5*sec(0) degrees

where 0 is the zenith angLe. For showers with arrivaL
directions Iess than 40o, this corresponds to an uncertainty
in the arrivaL direction of Less than about 1o-? steradians.
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The shower sj ze and core position are determined by a

gradient search technique deveLoped by Crouch (979),

m jnimizing the Nt p"rameter (see Appendix ?). In this method,

a triaL core position i s chosen using the weighted densities

f rom detector A, and the outer detectors t, G, H, I, J and K.

Using the empiricaI Laterat distribution function of Greisen

(1 9ó0) (from the work of C Lark et a L (1 958) and Vernov et a L

(19ó0)) - the so-caLLed rMoscow/MITr equation:

P (N. tt)=..N. / r.exp (-rl rg) (?.1)

where a= (ZIfr
0

1 , rO=ó0 m

the program steps in the direction of the maximum decrease

in the goodness-of-fit parameter unti L a minimum is found,

thereby determining the core position and shower size.

Monte CarLo simuLations on the array (Crouch 1979>

have shown that for showers whose sizes and core Locations

give them a high triggerìng probabiLity for the atray, errors

in these parameters are generaLLy Less than 107" and 10 metres

respectiveLy and in some cases (depending on Location and

size) substantiaLIy Less.

For most events, this anatysis produces satisfactory

shower parameter determination, however LocaL mjnima in the

goodness-of-fit parameter surface can trap the search and tead

to erroneous resuLts. To overcome this probLem a program

package deveLoped in CERN (James and Roos 1975) has been used

)
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to reanalyze the data. This packã9et MINUIT' can uti Lize a

number of options in the minimization of the goodness-of-fit

parameter and has been found most satisfactory in its resuLts.

For showers which are weLL anaLysed by the gradient search

technique there is LittLe difference between the resuLts of

the two techn'iques. The difference in core Locations is

generaLLy tess than about 2 metres, for weLL anaIysed showers.

However, whiLe the gradient search procedure faiLs in about 37.

of events to find a good minimum, the fai Lure rate for the

üINUIT package is much Less than 1%.

Another advantage of the MINUIT package is the ease

trith which it can be adapted to f it a Larger number of f ree

parameters. For this reason as weLL, it has been used to

reanaLyse the data using the NKG function with varying age

parameter and l4oLiere unit (depending on atmospheric

conditions see Cocconj 1961>. A comparison of shower sizes

determined using equation ?.1 t.lith the gradient search routine

and the NKG function with !IINUIT is shown in f igure ?.6. It

can be Seen f rom this that the NKG s'i zeS are on average about

107- Larger than the Moscow/MIT sizes. The difference is

attributabLe to densities measured at Large core distances

fLattening the variabLe NKG LateraL distrit¡ution and so

increasing the caLcuLated size. Note that events which show

Large differences between their caLcuLated sizes using both

methods, invariabLy have extreme ages for the best NKG fit.
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2 4 Behavior of the Array

In this section, the behavioraL characteristics of the

BuckLand Park Array wìth respect to detected EAS witL be

described. These characteristics can be summarized by four

distributions: the shower size distribution, the core position

distribution, the zenith angLe distribution and the azimuth

angLe distributìon. Attempts wiLL be made to give at Least

quaLitative expLanations for the shapes of these

distributions.

2.4.1 The Shower Size Distribution

The si ze range of EAS coL Lected by the BuckLand Park

Array is determined by the triggering LeveLs (i.e. the number

of partjcLes required) and the geometricaL arrangement and

distances bethreen the triggering detectors. Since the array

is used specificaLLy for studies of the cosmic taY fLux near

the spectrum knee, it is desirabLe to have a sharp cut-off at

sma L L shower si zes so that the much more numerous and un¡ranted

Iot¡ energy f Lux is not recorded. This requirement has been

met very satisfactori Ly by the condìtions described earLier

and the resuLts are shown in figure ¿.7. It can be seen that

the cut-off occurs at size about 105 partjcLes and usefuL

numbers of events are coL Lected up to si zes of near 107

particLes - a dynamic range of about two decades.
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For restricted areas inside the al1ay, the triggering

probabiLity shouLd rìse asymptoticaLLy with size to 100% (due

to statjsticaL density f Luctuatjons). This can be used in the

accurate determination of the EAS size spectrum and reLated to

the primary cosmic îay energy f Lux. In f igure 2.8a the number

spect rum of shower si zes i s shown for a SampLe from a

restricted area (a circLe with radius 25 metres). Fìgure 2.8b

shows the corresponding triggering probabiLities as a function

of shower size. 0nce the triggering probabiLity approaches

100"Á, the size distribution detected shouLd ref Lect the true

EAS size spectrum.

?.4.2 The Core Position Distribut'ion

core posit'ions of the detected EAS ate, as seen ìn the

previous section, determined by the shower size distribution

and the triggering conditions. NevertheLess, they can be used

by themseLves as a check on the operation of the array-

fíost obviousLy, since the array is symmetricaL with

respect to its north-south axis, the core distribution of

detected showers shouLd aLso be symmetricaL with respect to

their x-coordinates. In figure ?.9, the distribution of

x-coordinates is pLotted. A high degree of symmetry can be

seen, horrever a sLight excess of shou¡ers (0.82) detected on

the eastern side of the array is apparent. 0ver an extended

perìod, the array eLectronics shows sLow variations, and

changes in the detector gains or triggering discrimination
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triggering conditions. The sLight

to thi s probLem.

since there is no north-south symfnetry in the array

corresponding to the east-west symmetry, no simìLar test on

the array performance can easiLy be made. QuaLitativeLy

however, it can be seen from the trìggering conditions that

the shower detection shouLd be biassed towards the south of

the array and thjs may be seen in figure 2.10, there being an

excess of nearLy 1O% observed to the south-

For making quantitative measurements on the EAS f Lux,

'it is important to know the ¡tay that the triggering profiLe

changes as a function of core position. Thìs information may

be obtained from Monte CarLo simuLations of sho¡¡ers incident

on the array. ResuLts of these for three shower sizes are

shown in figure ¿.11. The most ìmportant characteri stics of

these data are the trìggering centroid which is found to be at

coord'inates (Or-5>, and the reLativeLy Large region of lOO%

triggering (asymptotìcaLLy) compared to the sharp faLL-off of

triggering probabjLity au¡ay from this area-

?.4.3 The Zenìth AngLe Distribution

Most EAS detected by the array are weLL past their

maxjmum deveLopment, therefore the factor determining the

zenith angLe distribution of detected showers js the t.lay that

the showers are attenuated by the atmosphere. At Lou¡ zenith
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angLes, this effect is smatL anfl so the number of showers

detected from these angLes wì Lt increase r.¡ith thç soLid angLe

of the sky viewed (figure 2.12>. However, at zenith angLes

greater than about 20o the changing thickness of the

atmosphere which the EAS traverse becomes important.

For showers with size at maximum, N max, the size,
goes as:N", measured at sea LeveL f rom zenith angLer 0 t

Ne (0) =Nr.x. €xp (h. sec0/À) (2.2)

where h .i s the depth of the atmosphere (in gm ct-2) and

À is known as the shower size attenuation Length. Assuming

that the primary cosmic rays are incident isotropicaLLy on the

top of the atmosphere (r¡ith respect to the arraY zenith

angLe), the actuaL zenith angLe distribution wi LL be

determined by the primary energy spectrum of the primary

particLes and aLso by the way the shouler deveLops i.e. the

atmospheric depth requi red for maximum to be reached. The

Latter datum i s not kno¡¿n with certainty, and therefore a

soIutìon to the zenith angLe djstribution shape at Large

angLes ¡¡itL not be attempted.

2.4.4 The Azimuth AnsIe Distribut ion

In a simi Lar way to the djstribution of detected EAS

core pos'itions, the azimuth angLe distribution i s determined

by the triggering conditions of the array. Figure ?.13 shovs
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this distribution, The most

distribution is the moduLation by

harmonic. DetaiLs of the Fourier

harmonic) of this distribution are

beLow. In the fourth coLumn, the

distributions couLd give rìse to

shown.

AmpLitude(7.)

1.3

4.0

0.ó

0.4

obvious feature of thi s

a reLativeLy Large second

anaLysis (up to the fourth

shown ìn the TabLe ?.1

probabi Lities that random

the measured ampL'itudes are

TabLe 2.12 Fourier anaLysis of the azimuth dìstribution

Harmonic

The Low significance of the third and fourth harmonics

indicates that the distribution is weLL described in terms of

the first and second harmonics. This is further confirmed by

a check on the most obvious Lines of symmetry (north-south and

east-r¡est). Compa¡ing the number of showers arriving from

northerLy directjons hrith that of southerLy directions, it is

found that there is an excess from the north of about ?7..

ALthough this 'i s quìte cLose to symmetricaL, when the data are

statisticaLLy tested, it is found that the probabiLìty of a

symmetricaL distribution producing this d'ifference is Less

than 1%. Checking the east-h,est symmetry in the same vàYt the

f Lux dif ference is onLy 0.4y. and th'i s dif ference is rather

LikeLy to arise f rom random f Luctuations-

I

2

3

4

Phase(deg)

?3

12

195

170

ProbabiLity(%)

0.4

<1 0-1 0

37

57
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The expLanation for the Large second harmonic Lies in

the arrangement of the two majn triggering detectors A and Dt

i.e. the north-south aLignment. Showers incident on the

array from northerLy and southerLy directions reduce, by

project'ion, the distance between these detectors and hence are

more LikeLy to trigger the array than showers from the east

and Hest which see no such reduction.

UnfortunateLy, no such simpLe expIanation offers

itseLf for the first harmonic. CLay and Gerhardy (1982b) have

shown that the north-south asymmetry can be produced by errors

in the timing caIibrations which are onLy of the size of the

timing resotution. These may act to shift the effective

zenith and thereby produce an artificiaL azimuth asymmetry.



CHAPTER THREE

THE SEA LEVEL SPECTRUM

In this chapter,

the sea LeveL cosmic îay

resuLts of spectraL

f Lux are given.

mea su rement s on

3 1 The Sea LeveL Density Spectrum

3.1.1 Introduction

Because of their Low f Lux and extreme energies, the

medium energy cosmic rays are aLmost inaccessibLe in terms of

direct measurements. Therefore ground LeveL observations of

the secondary part i c Les (EAS) must be empLoyed to deduce

information about their spectrum. UnfortunateLy, this process

of deduction generaL Ly invoLves a number of reLativeLy

unproven assumptions about shower deveLopment, making the

finaL resuLts uncertain. A Lray of avoiding much of this
process expLicitLy is by makìng measurements of the density

spectrum defined by the rate of detection of secondary

particIe densities in a detector. Determinations of this
spectrum require, jn the production stage, no assumptions at

aLL about either the form of the primany energy spectrum (to
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at Least a f irst approxjmation), or about the tllay in which

secondary particLeS are produced and scatter out about the

primary particLe trajectory. The trade-off for the ease of

measurement of this spectrum is the difficuLty in the

interpretation of the resuLt.

As an approximation,

interpreted as foLLows (after

1979)- The shower size, N"(r)

dens:tyrP, ãt a distance, r'

by:

N.(.>=P/f(r)

requì red to produce

f rom the shower core

the densìty

the work of

spectrum

ALLan and

may be

Davies

particLe

is given

¡¡here

If the

showers

f (r) is some

'integraL size

exceeding some

(3.1 )

LateraL structure function.

the rate of detection of

size, is gìven by:

approprìate

spectrum,

threshoLd

then the integraL density spectrum is gìven by:

K(Ne)=Ko.(Ne)-Y

K(P,f )=K o.(Plf (r))-Y

H(p)=J3 (p,r).2rr.dr

(3.2>

or

1.e. v
H (P) =KúP- ú r.(f(r)) .dr (3.3)

=Ho.p r (3.4)

Houhere depends on the normaLization of the LateraL
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structure function. The important point to note is that for

this straightforulard case, the integraL density spectrum is

characterized by the same pohrer Law ìndex as the integraL size

spectrum. UnfortunateLYr impLicit jn thìs derivation is the

assumption that the LateraL structure function at aLL core

distances is independent of the shower size. NonetheLess, if

this sho¡¡er size dependence is weak or can be compensated tor,

the density spectrum technique offers an uncompLicated r¡ay of

examining the size spectrum index in a tray which is aLmost

independent of shower deveLopment modeLs.

If the shower size Spectrum can then be reLated to the

primary energy spectrum , the detaiLed form of these Spectra

are accessibLe from experiments invoLving reLativeLy

unprocessed data. This is especiaLLy sign'if icant for studies

near the spectraL tkneet, which corresponds to a primary

energy of j ust above 101 5 eV or a sea LeveL shower sì ze

about 5*1 05 pr rt i c Les.

3.1 .? Previous Experiments

Studies of the cosmic ray density spectrum have been

conducted for over forty years, often, unfortunateLy producing

somewhat contradictory reSuLts, depending on detector types

and arrangementst ðîd especìaLLy the atmospheric depth at

whi ch the experiments hrere carried out. Assuming the po¡¡er

La¡¡ form of the density spectrum, it was hoped that

measurements of the valiation of the spectrum with atmospheric
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depth wouLd give direct information on the primary spectrum

and shower deveLopment. However the interpretation of these

data has proved very dif f icuLt (ftlcCaughan 198?arbrc\.

The dens'ity spectrum h,as f irst studied as an adjunct

to experiments on the LateraL spread of shower particLes (e'g'

Auger et al 1939, CLay 1942>, however when the earLy

experiments ¡.¡ere found to be in confLict (Cocconi et aL 1946>

many experiments foL Loyed in attempts to produce definitive

resuLts. AnaLyses of the ratr data f rom these experiments

re L i ed on t he fo L Lowj ng assumpt i ons:

(i) the density spectrum h,as described by one

or more inverse poLJer Laws;

(ii) the distribution of particLes in the

shou¡er over the si ze of the detectors L¡as

random;

(iii) the mean particte density for each event

tras constant across the experimentaL apparatus.

The earLy exper.iments empLoyed a statisticaL approach

(adapted for cosmic ray experìments by Auger et aL 1939) to

the probLem of density measurements. In these experimentst

trays of Gejger-frluLLer countersr SPaced by of the order of 5

metres, were used as the detectors. Coincidences between

individuaL counters and aLso the trays of counters were

recorded. The density spectrum llas then evaLuated from these

data by two aLternative techniques. FirstLy by comparing the

rates of coincidenceS of a number of detectors, the aVerage

tLocaLt shou¡er densìty Has determined for a given set of
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from the above assumptions

density, derived statisticaLl.y

given by:
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Th i s

t.¡as

p =Ln(1 / (1 -Cn / Cn_1>> / A (3.4)

where A Lras the effective detector area and Cn h,as the

rate of n-foLd detector coincidences. Knowing the rate of

coincidences, the density spectrum was constructed from a

number of different coincidence and detector arrangements.

CarefuL anaLysis by Broadbent et at (1950) showed that

assumption (iii) Has faLLacious, introducing errors into the

resuLts obtained by the technìque. However, the magnitude of

these erro,rs for the pobrer Law index hras Less than 10%

(Prescott 1956>.

ALternativeLy, when the rate of

given number of detectors hJas measured as

detector area, the power Law index of the

given by:

coincidences of

a funct i on of

density spectrum

a

the

hra s

l=d(Ln cn)/d(Ln A) (3.5)

Thjs technique does not require assumption (iii), but stiLL

assumes that the LateraL distribution is not a function of

shower s'i ze and hence of particLe density. Since this method

required Less assumptions, it t.las most often appLied to

counter experiments.

More recent experiments to determine the spectrum have
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generaLLy empLoyed more direct methods to measure the particLe

density. These inc Lude ionization chambers (Prescott 1956>,

proportionaL counters (Norman 1956>, cLoud chambers (Reid et

aL 196?) and scinti LLators (Katsumata 1964). As weLL as the

actuaL density detectors for these experiments, other particLe

detectors t¿ere used in coincidence to trigger the recording

device so that onLy densities from showers trtere recorded' A

common feature of these experiments was the separation

distances of the detectors - usuaLLy onLy a fehr metres- This

meant that densitieS LJere generaLLy measured within a few

metres of the shower core.

A compì Lation of resuLts from a number of sea LeveL

determinat'ions of the pouer Law index is shown in figure 3'1'

It can be seen that these resuIts indicate a sharp change in

the index f rom about 1.5 to nearLy 2.4 at near 1000 pantjcLes

m-2. ALthough this change is cLear in the compìLation,

occasionaLLy individuaL expe¡iments (e.g. Hara et aL 1979b)

meaSure a constant index over a wide density range'

UnfortunateLy, the index above the change is perhaps Larger

than that expected from size Spectrum measurements. ALso, at

the Low density end of the spectrum, a sLowLy increasing 'index

w'i th density has been proposed (Greisen 1956>, whereas the

primary energy Spectrum and si ze spectrum in the corresponding

regions are usuaLLy f itted by a singLe power Lav. These

interpretation probLems stem from the experimentaL arrangement

mentioned previousLy, i.e. the measurement of the dens'ity

cLose to the shot¡er core.
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Near the EAS core, a number of difficuLties are

encountered. FìrstLy the particLe density is changing rapidLy

with core distance. secondLy, the presence of the

nucLear-active partìcLes of the shower core near the detectors

may produce anomaLous changes ìn the LateraL distribution of

the eLectromagnetic component. In factt the LateraL

distribution of particLes near the EAS core is not breLL known.

ThirdLy, the nucLear-active particLes maY produce bursts of

particLes in the materiaL above the detectors, thereby Leading

to anomaIous density measurements. trlcCaughan (1982a) has

critisized the resuLts of these density spectrum experiments

mainLy on the basis of core effects, however other efforts to

reconciLe the size and density spectra (Ashton and Parvaresh

1975, Khristiansen et aL 1979) have invoked a varying LateraL

structure function. These efforts have had, at best, Limited

success.

RecentLy McCaughan (198?arb) has proposed an

interesting jnterpretation of the resuLts of the density

spectrum. If the Spectrum is s'imuLated, for SuccessfuL

fitting, it is required that a parameter, in this case the

LateraL age parameter in the NKG function, varies in a way

that cannot be interpreted in terms of a change in the primary

spectrum, but instead must ref Lect a change in the nature of

the nucLear interactions at the energy corresponding to the

SpectraL knee. 0ther evidence, for exampLe the existence of

tCentauror events may support this interpretation. HiLLas

(19816), however has used interpoLatjons beth,een the sea Levet

and mountajn LeveL density spectra for the same experiments to
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deduce a very short absorption Length for the shower coreS.

He proposes f rom this that Less than ?% of the primaries are

protons - thereby impLying a rapid change in the primary mass

composition near the spectraL knee.

3.1.3 The BuckLand Park ArraY DensitY Spectrum Experiment

In 1979, ALLan and Davies suggested that to avoid the

probLem of density measurements near the coret teLativeLy

wideLy spaced detectors couLd be used to measure the density

spectrum. If the variations in the LateraL djstribution as a

functjon of shower size are not too Large, then the density

spectrum pobrer index measured shouLd accurateLy ref Lect the

size spectrum. EquivaLentLy, these measurements couLd be used

aS a check on the seLf-consistency of the LateraL structure

function and the measured size spectrum-

Before actuaL measurements of the array density

spectrum are described, the equation 3.4 requires further

exam'ination. ALLan and Davies (1979) have shot¡n that

appropriate Limits for the integraL in equation 3.3 are

actuaLLy some minimum distance .0 and oo. This is due to the

fact that the detectors are not inf initesimaL jn sizer so that

the densìty measured is actuaLLy averaged over the detector

area and not a point densìty. MoreoVer, the requirement for

shower detection is - densitìes greater than some threshoLd in

coincidence in a numben of spaced detectors. The constant,

,0, is then reLated to the spacing and arrangement of the
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array. It'i s cLear then, that the tconstantr, HO, is
actuaLty a function of tO and V (as weLL as the shape of the

LateraL structure function). CaLcuLations by Wenneberg (1982)

show that aLthough at spac'ings (of two detectors, .O) Less

than 10 metres, H0 i s strongLy dependent on Y, at rg

greater than this, the dependence ìs rather weak. If

variations in the LateraL distribution as a function of sho¡¡er

size at the detector distance from the shower core are smaLL,

then the poHer Law index of the density spectrum is a usefuL

measure of the size spectrum in the region of the tkneet jn

the spectrum. Figure 3.2 shows the shape of the NKG structure

function with respect to core distance for a number of

different shotrer age vaLues. It can be seen that atthough

there are variations, at distances greater than about 20

metres they are not Large. Hou¡ever, the LateraL d'istribution

shot¡s Iarge variations within 10 metres of the core. This

indicates the main reason for the variations in the density

Spectrum measurements for experiments Hith cLoseLy spaced

detectors.

The array density spectrum is def ined in the foLLowing

way. An array of detectorS can be constructed to detect EAS,

rith the rate of shower detection determined by the threshoLd

(jn terms of the particLe density at the detector Locations)

required to trigger the system. If the particLe density

threshoLds for each detector are then changed by the same

ratio, then a new sho1¡er detection rate r¡iLL be produced. The

array density spectrum is def ined by the dependence of the

rate of detection of EAS on the neLative threshoLd teveLs.
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This definition highLights the difference between the 'Locat'

density spectrum requiring basìcaLIy one detector (measured in

the experiments described earL'ier) at usuaLLy rather smaLL

shower core distances, and the 'array' density spectrum for

which measurements are generatIy conducted some distance from

the sho¡¡er core.

There are tbro aLternative Hays of performing thìs

experiment. In the f jrst case, the eLectronic discrimjnation

LeveLs on the outputs of the individuaL detectors are fixed

and then the density threshoLd is varied by physicaLLy

changing the effective sjze of the detector. Care must be

taken in this method to aLLow for variations in the detector

eff iciency aS a function of detector sjze. This method trlas

chosen by ALLan and Davies (979) for their investigation.

Sjnce the BuckLand Park array is a permanent instaLLatjon and

the detector sizes f ixed, thjs is not a suitabLe technique for

the equipment. ALternativeLy t ðî array of detectors can be

set up to record EAS in the normaL Hay - by detecting

coincidence LeveLs above a given particLe density threshoLd in

the detectors. By recording aLL particLe densities above this

triggering LeveL for the aîtay, the data can Later be checked

at higher density threshoLds in coincjdence to f ind the rates

of shower detection corresponding to the higher densjties.

This method does not interfere with the normaL continuous

runn'ing of an array and was therefore chosen for the BuckLand

Park density spectrum experiment.

To obtain reasonabte particLe numbers in the
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detectors, the centraL part of the BuckLand Pank artay, which

incLudes the fast timing array t.las used in the experiment

(f igure 3.3). Shower detection b,as determined by these

detectors uith triggering requirements bejng Sreater than 2

particLes t-2 in each of the fast timing detectors and aLso

greater than ó particLes n-? in A density detector and

greater than I particLes ß-? in D density detector. Apart

from statisticaL f Luctuations in the LocaL particLe densities,

the Latter condition is sufficient to ensure that the

threshoLd LeveLs in the former condition are satisf ied. In

the initiaL experiment (CLay and Gerhardy 1980), density

detectors A and D were chosen. t.Jith a separation of about 42

metres, the minimum threshoLd (i.e. ó particLes n-2 in A

and 8 particLes r-2) corresponds to a most probabLe shower

sjze of near 105 particLes (see figure 2.8). Later, other

detectors u¡ith smaLLer separations t.lere used to extend the

spectrum to incLude densjties from smaLLer shower sizes (CLay

et aL 1981a). These other paìrs of density detectors brere D

and E detectors (separated by 30 metres) and B and C detectors

(separated by 21 metres). For the parts of the experiment

using the smaLLer separatìons, the triggering requirements for

the array rrere temporari Ly set to onLy ? particLes n-? in

each of the densìty detectors A, B, C, D and E.

To determine the array density spectrum, the data f rom

these pairs of detectors Here compared with artificiaL

computed threshoLds which were increased by muLtipLes of {2.
Hence, for exampLe, the threshoLds considered for density

detectors A and D respectiveLy u¡ere:,ó and 8 particLes 
^-?,
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OIZ and A.fz particLe, r-2, 12 and 16 particLe, t-2 and so

on. SimpLy counting the number of showers to trigger each o'Í

these artificiat threshoLds then gave the array density

spectrum. This spectrum is shown for detectors A and D in

f igure 3.4.

Spectra from the various pairs of detectors

combined usins the resuLts of the normaL anaLysis of the

data recorded by the array. For the detector pairs,

spectra for g'iven density threshoLds Lrere determined and

these the most probabLe shower sizes for these threshoLds

evaLuated. By f inding the threshoLds for each detector

r¿hi ch corresponded to the same most probabLe shou¡er si ze,

density spectra couLd be combined.

t{ere

raf.J

s i ze

from

were

pa ì r

the

The most interesting parameter of the density spectrum

is the potrer Law index whìch, as shown earLier, shouId be

directLy comparabLe with resuLts obtained from size spectrum

experiments. Therefore, vaLues of the index for each of the

density spectra in intervaLs of f,Z in threshoLd were evaLuated

and are pLotted in f igure 3.5 as a function of most probabLe

shower size.

Over the range of shower sjzes f rom about 4*105

particLes to at Least 107 partìcLes, the spectraL index

appears to be approximateLy constant with a mean vaLue of near

1.9. BeLow 4*105 particLes, the index appears to decrease

f aì rLy shargLy, hou¡ever in the Lowest size bins f or each

detector pair t 9ðrticIe statisticaL Limits become important.
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For exampLe, in the case of A and D detectors , the Lowest

threshoId used 'in f igure 3.5 is {2 times the minimum

requirement for the array (since upward density f Luctuations

at beLow the minimum requirement make the corresponding rate

uncertain). However, densities of 2 particLes ß-2 are aLso

required in detectors B, C and E, so that events may not

trigger the array at this teveL if the densities at B, C and E

detectors f Luctuate downwards from about 10 particLes m-2 to

Less than ? particLes n'?. There is a smaLL but finite
probabi Lity of this occurrence which wouLd produce a

corresponding error in the spectraL index. SimjLar probLems

occur with the other detector paìrs in their Lower size bins.

To try to overcome this probLem, for a short tjme the

array triggering threshoLds were reduced to ? particLes n-2

in A and D and a threshoLd correspondìng to 1.5 particLes

m ' in C detector onLy. Detectors A and D were aga'in used

for the density spectrum measurements. In this vðyt the

probLem of particLe statistics in the bins correspondjng to

the Lower sizes jn the other experiments was minjmized. Due

to the much smaLLer number of events coLLected, the index

measurements from these data are reLat'iveLy ìmprecise,

atthough they stiLI show the decrease jn the jndex at Low

sizes measured by the other detector pairs. ResuLts from this
experjment are aLso shown in f igure 3.5. The substantiaL

agreement betHeen the resuLts of this experiment and the

others indicate that it is LikeLy that threshoLd effects on

aLL the experiments are not signif icant for the shower sizes

used. A check on this is given by the shapes of the shower
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size distributions for the two

the threshoLd vaLues of 12 and

detectors respect'iveLy. These

in f igure 3.6.

different triggering systems at

16 particLes m-2 in A and D

a re i n good ag reement as seen

It has been shor¡n (ALLan and Davies 1979) that the

shape of the observed shower size distribution is dependent on

the spectraL index. Therefore as a check on the constancy of

the index above shower size of about 4,t105 particLes , the

sjze djstrjbutjon hras determined for the normaL array

triggering ¡rith an addjtionaL art'ifjciaL threshoLd of ó0

partictes m 2 in A detector and 80 particLe, t-2 in D

detector. ScaLed down by a tactor of 5 in size, this

distribution is aLso shown in f igure 3.6. It can be seen that

the distributions are in exceLLent agreement. This resuLt

gjves further support for the proposition of a constant

spectraL index between shower sizes of 4*105 oarticLes and

1Q7 particLes.

3.1 .4 ComparabLe Experiments

The expe r i ment of A L Lan and Dav i es (1979 ) used an

array of six scintiLLator detectors arranged in pairs at the

vertices of an equiLateraL triangLe having a circumcircLe of

radius 12 metres. Each of the detectors couLd be varied in

area from a maximum of 1 nZ do¡¡n to approximateLy 0.01 m2.

Data Has then coLLected using basicaLLy the counter technique

ot, for examÞLe, Cocconi et a L (1946) . Coincidence rates,
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determined by some arbitrary eLectronic threshoLd at the

equ'ivaLent of 1 particLe of the two sets of three detectors as

weLL as for aLL six detectors ¡lere counted. Comparison of the

rates f rom the thJo sets of three detectors provided a check on

the correct operation of the array, and comparison of the

three-foLd to six-foLd coincidence rates provided an estimate

of the spectraL index using a simpLe rearrangement of equation

3.5. (For this experìment, a six-foLd coincidence hras

considered to be a three-foLd coincidence of detectors with

doubLe the effective area.) The particLe density tras assumed

to be gìven by the reciprocaL of the area (e.g. see Greisen

1956). By varying the detector areas an array densìty

spectrum tras buiLt up.

PreL'iminary resuLts of this experiment gave a spectraL

index of about 1.3, at a density of 0.7 particLe, ,2, whìch

f rom thejr caLcuLations corresponded to a median shower size

of near 7*103 par^ticLes. Furthen unpubLished resuLts (ALLan

prìv. comm. 1981) indicated no sharp kink in the spectrum,

but rather suggested a graduaL increase in the index.

However, ALLan has suggested that the change in the detector

sensitjve area as the detector size r'Jas changed may have

introduced some probLems in the caLcuLations.

An experiment us'ing two of the BuckLand Park detectors

(B and C), but an independent trìggering and recording system

b,as run by CLay (reported in CLay et aL 1981a). In this

experiment, the onLy triggering requirement t.las a coincidence

between the two detectors at a threshoLd density of greater
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than 1.5 particLe, t-2. This system enabLed the recordìng

of Large numbers of events - about 3000 events per day, as

compared to about 150 - 200 events per day for the BuckLand

Park array ìn its normaL trìggering mode. 0n detectìng a

coincidence, the particLe density for each detector ulas

caLcuLated fnom the measured puLse height spectrum for the

detector. The array density spectrum bras then constructed by

the usuaL techn'ique of imposing artificiaL threshoLds and

counting the shower rate for each threshoLd. SimuLations by

Dawson (1980) t¡ere used to determine the most probabLe shower

size correspondìng to each density threshoLd. ResuLts of thjs

experiment are shown in figure 3.7. It i s c Lear that they are

in very good agreement hrith the resuLts presented in the

previous section.

To try to resoLve the difference between the

experiments of ALLan and Davies (1979), CLay and Gerhardy

(1980) and CLay et aL (1981), an experiment using both the

technique of varying areas and aLso that of varying thresholds

h,as deveLoped by CLay et aL (1982). By comparing the

techn'iques in this btðyt the biasses introduced by each method

couLd be accounted for. The experimentaL arrangement used two

scinti LLator detectors with initiaL areas of 1 n? each , ãt a

separation of 16 metres. The minimum threshoLd for each

detector rlas set'weLL beLow'the 1 particLe n-? LeveL and

the data train investigated for coincidences. Again the

spectrum Has determined by the imposition of artificiaL
threshoLds and counting the coìncidence rate.
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After this spectrum had been determined, the

scintiLLators t.¡ere then progressiveLy haLved in size down to
o-125 of the nz with spectra determined for each detector
size jn the same way as the originaL. These spectra trere

expected to be identicaL except for a factor of ? change in
density for each different detector size. Differences in the

spectra enabLed systematic biasses to be removed. The f inaL

density spectrum h,as then caLibrated in terms of most probabLe

shower sizes usjng Monte carLo simuLations. The resuLts of

thjs experiment are aLso shown in f igure 3.7 aLong with a

summary of the BuckLand Park resuLts. rt can be seen that
there js support for the proposition of a change in the

spectraL index from about 1.45 to 1.85 atthough the shower

sizes at which the kinks occur are at sL'ight variance. This

nay be due to differences in the particLe IateraL

distributions used in caLibrating the spectra from each

experjment.

3.? The Size Spectrum

3.2.1 Introduction

The cosmjc ray sjze spectrum is of interest not onLy

because of jts reLationship to the primary particLe energy

spectrum, but aLso since observations of the LJay the size

spectrum varies as a function of atmospheric depth can provide

information about the particLe interaction characteristics at
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energies inaccessabLe to man-made particLe acceLerators. This

spectrum (shower f Lux as a function of size) is defined in its

integraL form, by the number of showers detected greater than

a given size per unit time, in unit area, f rom unit soLid

angLe, or mathematicaLLy by¿

fco
J (>No)= 

Jnjn,N) 
.dN/ (dt.ds.dÐ (3.ó)

where n(N) is the numben

between N and N+dN and t, S

angLe respectiveLy.

of showers 'in

andJL are time,

the size

a rea and

range

so L i d

ISspectrum

pot{e r

To a f irst approximation, the

presumed to foLLow one or more

characterized by the poHer Law index,

Laws

J (>N)=JO.N- r (3-7)

and may depend in some tray on the shower size. 0n the

basjs of the earLy density spectrum data, Greisen (19ó0)

proposed a size spectrum where the inverse pohrer Law index

increased LogarithmjcaLLy as a function of shower size between

103 particLes and greater than 109 particLes. Data from

the previous section however, indicates a spectrum with

reLativeLy constant index between at Least 104 and 105

parti cLes with a rapid change at about 3*105 partjcLes to a

reLativeLy constant index up to at Least 107 p"rticLes.

shower size

inverse
io

, t .w.

ALthough measurements of the size spectrum reLy
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impLìcitLy on the form of the LateraL distribution used, its

accurate determination aLso reLies heaviLy on a number of

other parameters of the detector system. ProbabLy the most

'important of these is the effective coLIecting area. Any

array oÍ detectors wiLL show, oVer its arrangement, variations

in jts detection efficiency for showers. This wiLL be a

function of the shower size. The determination of the f Lux

reLies on the accurate knowLedge of this coLLection efficiency

function. Other factors which must aLso be taken into account

are the recordìng dead-times for the detectors and the

acceptance angLe and anguLar resoLution of the array.

3.?.2 The BuckLand Park Size SPectrum

The EAS

coLLected by the

Chapter

recorded

2 For

size spectrum uras

BuckIand Park

each detected

compi Led us i ng the rah,

EAS Array as described

event, the coLLected

data

1n

and

data are:
(i) the particLeS at nominaLLy 1? density

detectors (depending on breakdowns etc-)

(ii) the reLative arrivaL t'imes of the shover

front at 5 fast timing detectors;

(iii) the LocaL time;

(iv) the LocaL barometric pressure, ãtmospheric

temperature, a sampLe detector temperature and

the temperature of the recording eLectronics-

These raw data are anaLysed to give the arrivaL
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directions, shower core Location on the ground, and shower

size. Routinely, the shower size is determìned using the

LateraL distribution given in equation ?.1' however to attow

for vaniations in the Structure of the showers, the NKG

function (equation 1.5) utith a variabLe LateraL age parameter

has aLso been used.

sìnce the sholrers detected by the BuckLand Park array

are weLL past the shower size maximum, the shower size

measured is reduced as the amount of atmosphere traversed

increases. Hence, showers detected t¡ith Large zenith angLes

wiLL be smaLLer than equivaLent verticaL showers. The rate of

size change with atmospheric thickness past shower maximum is

characterized by a thickness known as the shower size

attenuation Length. Events utiLized in the measured spectra

have been adjusted in size to equivaLent verticaL showers

using the measured attenuation Length (185 g c^-2, see

Chapter 4>.

IntegraL verticaL shower size spectra determined by

both these LateraL distribut'ion functions and drawn f rom about

1.?*105 events are shown in figure 3.8. To avoid the

probLem of variatjon in detection efficiency, areas of the

array which had cLose to 1OO/. trìggering probabiLities for

g'iven sho¡¡er sizes b¡ere determined, and onLy events whose size

and core Locations obeyed these criteria hJere accepted for the

construction of the spectrum. These regions, determined by

simuLations, Here taken to be circuLar, with the centre 5

metres south of C detector. DetaiLs of the radii and minimum
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shor,ler si zes for these regions are gìven in tabLe 3.1 betow.

TabLe 3.1: 1007" triggering radii and sizes for the array.

Minìmum Shower Si ze

(particLes)

<4 .6*1 O 5

4. ó*105

9.1*105

?.6t106

Radius

(metres)

10

?0

40

ó0

Two po'ints have been pLotted at si zes beLow 2*105

particLes. At this shower size, statisticaL f tuctuatìons in

particLe densities in the triggering detectors shouLd no

Longer signif icantLy affect the rate of detection, however the

tr¡o Lower points may be biassed. Shou¡ers which were not weLt

fitted by the anaLysis (i.e. which had reduced chi-squared

greater than 5) b,ere not used in the construction of the

spectrum. ALso, onLy showers with zenith angLes Less than

20o were accepted. These Limits for acceptabLe events

reduced the number of showers used to about 1.7*104 for the

NKG ana Lysed data and 1 .3*1 04 for the Moscow/fvlIT ana Lysed

data. The effective exposure time of the array bJas determined

by summing the running times and subtracting dead times -

incLuding those due to poor anaLysis.

Since

variations in

expected that

anaLysis usìng the NKG function aLLows

the tateraL structure of the shower, it

this anaLysis t¡ouLd give the best estimate

for

is

of
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shower sizes. It can be Seen however, (f igure 3.8) that there

is reasonabLe agreement between the size spectrum derived u¡ith

the NKG function and that determined from shower anaLysis

using the f ìxed LateraL distribution function. Differences jn

the spectra are due to the poor f jtting of some events to the

litoscow/MIT function causìng events to be rejected or pLaced

outside the Limìts and thereby decreas'ing the measured f Lux

this is particuLarLy important for the Larger showers. These

spectra then indicate that the t.ray particLes are distributed

over the LateraL extent of the shower is a function of shower

s'i zet o1 equivaLentLy, that the rllay EAS deveLop in the

atmosphere is a function of the energy of the primary particte

which initiated the shower. (Thjs interpretation assumes a

unìque reLationshjp between primary particLe energy and the

shower size at any given depth in the atmosphere.)

QuaLitativeLy, this resuLt is expected from variations wìth

energy of the nucLear interactions aS given by the various

nuc Lear interaction modeLs (e.g. See L'insLey and I'latson

1981a).

An interestjng feature of the 'integraL size spectrum

is the change in the pob,er Law index wh'ich occurs near a

shower size of 4*105 p"rtjctes (shown in f igure 3.9). BeLow

this sjze, the index is Less than 1.5, and above ìt it near

2.0 to at Least a shower size of 107 particLes. This is in

exceLLent agreement with the resutts of the array densìty

Spectrum expeliment. It is not cIear hot1ever, that the index

change is a sharp change between tu¡o reLativeLy pure power

Laws (which is the shape generaLLy gìven to the shower sìze
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spectrum (e.g. Efimov et aL 1962, Hara et aL 1979b)). In

fact, the BuckLand Park data can be interpreted to indicate

that the integraL size spectrum js fitted by inverse poh,er

Lat¡s wjth progressiveLy increasing indices between shower

sizes of about 105 partìcLes and 107 particLes, where the

index may be Larger than ?.4.

IncLuded in figure 3.8 is a summary of resuLts of sea

teve L si ze spectrum measurementS from the compi Lation of

HiLLas (1980), indicating the spread of these resuLts. It is

cLear that the BuckLand Park resuLts are in generaL agreement

b,ith these data. In tabte 3.2, the BuckLand Park resutts are

compared ¡lith those of the Akeno array (Hara et aL 1979b>-

For consistency with the Akeno shower s'izes,

adjustments must be made to the Bucktand Park shower sizes

because of different caLibration resuLts and anaLysis

procedures (CLay and Gerhardy 1982a). In their caLibration

procedures , the Akeno group fìnd an 117, difference between

the mode of the puLse height distribution for aLL particLes

passing through the detectors and the mean response of the

detectors to verticaL particLes. By comparison, as shown jn

Chapter ?, these tt¡o parameters are found to be equaL at

BuckLand Park. SecondLy, the LateraL structure function used

jn shower anaLys'i s at Akeno is an NKG f unct jon modif ied by an

extra factor (Hara et aL 1979ù. This factor has been shown

(Gerhardy et aL 1981) to increase the l¡easured s'i ze by about

?0'/, whiLe Leaving the other shower parameters (age, core

Locat'ion) unchanged. These two factors cause a systematjc



TABLE 3.2

INTEGRAL
RATE
¡n-2 s-¡ sr-I

l0- e

BUCKLAND
PARK SIZE
(Particles

+ I0')

AKENO SIZE
(particles
+ 105)

BUCKLAND PARK
(Akeno Size)
(particles

+ lo')

PRIMARY
Energy

(ev)

10- 
? 6.44 r. .10 7.5 r 1.1 7.O ! .1

l0-?'s L2.L3 ! . 15 L3.2 t I .2 13.l t .2

l0- I 2r.93 ! .40 25.8 r 1.0 23.7 ! .4

lO-E'5 38.7 t .6 42 !4 41.8 ! .7

7.5 x l0rt

1.9 x lOtó

ó9!l 6.5 x l0¡ ó

64 It 7g t10
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difference between the shower sizes determined by the BuckLand

Park and Akeno arrays. Hoh,ever, ¡¡hen the Buck Land Park shower

sizes have been suitabIy modified, the resuLts agree very

we L L. ALso shown in tabLe 3.? are the primary energies

derived by Protheroe (977, whìch correspond to these integrat

intensities. The factor of 1010 between shower size and

primary energy near shower sizes of 10ó particLes which lras

given ìn Chapter 1 can be seen to be a fai r[y good

approxjmation.



CHAPTER FOUR

SHOtlJER DEVELOPI'IENT AND ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS

Extensìve air shot¡er experiments use the atmosphere as

a Large crude ìonization caLorimeter for the detection and

measurement of the primary cosmic ray particLes. For a

compLete description of the primaries, it ìs necessary to know

detai Ls of the shower deveLopment in the atmosphere. Sea

LeveL studies can be used to determine some of the air shower

properties particuLarLy for the shower deveLopment past shou¡er

sjze maxjmum. Studies of the LongitudinaL shower deveLopment

and atmospheric effects on the shower f Lux carried out at

BuckLand Park are described in this chapter.

4 1 LongitudinaL Shower DeveI opment

4.1 .1 Introduction

studies of the deveLopment of EAS in the atmosphere

have been carrjed out using direct observations of the showers

high in the atmosphere with aeropLane (Antonov et aL 1971) and

ba L Loon borne (Antonov et a L 1977 ) equi pment. However, due to

the reLativeLy poor statistics of the coLLected data and the

djffìcuLty in obtaining accurate shower parameters for the
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coLLected data (because of size Limitations on the equìpment),

the resuLts of these experiments are diff icuLt to interpret

and have been somewhat cont rovers i a L. Ground based

experiments on the other hand, aLthough stiLL having anaLysis

difficuLties, are not Limited by the probLem of poor

coLLection statistics.

The technique used by the ground based experiments

reL'ies impL'icitLy on the zenith angLe resoLution of the

equipment. Size spectra of EAS are measured at different

zenith angLes and hence at dif ferent atmospheric depths. If

it can be assumed that shobrers which are detected at the same

rate come from the same subset of primary particLes, then by

tak'ing constant intensity cuts in the size spectra from

various zenith angLes, it is possibLe to buiLd up data on the

average shower deveLopment as a function of intens'ity. This

data is essentiat for checking the modeLs which reLate EAS

si ze at any stage of deveLopment to the energy and mass

composition of the particLe which initiated the shower.

CLearLy this technique can onLy give jnformation on the shower

deveLopment at atmospheric depths greater than the verticaL

depth of the observatory. CompLete descrìptions of shower

deveLopment for a range of prìmary energies then require the

use of this method at a number of different atmospheric depths

and the compiLation of shower deveLopment curves from these

data. Since these curves shouLd be continuous, this technique

aLso provides a vaLuabLe check on anaLysis and aLLows

i nt e r ca L i b rat i on bet ween va r i ous obse rvat o r i es.
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The BuckLand Park DeveLopment Curves

Using the technique of constant intensity cuts, shou¡er

deveLopment curves t.¡ere derived (CLay and Gerhardy 1981a) from

the rarr data coLLected by the BuckLand Park EAS Array and

anaIysed using the NKG LateraL structure function. Since

BuckLand Park'i s a sea LeveL instaLLatìon, these deveLopment

curves do not cover the important region near shower si ze

maximum, but extend over a range of atmospheri c depths from

about 1000 9 cm-2 to over 14OO 9 cm-2. These resuLts are

however, an important test on the data obtained from high

aLtitude observatories where the LongitudinaL deveLopment near

showe r s i ze max i mum can be obse rved.

The BuckLand Park data (shower sizes, core Locations,

and arrivaL directions) hJere sorted into size intervats, each

a factor of 2 wide above a threshoLd of 2.3*105 particLes.

In this case, the data t.lere aLso sorted by arrivat direction,

being pLaced in zenith angLe intervaLs 4o t"l'ide, f rom the

zenith out to 48o. Showers used utere again restricted to

we L I ana Iysed showers and those detected wj th c Lose to 1 002

efficiency to ensure that the effective coLLecting area ulas

known. For each zenith angLe intervaL, an integraI size

spectrum t.tas then constructed by normaLization with the

coLLecting area (which is aLso a function of zenith angLe),

effective array exposure time t ãîd the appropriate soLid angLe

viewed. To improve coLLection statistics at Low zenith

angLes, the data f rom the f irst three zen'ith angLe bins t.lere
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combined (Oo - 1?o>. About 'l .6*104 events !rere retained

for these si ze spectra (shown in figure 4.1>. The

LongitudinaL deveLopment resuLts r.lere produced by sampLing the

size spectra from each zenith angLe at integraL intensities of

1o-7, 10-7'5, 1o-8, 1O-8'5, and 10-9 r-2r-1rr-1

and pLotting as a function of zenith angLe. These resuLts are

dispLayed in f ìgure 4.2. 0n the abscissa, the zenith angLes

have been conVerted to the correSponding mean atmospheri c

depth traversed by the showers.

4.1.3 0ther ResuLts

To make the deveLopment curves more compLete (and aLso

for comparison), the resutts of a number of simiLar

experiments at smaLLer atmospheric depths have aLso been

pLotted in figure 4.2. Amongst these, the resuLts from I'lt

ChacaLtaya (La Pointe et aL 1968) are of particuLar interest

since Mt ChacaLtaya (at a height qf 5200 metres above sea

Leve t conrespond'ing to an atmospheri c depth of 530 g ct-2)

is expected to be, on aVerâgêr near the atmospheric depth of

maximum shower deveLopment for primary particLes with enengies

above 1014 eV. UnfortunateLy, these resuLts have been the

subject of some debate since they are systematicaLLy in poor

agreement with resuLts f rom experiments conducted Lower in the

atmosphere. However, Hj LLas (979 ) showed that these resuLts

couLd be brought into agreement if the shower sizes derived in

the Mt. Chaca Ltaya data t.lere reduced by a factor of 1.5 ' and

they are shown t¡ith this reduction in figure 4.2. The soLid
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Lines in thi s diagram are the shower LongitudinaL deveLopment

profiLes derived by HiLLas (1979) for a particuLar modeL of

nucLear interactions Feynman scaLing with risìng

proton-proton cross sections. It is cLear that these provide

reasonabLe fits to the ftlt ChacaLtaya data up to depths of at

Ieast ó00 g cm-2 and that extensions of these curves wouLd

aLso agree wjth the BuckLand Park resuLts.

ResuLts from the high attitude array at Tien Shan

(Dani Lova et a L 1977, ãtmospherj c depth of about 700 g cm-2¡

aLso show good agreement u¡ith the modjf ied Mt ChacaLtaya data

at common atmospheric depths. Boehm and Steinmann (979) have

presented data f rom the Pi c du Midi arra y (730 g .t-2) in

which they noted a systemic deviation from the tqt ChacaLtaya

data and then modified the Pic du I'lidi shower sizes to fit the

Mt ChacaLtaya resuLts. After this change, these sets of data

gave smooth shower deveLopment curves. It was noted hoh,ever,

that there was no confLict between the unmodified Pic du f'lidi

data and the sea LeveL data from KieL (Boehm 1977>. Both

these experìments used the same anaLysìs programs. Agreement

between the sea LeveL size spectra from KieLt BuckLand Park,

and others (see Catz et aL 1975) impLy that the

renormaLization factor suggested for the Mt ChacaLtaya data is

required. This brings shower profiLe data measured at various

atmospherìc depths into concord.

lllhen combined with the BuckLand Park data, the average

shower LongitudinaL deveLopment from primary particLes with

energies near 1015 eV is weLL defined for atmospheric depths
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betr¡een ó00 g cm ? 
^nd 

14OO g cm-2.

4.2 Shower DeveLopment Parameters (Past Maximum)

4 z 1 The Shower Si ze Attenuat ion Lenqt h

In earLy theories, the cosmic laY primarieS hrere often

considered to consist of either high energy eLectrons or

photons, and thus the cascades produced by them (EAS) ¡rere

thought to be pure eLectromagnetic cascades. Tests of these

theories ¡¡ere provided by measurements of the L',ay in which the

showers varied in size as a function of the amount of

atmospheric absorber through t"¡hich they passed. These resutts

couLd then be compared with the caLcuLations on

eLectromagnetic cascades which were avajLabLe. It uras LargeIy

on the bas i s of these measurements that the nuc Lear component

of EAS ¡¡as postuLated to expLaìn the sLow shower size

attenuation observed compared with the much more rapid

attenuation expected from eLectromagnetic cascade theory

(aLthough other arguments such as the existence of penetratìng

particLes and the form of the EAS LateraL distribution bJere

aLso avaiLabLe (see Dobrotin et aL 195ó))-

The shower size attenuation Length parameter, }¡,

derjved from the assumption that, past shower maxìmum,

shower decay foLLor¡s an exponentiaL curVe. Therefore it

def ined by:

is

the

is
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1/À=-d(Ln N)/dt (4 .'l >

where N is the shower size as a function of atmospheric

depth, t. Three obvious ¡.¡ays present themseLves for the

measurement of this parameter, each invoLving observations of

the mean shower s'ize at constant shower intens'ity tltìth varying

amounts of atmospheric absorber aLtìtude variations, ground

teveL barometric pressure variations or zenith angLe

variations.

The Last method bras used wjth the BuckLand Park data

to derive the sho1¡er size attenuation Length from the shower

deveLopment profi Les given in figure 4.2. For c Larily, one of

these (at integraL intensity 10-8 r-2r-1rr-1) is shown

in figure 4.3. It was found from exponentiaL best fits to

these data that the attenuation Length in the size range

detected is nearLy constant at 185+-5 g cm-2. This agrees

HeLL with previous resuLts utiLizing the other techniques.

For exampLe, KrasiLnikov et aL (962) find a vatue of 180 g

cn-Z at shower size about 105 partìcLes and the

compitation of Cranshau¡ et at (1958) measure the vaLue at 190

9 cm-2 between shower sizes of 103 partic Les and 107

particLes. fvlore recentLy, AShton et aL (1975), using both

zenith angLe and barometric methods found the attenuation

Length to be 171 g c^-2, however the errors on their

individuaL measurements for the zenith angLe techn'ique are

between 10f. and ?0'/.. br|ith this parameter accurateLy known' it

i s possibLe to correct the shower si zes for EAS from aL L
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zenith angLes to produce an accurate shower size for an

isotropic (verticaL) fLux.

4.2.2 The Shower Frequenc y Abso rpt i on Length

In a simiLar vay to the shower size attenuation
Length, a characteristic Length - the shower frequency
absorption Lengtht cãn be introduced to describe the rate of
change of the integraL shower intensity with atmospheric
absorber thickness. rt is generaLLy assumed, at Least over
smaLL energy ranges, that the integraL primary cosmic îay
energy spectrum can be described by a poHer Law, viz:

I(>E)=ce-Yl (4.?t

of energy E, at

N (E, t ) =K. E-ol'. exp (-t /À) (4.3)

It is generaLLy assumed thato( has a vaLue near 1.

integraL shower f Lux is then:
The

FotLowing the resuLts of the previous

size produced by a primary partjcLe
atmospheric depth t, can be described by:

r (>N, t ) =c. K ü. N- t. exp (-t /A)

where I = Y'/ a. and A = À¡ t

section, the shouler

(4 .4)
(4.5)

Equat ion 4.4 then defines the showe r t requency absorptìon
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LengthrA, byz

1/A=-d(Ln I)/dt (4.ó)

In this derivation of the absorption Length def inition, the

assumptions of the pohrer Law shape of the energy spectrum and

the simpLe reIationship between shower size and primary energy

(equatjon 4.3) are most important. As a resuLt, variations

from the simpLe reLation between the attenuation and

absorption Lengths (equation 4.5) in detai L can be used to

probe t he s i ze spect rum. It has been shor.ln (Bourdeau et a t

1979,1980) that accurate experimentaL determinatjons of the

f requency absorption Length can pLace strong constraints on

the high energy interaction modeLs used in shower deveLopment

caIcuLatìons. Thjs is of particuLar interest in the region of

the size spectrum knee.

Determinations of the absorption Length can be made

using the same three variabLe absorber techniques described in

the previous section, the onLy difference being that, for

absorption Length measurements, the intensìty is measured at

constant shower size aS a function of absorber thickness

instead of vice versa.

BuckLand Park data !rere used to derive vaLues of the

absorption Length by empLoying again the variabLe zenith angLe

technique (CLay and Gerhardy 1981b). From the normaLized

integraL shower size spectra at different zenìth angLes

(atmospherjc depth) shown in f igure 4.1, cuts made at constant
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shower size defined absorption curves. ExampLes of these data

for three shower sizes (3*105, 106, and 3*10ó p"rticLes)

are shown in fìgure 4.4. Absorption Lengths for various

shower si zes t"lere then determined by fitting exponentiaLs to

these data. The resuLts of these f its are shown in tabLe 4.1

beLow:

TabLe 4.1: Frequency attenuation Lengths at various

shot.ler sizes.

Shower Size

(particLes)

2.3*105

3.0*1 05

4.0*1 05

1 .0*1 0ó

2 .5*1 06

3.0*10ó

Absorptìon Length

(g .t'2)

104+-2

1 02+-3

1 00+-ó

99+-3

9 8+-3

95+-4

These resuLts fiLL in the gap in measurements near

size of 1Oó particLes in the compiLation by Bourdeau et

(1980). They are quite compatibLe with the other

aLthough the BuckLand Park data have much smaL Ler

Limits.

shower

aL

data

error

Assum'ing a poh,er Law primary energy spectrum with a

fkneef at ?.5*1015 eV, Bourdeau et aL (1980) caLcuLated the

absorption Length resuLting from various shower deveLopment

modeLs and primary compos'itìons. Thei r caLcuLations ctearLy
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show that a spectraL knee is requìred to f it the observationaL

data and aLthough none of the modeLs used are compLeteLy in

agreement, Some Limits are pLaced on interactjon modeLs and

composition. These wi LL be discussed Later in reLation to the

other observationaL data.

4.?.3 The Shower LateraL Ase Parameter

For EAS ana Lysed using the NKG function (equation 1.5)

as an approxjmation to the reaL shower LateraL distribution, a

shower age parameter (s) can be def ined. The NKG function h,aS

originatLy deveLoped (Nishimura and Kamata 1950, 1951arb) as

an anaLytic descriptìon of the LateraL distribution of

partjcLes in a pure eLectromagnetic cascade initiated by a

singLe hìgh energy photon. It is cLear that the actuaI shape

of this function must depend on the stage of deveLopment (age)

of the cascade (see f igure 3.?> and this shape change is

descrjbed by the age parameter which jncreases monotonicaLLy

between 0 and 2 as the cascade deveLops. The variation jn the

age parameter aS a function of absorber depth (in this case

atmosphere) and cascade size for various energies of the

initiating photon is shown in figure 4.5 (taken from Cocconi

1961>. ALthough the NKG functìon rras deveLoped for

etectromagnetic cascades, it has been found to be a usefuL

approximation to EAS and is used (sometimes t.lith sLight

variations) by a number of observatories in the anaLysis of

thei r raw ai r shower data (e.g. Dani Lova et aL 1977 - Tien

Shan, Miyake et aL 1979 - f'lt Norikura, Hara et aL 1979a -
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Akeno).

Since EAS in reaLity consist of Large numbers of

Superimposed eLectromagnet'ic cascades generated by a

nucLear-active core, the age parameter def ining the

LongitudinaL deveLopment of the shower (.Lonn) is not equaL

to the age parameter determìned from the shower LateraI

distribution (tL"t). It has been shown however (Dedenko et

a[ 1979), that these age parameters for EAS at atmospheric

depths greater than 200 9 cm-2 may be re Lated by:

(4.7)tLong=sLat+as

u¡here As is greater than about 0.15 (jnstead of As=0 which

is the case for pure eLectromagnet'i c cascades). This

reLatìonship indicates that aLthough the age parameters

differ, their rate of change with atmospheric depth shouLd be

simiLar. Future references in this sect'ion to the age

parameter impLy onLy the LateraL age parameter. Foi

eLectromagnet'i c cascadesr generated by cosmic ray photons in

the atmosphere, the rate of change of the vaLue of the age

parameter i s found to be about 0.0ó per 100 9 cm-2 of

atmospheric absorber for shower sizes near 10ó at Sea LeveL

(CLay et aL 1981b).

To investigate variations in the f itted LateraL a9e

parameter, data f rom the BuckLand Park array (anaLysed 1¡ith

the NKG function) have been scrutinized. As usuaL, onLy weLL

anaLysed showers (with reduced chi-squared Less than 5) which
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were detected with core Locations and shower sizes in reg'ions

with near 1007. triggering probabiLity hrere used. The totaL

number of showers accepted hJas about 3.3*104. In order to

see the variations as a function of atmospheric depth as weLI

as size, the shobJers were sorted into three zenjth angLe

ranges (0o ?0o, ZOo - 50o, 30o - 45o) and shower

size ranges a factor of,fZ wide above the threshoLd of

?.3t105 particLes. The mean vaLues of the age parameter in

the sjze and angLe bands are pIotted in f igure 4.6. To enabte

a cLear comparison, the shower sjzes have been normaLized to

equiva Lent vert j ca L shorers at an atmospheri c depth of 1 0ó0 g

.t-2 using the measured attenuation Length of 185 g cn'?'-

The data from each zenith angLe range are dispLaced with

respect to each other because of their different mean zenith

angLes.

At shower sizes beLow about 5*105 particLes,

anomaLous increases in age with size (and presumabLy primary

energy) can be seen in each of the zenith angLe ranges. fhat

these increases are artjfacts of the trìggering requirements

used to detect EAS by the BuckLand Park array can be

demonstrated by Monte CarLo simuLations on the array. These

were carried out for a number of fixed shower Sizes with

variabLe ages to determine the triggering probabiLity as a

function of shower age. The resuLts of these simuLations are

shown in f igure 4.7. It can be seen that above shotder size of

about 5,t105 prrticLes, the shapes of the curves show LittLe

variation, indicating that the shot¡ers detected come from the

same subset of the shower spectrum. BeLow this sjze howeVert
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an increasing bias toward the seLection of showers with a

Lower age vaLue i s c Lear. These resuIts are ref Lected in the

actuaL measurements jn f igure 4.6. A simiLar effect has been

noted in the resuLts of Asakimorì et aL (1979) due to

decreasing detection eff iciency with reducing shower size.

Above shob,er size of 5*105 partìcLes, the data show

a rapid decrease in the shower age in each of the zenith angLe

ranges. As expected, the rate of change for each of the

zenjth angLe ranges is approximateLy the same. The rate of

change is about O.?? per decade of shower size. The change ìn

mean zenith angLe in each range corresponds to a change in

mean atmospheri c depth from about 1OóO 9 cm-2 (zenith angLes

Less than 20o) to 1240 9 cm-2 (zenith angLes between 30o

and 45o). From f .igure 4.6 th js corresponds to a change in

mean shower age of about 0.1 3. These data may be used to

caLcuLate an equìvaLent change in the depth of atmospheric

absorber ulith changing shower size. If the change in depth of

180 9 cm-2 corresponds to a change in the mean age of 0.13'

then the change of 0.2? in shower age per decade of shobrer

size corresponds to a change jn the thickness of the

atmosphene of about 300 g cm-2 per decade of shower sìze in

the size range indicated (ó*105 purticLes to ó*10ó

partjcLes). This means that the showers appear to be

deveLoping Lower in the atmosphere very rapidLy as the si ze

increases. ALthough modeLs of nucLear interact'ions wjth

conventionaL primary compositions faiL to predict this very

rapid change, simjLar resuLts, aLthough with sLightLy smatLer

changes per decade have been observed by Thornton and CLay
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of shower size maximum
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who mea sured the change i n dePth

Cerenkov techniques.

(1982)

using

Rapid changes in the shower age parameter have aLso been

reported by Hara et aL (1979ù at the Akeno observatory (at

atmospheric depth of 9?O g cm-?¡. They measure a change of

over 0.32 between shower sizes 105 "nd 107 partictes. At

mountain aLtitudes Miyake et aL (979) at Mt Norikura (735 g

c^-?) find a decrease in the age parameter af nearLy 0.2 for

shower sjzes increasìng from 10ó particLes to 107

particLes.

0n the other hand, there is a good deaL of

disagreement between these resuLts and other measurements.

Khristiansen et aL (1981) find that the variation in the age

parameter is Less than 0.05 between sizes 5*104 particLes

and ?*106 partìcLes. In even b¡orse agreement are the

resuLts of AbduLtah et aL (1981) uho find an increase in the

shower age between 10ó particLes and 107 particLes. Both

these resuLts are f rom arrays Located cLose to sea LeveL.

Some expLanatìons for the disagreements bethreen aLt

these resuLts may be made f rom the caLcuLations of CapdevìeLLe

and Gawi n (1982). They show that , ror EAs' a unique age

parameter cannot be derived from the NKG function to give a

good f it at aIL radiaL distances from the shower core. They

have aLso derived a reLationship between the theoret'i caL or

LongitudjnaL age parameter, tLong, and the LateraL age

parameter, tLrt at shower core distancet rt of the form:
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s L.t ( r)=A. Log ( r/ rg)+s Long

forrbett",eenl5metresandl50metreSandsho¡¡ersize
between 105 particLes and 4.5*10ó particLes where tO is

the MoLiere radius. It can be seen from this that the vaLues

of the age parameter determined by any EAS array wi L L depend

onthedistr.ibutjonofdetectorssampLingtheshot.lers.To

compare the actuaL resuLts f rom different arrays, extensive

MonteCarLosìmuLationsarerequired,t?kìngintoaccountthe
array responses and triggering cond'itions'

Inviewofthesedata,theBucktandParkresuLtsmust

becarefuLLyreinterpreted.TheresuLtsofCapdevieLteand

Gar¡in (1982) indicate that at shower core distances between

about 2o metres and 100 metres the change in age parameter as

a function of core distance is not Large since in this region

the dependance goes through a minimum. Thi s i s j ust the

d.i stance at u¡hi ch most showers are sampLed by the BuckLand

Park array as can be seen f rom the detector arrangement

(figure2.l>.ThereforeforthereLatìveLyunbiassedsubset

of showers detected with sizes above 5*105 part'icLes, the

interpretation of a rapid change in the shower deveLopment at

these shorJer sizes shouLd st'i LL be at Least quatitativeLy

correct.

(4.8)

4 3 Atmos heric Rate Coefficients
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conditions in the atmosphere and especiaLLy the upper

atmosphere can change the subset of prìmary energies

investigated by varying the LJay that shotrlers deveLop in the

atmosphere. This occurs because, aLthough it is obvious that

the primary spectrum itseLf is not affected, the probabi Lity

of detection of the resuLting EAS produced by the primary

particLes is affected by atmospherìc variations. The resuLt

of these variations is a moduLation of the detection rate,

since the shoHer size spectrum (and presumabLy the primary

energy spectrum) is (at Least roughLy) a steep pohrer Law.

Variatjons in the barometric pressure impty varjations

in the mass of atmosphere verticaLLy above the detector. The

main effect of atmospheric pressure changes is to change the

amount of atmospherìc absorber above the detectors. For

observatories where EAS are detected from a range of zenith

angLes, the simpLe absorptìon for verticaL EAS is somewhat

compLicated by the factor of sec(0) increase in the mass of

absorber (where 0 i s the zenith angLe) for inc Lined shot'¡ers."

This absorption effect means that shower sizes at sea LeveL

and hence the EAS detection probabiLities are reduced when the

barometric pressure increases. Another sLìghtLy Less

important aLthough significant effect of barometric pressure

variations is to change the atmospheric density which in turn

changes the LateraL spread of the showers due to scattering.

The barometric coeff jcjent of the shoh,er rate js defined by:

dR/R=b.dÞ (4.9>



t¡here R is the rate

barometric pressure.
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of shower detection and P is the

Temperature variations in the Lower atmosphere aLso

change the air density and this effect is generaLLY assumed

(e.g. Bennett et aL 196?) to be the cause of the temperature

coef f ìcient, at of the air shower rate, def ined by:

dR/R=a.dT (4.10)

where T is the atmospheric temperature. In a uniform

atmosphere, the unjt of LateraL dispLacement of particLes in

eLectromagnetic cascades (the fvloLiere unit) is proportionaL to

the radiation Length (Cocconi 1961> which is inverseLy

proportionaL (in metres) to the atmospheric density. Since it

is the atmosphere above the detectors which determines the

observed shou¡er st ructure, i t i s expected that the temperature

which is important 'i s that some distance above the detectors.

Thi s di stance has been shou¡n to be one or two radiatioi

Lengths (Janossy "1948, Greisen 195ó). Hodson (951) found a

correLation between the shower rate measured using a counter

array and the atmospheric temperature about one radiation

Length above his apparatus. However, he aLso found that this

correLation was reLativeLy insensitive to the atmospheric

thjckness used and varied by Less than 1011 up to the 500 mbar

Leve L.

The

atmosphere

atmospheric

are significant

conditions

to shower

at the top of

deve Lopment Louter

the

dou¡n
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since th'is is the region where the primary cosmic ray particLe

undergoes its f ìrst few interactions. This is particuLarLy

important to the product ion of the muon component and

measurements of the pressure and temperature effects have been

conducted for many years (e.g. Duperier 1949, 1951, TrefaLL

1953, 1955arbrc, Dutt and Thambyapi L La i 1965, Lyons 1981 ).

These effects wiLL not be discussed due to the Lack of a

compLete set of upper atmosphere data for the BuckLand Park

array.

since both the barometric pressure and Lower

atmospheric temperature have simiLar effects on the detected

shower rate ìt is approp¡iate to use a muLtipLe Linear

regression technique combining equations 4.9 and 4.10 to

evaLuate the respective coefficients, viz:

dR/R=cib.dp+a.dT (4 .11>

Barometric pressures and ground

temperatures are recorded at BuckLand Park

particLe data at the time of each event-

have been caLcuLated from these data us'ing

are:

b=-0 .7?+ -0.08 % mba r

a=0.12+-0.08 % oC-l

-1 (-g.l+-1 T, cnHg-1)

LeveL atmospheri c

aLong w'ith the rat¡

Mean coefficients

equat i on 4.11 and

filonthLy vaLues

ìt is consistent

of the temperature coeff icient

with zero and therefore it is

indicate
probab Ly

that

not
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significant. At djfferent zenith angLes, the mean equivatent

verticaL shohrer size varies due to the sec(0) variation of the

thickness of the atmospheric absorber. UnfortunateIYr

measurements of the variation of barometric coeff icient with

size using data from different zenith angLes are hampered by

the reLativeIy sharp zenjth angLe distribution of detected

showers and aLso compLicated by the competing effects of

atmospheric attenuation of shower size, reduced detection

efficiency at Large zenith angLes, and soLid angLe exposed.

Measurement statisticS hrere not sufficientLy good to

concLusiveLy determine variations in the barometric

coeff icient with shower size.

The Buc k Land

exce L Lent agreement

see the compiLation

Park meteoroLogìcaL coeff icients are in

with those measured by other arrays (e-g-

of Cranshaw et aL 1958).

Bennett et aL (1962> have shown that the barometric

and temperature coefficients are reLated to the shower

frequency absorpt ion Length bY:

1/A=- (b+a. T lp) /(sec <0) > (4.1?>

where T is the absoLute temperature and p iS the pressure in

appropriate units. In this case, the coeff icients are those

given by the simpLe Linear regression equations, 4.9 and 4'10

(sjnce the absorptjon Length is determined by the totaL mass

absorption). If it can be assumed that the temperature

coefficient is entireLy due to the density effect, the density
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dependence may be removed from the barometrìc coefficient to

give a coefficient entireLy due to the mass absorption of the

showers. To obtain the frequency absorption Length, this

coeffjcient must be modified to aL Low for the range of

accepted zenjth angLes.

Using equation 4.1? and the BuckIand Park data, the

va Lue obtained for the frequency absorpt ion Length i s rather

high, about 1ó0 g c^-2, compared with the direct

determinations using the zenith angLe technique of about 100 g

cm-2. The discrepancy may be expLained by noting that the

rate coeff icients trlere obtained using the detected shower

rate, tãking no account of the variation in coLLection

eff jciency of the array over the area where showers are

detected. ApproximateIy 75/. of detected EAS are coLIected in

regions where the detection efficiency is Less than 100%.

This effect wi L L tend to decrease the degree of moduLation of

the rate w'ith pressure changes and hence reduce the barometric

coef f icient. The quaLitative agreement between the resuLts

may then be considered to be satisfactory.



CHAPTER FIVE

THE COSMIC RAY ISOTROPY

5 1 Introduction

Attempts to measure preferred arrivaL directions of

the primary cosmic ray fLux have been made since the Late

1940's r.¡ith the aim of gathering information about the

particLe sources. DisentangLing the reaL resuLts from the

spurious resuLts produced by soLar and atmospheric effects has

proved djfficuLt, however a pattern is beginning to emerge

(Llatson 1981) indicating that the f Lux is isotropic to within

about 1f. f rom the Lowest energies (about 101? eV) where

soLar moduLation ceases to be important up to primary particLe

energies of about 1016 eV. At higher energies, the

anisotropy appears to increase and for the highest energy

cosmic rays above 1019 eV, aLthough statistics are poor,

very Large deviations from isotropy ()1Of.) in the cosmic îay

f Lux are indicated.

The high degree of isotropy observed in the Lower

energy range is the resuLt of the propagation of partictes

through the magnetic fieLds which permeate the GaLaxy, and

probabLy extend Large distances outside the Ga Laxy forming a

haLo. These fieLds may atso possibLy extend throughout the
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LocaL supercLuster of gaLaxies. Measurements of the strength

and direction of these f ieLds using opticaL poLarization of

starL'ight (e.g. Mathewson 1968>, Faraday rotation of radio

hJaves from LocaL puLsars and extragaLactic sources (e.g.

Morri s and Berge 1964), Zeeman spLitting of the 21cn hydrogen

Line (e.g. Davies 19ó4) and other techniques are difficuLt to

interpret since they often invotve onLy specific components of

the Ga Laxy, for exampLe, dust c Iouds or neut ra L hydrogen

cLouds. Despìte these difficuLties, it is generaLLy accepted

that the magnetic fieLd in the GaLaxy has a Large scaLe (at

Least the order of 1 kpc) reguLar component aLong the spiraL

arms trith a strength of a few microGauss, together with a

di sordered component (wi t h a sca Le of about 1 00 pc ) Hi th

comparabLe strength as weLL as perhaps smaLLer scaLe

irreguLarities (Manchester 1974). The rather irreguLar

structure of the f ieLd is probabLy the consequence of the

motion of cLouds of charged materiaL carrying with them the

f rozen-in magnetic fieLd. This occurs because the energy

density of the magnetic fieLd, at Least in the Large scaLe, is

not great enough to affect these motions. 0utside the

gaLactic disc, data is more difficuLt to obtain. However,

radio synchrotron measurements (e.9. PhiLLipps et aL 1981)

indicate a f ieLd in the haLo (out to at Least 10 kpc) not much

weaker than that inside the disc, once reduced eLectron f Luxes

are aLLoyed for (HiLLas 1982). ALthough these fieLds are very

weak (compared to sây¿ the fieLd near a putsar), they extend

over at Least gaLactic distances and resuLt in the def Lection

of the charged cosmic rays atray from the originaL djrection of

their motion. The radius of gyration of the charged particLes
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may be roughLy estimated by:

r=El(Z.B) (5.1)

where r is measured in parsecs, E in units of 1015 êV, B

in microGauss, and Z is the charge. This is iLLustrated in

figure 5.1 where radii of gyration for protons and iron nucLei

are pLotted as a function of energy for u 3fG magnetic fieLd.

It is cLear that, onLy for protons of the highest energìes

(above about 1018 eV where the gyroradius becomes comparabLe

with gaLactic dimensions) can the arrivaL directions measured

at Earth be at aLL directLy reLated to the direction of their

source. ArrivaL directions wiLL however, be reLated to the

structure of the IocaL magnetic environment, particuLarLy for

energìes beLow 1015 eV. A usefuL summary of recent

intersteLLar magnetic fieLd measurements has been given by

Hei Les (1976) -

For aLL but the highest energies then, the cosmic tay

arrivaL directions are determined by the LocaL magnetic f ieLd

as weLL as the distribution and properties of the sources. 0n

the other hand, since most modeLs of cosmic ray sources and

propagation may be used to predìct anisotropies in the fLux,

the study o'f the tray the f Lux ani sot ropy changes wi th energy

may Lead to'important information about the sources.

Davi s (1954 ) proposed one of the fi rst detai Led modeLs

of cosmic ray propagation which incLuded the configuration of

the gaLactic magnetic fieLd. 0n the basis of a fieLd simiLar
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in structure but rather stronger than that presentLy

postuLated, he found tentative agreement u¡ith some earLy

anisotropy measurements. By assuming a source Spectrum,

HiLLas and OuLdridge (1975arb) (and using a 'Leaky box' modeL

of confinement) t.lere abLe to produce a modeL which matched the

variation of an'isotropy with energy. It had severaL probLems

however, not the Least of which was the assumptìon of a source

trith a sìngLe po¡¡er La¡,¡ production spectrum from 1011 eV to

1019 eV. The more eLaborate modeL of BeLL et aL (1974) of

gaLactic diffusìon governed by magnetized gas cLouds and the

Large scate magnetic fieLd was usefuL aLthough somewhat

specìfic assumptions about the configuration of the scattering

fieLds b,ere required. LLoyd-Evans et aL (1979) have

considered a number of modeLs of orìgin and propagat ion for

particLes of energy above 1015 eV. They f ind that aLt the

modeLs disagree with observations in some part of the energy

spectrum aLthough not aLL the modeIs make use of the LocaL

intersteLLar magnetic fieLd. An interesting po'int noted by

LLoyd-Evans et aL (1979 ) hoL¡ever, i s that the two most obvious

features of the energy (size) spectrum, the 'kneet near 1015

eV and the 'ankLer near 1019 eV appear to be associated with

changes in the anisotropy. At 1015 eV, there seems to be a

more rap'id increase in the ampLitude of the anisotropy than at

Lo¡¡er energies. The onset of very Large anisotropies occurs

at 1019 eV where the spectrum f Lattens.

of particuLar interest is the question of gaLactic or

extragaLactic origin of the cosmic rays. ALthough both points

of view have strong proponents (e.g. Ginzburg and Syrovatski i
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1964, Syrovatski i 1971, Burbidge and Brecher 1971, Brecher and

Burbidge 197?), components of the spectrum from both sources

seems a LikeLy soLutjon (Strong et aL 1974arb). UnLess the

cosmic rays of the highest energies are heavy nuctei, which

seems unLikeLy (coy et aL 1981a) they cannot be trapped by the

gatactic magnetic fieLd, and theìr arrivaI directions measured

at Earth suggest an extragaLactic origin (l'ldowczyk and

tJoLfendaIe 1979) with its impLications about the sources and

mechanisms required for acceLeration (HiLLas 1gB?).

converseLy, at Lower energ'ies the particLes may be trapped and

¡rouLd then be expected to diffuse aLong the fieId Lines

(KarakuLa et aL 1971). Anisotropìes measured in the f tux

wouLd then be the resuLt of a cosmic ray gradient produced by

the source direction and the f jeLd. The size and type of the

anisotropy Leads to source information aLthough the

interpretat ìon of these data may not be simpLe (Hi L Ias 19Bz).

5.2 Ani sot ropy Measurements

Measurements of anisotropies in the cosmjc ray f Lux

bet ween ene rg ì e s o f 1011 eV and 1020 eV have been

summarized by KiraLy et aL (1979), LinsLey (1980) and t.latson

(1981 ) and the resuLts are shown in fìgure 5.? (after LinsLey

1980 and references therein). The experiments producing these

resuLts wi L L be examined in more detaj L beLow. However, jt i s

appropriate to first discuss some of the mechanisms which may

produce spurious measured anisotropies.
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5 ? 1 Spurious Effects

There are known to be a number of effects which change

the measured anisotropy from its gaLactic vaLue or produce

spurious effects which add to the genuine anisotropy and

djstort the observatjons. These effects are especiaLLy

important at Low energies where the reaL fLux anisotropy is

expected to be smaL L. The effects may be divjded into tu¡o

areas: those produced outside the terrestriaL atmosphere, and

those produced inside the atmosphere. In generaL, the

spurious sidereaL anisotropies arjse from the moduLation of

reguIar variations occurring in soLar time which produces

apparent variations in sjdereaL tìme. This probLem wiLt be

further discussed Later.

At energies beLotr about 101? €V, the interpLanetary

magnetic fieId has a significant effect on the cosmic taY f Lux

because of the smaLL radius of gyration of the particLes in

the fieLd. This effectiveLy distorts the ropticsr for

resoLving genuine gaLactic anisotropies and attempts to

correct for this effect require detaiLed knowLedge of the

configuration of the fieLd (Marsden et aL 1976, Dãvies et aL

1979ù even though above 1011 €V, the motion of the

particLes is governed by onLy the Large scaLe properties of

the f ieLd. 0n the other hand, a knowLedge of the f ieLd may

make it possibLe to deduce the otherwjse unobservabLe

anisotropies from the poLar directjons (Davies et aL 1979>.

The soLar u¡jnd is aLso important because of the eLectric
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produced by it t¡hich causes energy changes

intensity changes in the fLux (Kota 1976arb).

and

0utside the atmosphere, two effects give rise to

reguLar varìations of the partjcLe f Lux in soLar time' Both

are produced by the Compton-Getting effect (Compton and

Getting 1935) where the motion of an observer through the

cosmic ray gas (considered to be in equi Librium) produces a

maximum in intensìty in the di rection of motion. The

ampLitude of this effect is cLearLy dependent on the veLocity,

v, o'f the observer and may be caLcuLated f rom (Thambyapi LLai

197 4) t

where

and I
I is the

t=(z+I).v/c (5.2)

6 =crmax rmin> I çr"r*Imin)

js the exponent of the differentiaL rigidity spectrum,

cosmic ray intensitY.

The first of

is due to the motion

these effects, the corotation anisotropy,

of the soLar magnetic fieLd with respect

to the Earth. If the cosmic raY gas i s in equi Librium within

rigidities, (Less than 100 GVthe soLar system, àt Lot¡ enough

(Thambyapi L Lai 1974>>, the gas may be considered to be frozen

to the soLar magnetìc fieLd as it sb,eeps past the Earth

overtaking its orbjtaL motion. This is obviousLy a rigidity

dependent effect and shouLd not be significant at the energies

discussed in this thesis. The second effect is produced by

the Earth's orbitaL motion about the sun. As opposed to the
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corotation anisotropy, this effect shouLd be

independent with an ampLitude of about O-05% (for l=2

f!..
(r ne rgy

ith.ó)'

maximum at 0ó.00 hr LocaL soLar time outside the Earthrs

magnetosphere. A styLized iLLustration of these effects is

shown in figure 5.3. Thambyapi LLai (974) reports that there

i s no evidence of annua L moduLat ions of eì ther of these

effects to produce spurious sidereaL anisotrop'ies.

Another Compton-Gett ing effect i s produced by the

motìon of the soLar system with respect to the LocaL

intersteLLar medium, stationary in the frame of gatactic

rotation. At Lot.l energies, the ampLitude of the anisotropy

produced by this motion is about 0.032 in the direction of

18.ó hr sidereaL time (HiLLas 198Ð. This effect appLies at

aLL energies where the cosmic ray gas can be considered to be

jn equitibrium, and constitutes a genuine sidereaL anjsotropy.

Inside the atmosphere, periodic variations in the

cosmic ray f Lux measured in soLar time come from changes in

the atmospheric conditions which change the density profiLe

and mass absorption properties of the atmosphere (see Sectjon

4.3>. 0f these the ground LeveL temperature i s the most

obviousLy periodic in soLar time but others such as the

barometric pressure and the height and temperature at various

pressure LeveLs may aLSo have significant soLar diurnaL

components. If these components have annuaL ampLitude

moduLation, Spurious sidereaL components wi LL resuLt.
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5 -2.2 Low Enerqy Measurements

At primary energies beLow about 1014 êV, the cosmic

ray fLux may be monitored by means of the penetrating

secondary muon component of ai r showers at sea LeveL or ìn

underground or shieLded detectors or by the smaLL air showers

produced by these primaries at high aLtitudes. These

monitoring experiments usuaL Ly determine the fLux by counting

the rate of events as a functjon of sidereaL and soLar time,

reLyìng on atmospheric coLLimation for directionaL

information. For an air shower experiment, the anguLar

uncertainties produced by this technique are typicaLLy about

0.5 steradians. A usefuL method of eLiminat'ing atmospheric

variations is achieved by the use of detectors onLy sensitive

to events arrivìng from a smaLL range of directions. If two

cosmìc tay teLescopes are arranged pointing in different

directjons but simiLar aLtitudes, they are equaLLy affected by

atmospheric conditions and the fLux anisotropy may be obtained

from the vector difference between the resuLts from each

detector.

BeLou 101? eV, anisotropy measurements have been

made by the London (Davies et aL 1979ù and Hobart (Fenton

1976, HumbLe and Fenton 1977) groups using underground muon

teLescopes. Both groups detected significant first harmonic

anisotropies in sidereaL tìme with ampLitudes and phases of

0.0482 at 0.27 hr and 0.031:l at 05.7 hr respectiveLy.

HotreVer, both observatories noted Large variations in the
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meaSured anisotropies whjch were correLated with changes in

the interpLanetary magnetic fieLd. This indicates the

diffjcuLty'in deducing the anisotropy outside the heLiosphere.

In the same energy range, Sekido et aL (1976) measured the

anisotropy using an air Cerenkov teLescope. Again a

signif icant f irst harmonic in sidereaL time was measured w'i th

ampLitude 0.034'Á and phase 05.2 hr. This is in exceLLent

agreement with the previousLy measured resuLts aLthough agaìn

soLar effects trere seen to be important. It shouLd be noted

that, because of the disturbing jnfLuence of the

interpLanetary magnetic fieLd at these energies, the actuaL

anisotropy outside the heLiosphere may be very different to

that measured (tdoLf endaLe 1977).

It js expected that, for pr.imary particte energies

above t012 ÊY, the effects of the interpLanetary magnetic

f j e Ld shou Ld no Longer be i mportant for ani sot ropy

measurements (Kota 1976arb). 0bservations from the Poatina

muon teLescopes (Fenton and Fenton 1976, tenton et aL 1977)

have however given some indication that soLar effects may

stiLI be operating at the median energy of 1.5*1012 eV.

ALthough a significant sidereaL first harmonic b,as observed

(0.0467.,02.3 hr) for aLt coLtected data, there appeared to be

some correIation of the anjsotropy with the dìrection of the

interpLanetary magnetic fieLd in a simiLar t.,ay to that

measured at Hobart (HumbLe and Fenton 1977) for primaries near

1011 eV. At a simiLar median primary energy, Bergeson et aL

(1979ù have reported anisotropy measurements from the Utah

underground muon monitor using a discrete Fourier transform
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anaLysis technique (Aergeson et aL 1979b> rather than the

usuaL harmonic anaLysis approach (see Section 5.3' Appendix

3). This technique cLearLy shows the sidereaL variations and

noise f Luctuations f rom other sources. The measured sidereaL

anisotropy had an ampLitude of 0.038% and phase of 01.5 hr.

Anisotropy measurements between 1013 eV and 1014

eV are dominated by the air shower measurements f rom Baksan

(ALexeenko et aL 1981), Mt Norikura (Nagashima et aL 1977'

Sakakibara et aL 1979) and MusaLa Peak (Gombos'i et aL 1975r

1977>. The experiment conducted at Baksan (mean primary

energy 1013 eV) was an air shower rate countìng experiment

wìth corrections for barometric pressure variations and using

atmospheric coLLjmation for directionaL information. A totaL

of 109 events at a mean rate of 55 s-1 t¡ere detected in

1980-1981 with resuLtant sidereaL anjsotropy of 0.057/, at 01.4

hr. Observations of the sidereaL anisotropy Here made at tqt

Noli kura (mean primary energy l*1g15 eV) bett¡een 1970 and

1979. The yearLy resuLts from this array show remarkabte

consì stency and the mean sidereaL f i rst harmoni c ampL'itude Has

0.053% with maximum at 00.9 hr. To test for atmospheric

effects, directionaL detectors sensitive to onLy air shot¡ers

from the east and west were aLso used, hobJever the vector

difference obtained from this experiment ulas aLmost identicaL

to the resuLt from the omnjdirectionaL detector, indicat'ing

that atmospheri c effects hrere unimportant for thi s experiment.

At a mean energy of about ó*1013 eV the arrivaL times of

about 108 ai r showers coLLected by the MusaLa Peak array

t.lere anaLysed for sidereaL variations (Gombosi et aL 1975>.
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Spurious effects produced by atmospheric f Luctuations etc.

Here accounted for in the anaLysis by determining the

coefficients of the atmospheric parameters as weLL as the

soLar and sidereaL ulaves simuLtaneousLy. As a further test of

the significance of the measured sidereaL variation (O.073L,

01.7 hr), the ampLitude of variatìons with frequencies near

the sidereaL frequency t.lere aLso determined (Gombosi et aL

1977>. These indicated cLearLy the significance of the

sidereaL anisotropy.

In fìgure 5.4, a summary is presented of anisotropy

measurements beLow 1014 eV. The data are uncorrected for

the Compton-Getting effect of soLar motion through the

intersteLLar med'ium. Second harmonics of the sidereaL

variations are aLso measured to provide further jnformation on

the actuaL conf iguration of the gaLactic f Lux anisotropy,

however most of the measurements are nearLy consistent with

jsotropy. ALthough these resuLts give no direct indication

about the origin of the primary part'icLes, the remarkabLe

consistency of the sidereaL first harmonics in both ampLitude

and phase indicates that the mode of propagation of cosmic

rays ìn the gaLaxy probabLy changes LittLe in the energy range

f rom 1011 eV to 1014 eV. Since the radii of gyratìon of

these particLes change by three orders of magnitude over this

energy range, these data suggest that the intersteLLar

magnetic f ieLd is smooth on these scaLes from about 1O-5 to

1O-? parsecs.
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5 2 3 Medium Energy Measurements

the greatest diff icuLty in anisotropy measurements of

the cosmic ray f Lux above the Low energy region is the

gathering of sufficient data for a statisticaLLy significant
resuLt. SoLar and interpLanetary magnetic f ieLd effects are

negLigìbLe above 1014 êV, however with the integraL spectrum

f a L L'ing as an i nverse pobJer Law wi t h exponent near ?,

detectors with Large sensitive areas exposed for Long

contjnuous peliods are required to register sufficient events

to give a resuLt significantLy above that which wouLd be due

simpLy to cosmic rays arriving from compLeteLy random

directìons. This means that the exposure to the f Lux must be

increased by a factor of near 100 for each decade higher in

energy to maintain the same statistics.

A comprehensive survey of ani sotropy determinations

conducted between 1951 and 1965 in the medium energy region

has been made by LinsLey and [r'latson (1977> (foLLowing the work

of Sakakibara (19ó5)). This survey incLuded 4? measurements

from ?O independent experiments. t,ith a fet.l exceptions, these

experiments t.lene ai r shower rate counting experiments, reLying

on atmospheric coILjmation for directjonaL information and

having onLy rather crude energy resoLution based on

estjmations of the mean number of shower partic[es.

Atmospheric attenuation of the EAS was minimised expeciaLty

for the Lower energy experiments by conducting them at high

aLtjtudes. Despìte these Limitations, some interesting
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features were evident in the data, the most interesting of

which u¡as the apparent cLustering of the directions of maximum

of the sidereaL fi rst harmonics about 17.5 hr when the

experimentaL resuLts LJere given equaL weight. 0n the other

hand, the second harmonics in sidereaL time showed no

s'ignificant agreement. The energy dependence of the

measurements rlas investigated by grouping the data by energy
jnto the three energy decades beLow 1017 ev. The resuLtant

for each energy (shown in tabLe 5.1 beLow) b¡as obtained by the

vectoriaL addition of the various resuLts.

In group A, a totaL of over 5.8*107 events Here

coLLected. 0f these over 707" come f rom the air shower rate

countìng experiment of Daudin et aL (1956), conducted at Pic

du Midi (aLtitude 28ó0 n, Latitude 43o N) usjng five trays

of Geiger-[ttu L Ler counters separated by up to about 80 m.

Different coincidence requirements between these counters

enabLed different mean primary energies for the ai r showers to

be se Lected up to about 4,t1015 eV (used in group B) . To

improve the reLiabiLity of the resuLts, corrections Here made

for chance coincidences between the detectors and variations

in the high tension suppLy to the detectors as u¡eLL as

atmospheric variations. The vaLidity of the sidereaL

anisotropy tlas demonstrated when the data hrere divided into

haLf yearLy binsi the event rate in sidereaL tjme showed

constant phase whereas the varìations of soLar origin changed

phase between the bins as expected. 0ther experiments in
group A contributed LittLe to the apparent ampLitude of the

anisotropy aLthough some phase agreement couLd be seen.
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Group

Table 5.1 (after Linsley and l{atson (1977))

Average Apparent Phase
Enerry (eV) Anplitude (%) (hours sidereal tine)

A

B

c

3. Ox1OI4

1. 7xlOI s

1.6x10r 5

0.075 r 0.02O

0.190 r 0.045

0.53 t O.25

20.1 t 1.3

19.4 + 1.1

11.7 + 1.8
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NearLy 1.3*107 events from 15 independent

experìments i,lere coLLected in the energy decade above 1015

eV (group B). The Largest contribution again came from the

experiment of Daudin et aL (1956) hob,ever significant

contributions trere aLso made by Citron and StiLLer (1958) and

FarLey and Storey (95411957>. Citron and Stì LLer, using

Geiger-MuLLer counters in tr¡o sets of identicaL apparatus at

SchauinsLand ([atitude 48o N, aLtitude 1230 m) (dupLicated

so that the behaviour of each set couLd be monitored) found

significant variations in soLar time, however the sidereaL

variations hJere smaLL, changed from year to year t ãod couLd to

some extent be accounted for by atmospheri c inf Luences.

ALternativeLy, the atmospheric effects were Large enough to

disguise genuine sidereaL variations. This apparent and

unexpected variation in the sidereaL anisotropy, since then

attributed to the count'ing statistics (LinsLey and t'latson

1977), tras aLso observed jn the independent experiments of

FarIey and Storey (954r1957> at AuckLand (Latitude 37o S,

aLtitude 40 m). The Large sidereaL anisotropy measured in the

first experiment was much Less significant in the second

experiment which had better statistics. AIthough the

experiments of CLark (1957) and Chitnis et aL (19ó0) made onLy

smaLL contributions to the statistìcs of the measurements in

thi s energy group, they are important since rather than

atmospherìc coLLìmation, fast tìmìng of the EAS f ront was used

to obtain dìrectionaL data. This technique rrhich has since

become aLmost unjversaL at these and hìgher energiest enabLes

varjations in the decLination as weLL as the rìght ascension
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of the cosmic ray f Lux to be observed.

The statistics in energy group c' 1016 eV to 1017

€V, are much poorer, derjving from seVen experìments u¡ith onLy

about 3.7*105 events. Of these, the most important

contributor is the Ithaca experiment of DeLvaiLLe et aL (196?>

using atmospherìc coLLimation at Low energies beLow 1015 €V,

but individuaL anaLysìs of fast tìming data for each event at

h'igher energìes. Fifteen scintiLLator detectors in an array

of diameter nearLy 1 km b¡ere used in this experiment enabLing

showers t.lith sizes up to 108 particLes to be anaLysed-

Corrections (not used in the L'insLey and tlatson survey) for

spurious sidereaL variatìons were made using the antisidereaL

anaLysis of FarLey and Storey (1954> (see Sectjon 5.3).

ALthough the evidence for genuine anisotropies in these

resuLts hras not concLusive, DeLvajLLe et aL (96?) noted the

consistency in phase measurements.

Apart f rom the L'insLey and Watson summãîYt the most

important ani sot ropy measurements in the medium energy region

have come from the Haverah Park array (Edge et aL 1977). This

array, using Large deep water Cerenkov detectors in a number

of sub-arrays with characteristic spacìngs of between 50 m and

2 km, is abLe to detect and anaLyse EAS with energìes from

about 1 O1 5 eV up to the most energet i c events detected

(above 1021 eV). BeLow ó*1016 eV, data t.las coLLected f rom

the 50 m array (?.4'k105 events) and the 150 m arrays

(1.5*105 events) (LLoyd-Evans 1982>. These experiments t.¡ere

very carefuLLy investigated for spurious effects, and the
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resuLts, aLthough their s'ignificance is reLat'iveLy Low, are in
agreement wìth the LinsLey and L,latson survey. Above ó*191ó

€V, a Large and highLy significant anisotropy was reported

from measurements with the 500 m array (Edge et aL 1978,

PoILock'1978, Lapikens et aL 1979), however this resuLt h,as

inconsistent with that from the 150 m arrays (Coy et aL

1981b). It t.las concLuded that this discrepancy couLd be

removed by correct'ing the 500 m data for triggering variations

in soLar time and aLso variations in the LateraL distribution
as a function of temperature. The resuLtant hoh,ever, stiLL

indicates a measured anisotropic f Lux near 1017 eV.

A summary of the resuLts of anisotropy measurements

between 1014 eV and 1017 eV is given in figure 5.5. The

apparent change in both the ampLitude and phase of the

anisotropy is of great interest because of its coincidence

Hith the change ìn the energy spectrum. This may suggest

gatactic orig'in (KìraLy et aL 1979) for these primary cosmic

rays aLthough the inferred mass composition of the particLes

presents some diff icuLties.

s.2.4 Hìgh Energy Measurements

Éarty measurements of the anisotropy at the highest

energjes tlere made using.counter experjments Like those used

at Lotler enengìes aLthough on a Larger scaLe. The buLk of

data, hohrever, has come from the g'iant air shotrer arrays ¡¡hich

use fast t'iming directionaL anaLysis. 0f these, by far the
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most important is the Haverah Park array (LLoyd-Evans 198?>'

aLthough usefuL contributions have been made by other arrays

Votcano Ranch (LinsLey 1975c)r lthaca (DeLvaiLLe et aL 1962>,

Mt Chaca Ltaya (Agui rre 1974), Yakutsk (Krasi Lni kov et a L 1977>

and Agassiz (CLark et aL 1961>. ResuLts f rom the earLy fast

tim'ing experiments (CLark et aL 1961 , DeIvaiLLe et al 196?>

llere obtained near the upper energy Limits accessibLe to the

arrays concerned. ConsequentLy, the statistics of these

experjments brere rather poor. The Sydney group (Bray et aL

1975 ) have a Lso produced data using the giant array al

Narrabri. However this data is not discussed here due to

energy caLibration diff icuLties. A usefuL summary of these

measurements may be found in Edge et aL (1978) and they are

il.Lustrated in figure 5.ó.

The f irst measurements of the high energy anisotropy

were made by Cranshaw and GaLbraith (1954,1957) using a Large

array o'f Geiger-MuLLer counters. These experiments at primary

energies just above 1017 eV counted the rates of various

counter coincidences as a function of both sidereaL and soLar

time and no corrections ulere made for atmospheric effects.

ALthough sìgnif icant variations brere noted in soLar time, the

sìdereaL rates showed no s'ignificant varjations. A simiLar

experiment tras carried out by Crawshat¿ and ELLiot (195ó).

Aga'in the sidereaL variation measured b,as not statìsticaLLy

signjficant aLthough a Large and unexpLained soLar variation

Has seen. The totaL number of events detected in these

experiments L¿as nearLy 104.
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At Agassiz, CLark et aL (961) detected 652 events

with mean energy l*1917 eV using a fast timìng array. t'lìth

the arrivaL directions pLotted in ceLestiaL coordinates,

chi-squared tests t.lere performed on decLination bands wjth the

resuLts being consistent with isotropy. SpeciaL regions, the

gaLactic pLane, a perpendicuLar to the gaLactic pLane, and the

region of the spiraL arm 1.¡ere aLso tested with the same

resuLt. The 853 Largest EAS detected by DeLvaiLLe et aL

(1g6?) with mean primary energy of 3*1g17 eV showed no

signifjcant sidereaL or soLar variations.

Apart from the Narrabri experiment, the onLy other

high energy expe¡iment performed in the Southern hemi sphere

hras conducted at Mt ChacaLtaya (aLtitude 5200 m). Aguirre

(974) attempted to correLate the arrivaL directions of about

?.6t103 events at energies between 1A17 eV and 1018 eV

u¡ith knou¡n puLsar positions and found a positive resuLt.

Since this assumeS neutraL primary particLes (neutrinos, gamma

rays or neutrons - at energies over 1017 eV neutron decay is

no Longer important for sources within 1 kpc due to the

Lorentz factor (KiraLy et aL 1975)) the f Lux of which at these

energies is unkno1.ln, the resuLt of this correLation is

somet¡hat probLematicaL. However, the data (for decLinations

greater than 0 ) were reanaLysed by Edge et aL (978) with an

insignificant sidereaL resuLt.

In contrast wìth the previous insignif icant anisotropy

measurements, the resuLts (using about 3*103 events) from

VoLcano Ranch (LinsLey 1975c) indicate a strongLy energy
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dependent anisotropy above 1017 eV. To expLain the

discrepancy with previous resuLts, this author invoked the

radicaL proposaL of time dependence in the sidereaL

anisotropy. If this moduLated sidereaL effect couLd produce a

spurious soLar resuLt, the resuLts of Cranshaw and GaLbraith

(1957) and Crawshaw and ELLiot (195ó) m'ight be expLa'ined.

KrasiLnikov et aL (1977) have presented data from the

Yakutsk array for particLes with primary energies above about

1018 eV. This array detects EAS by means of the visibLe

Cerenkov radiatjon emitted by the uLtrareLativistic particLes

in the shower. UnfortunateLy, this restrjcts the observing

periods avaitabLe and the coLLection statistìcs are therefore

Low, however especiaLLy above 1019 eV the f Lux appears to be

very anisotnopic.

By far the most.important resuLts in this energy range

come from Haverah Park brith over 9.1*104 events with

energ'ies greater than 6.?5*lg1ó eV detected by the 500 metre

array (from the most recent anaLysìs of LLoyd-Evans 1982).

Apart from a dip in the ampLjtude of the anisotropy near

5*1g17 €V, the ampLitude increases f rom about 1.67. near

1017 eV up to about 7O/, above 3*1019 eV- Changes in the

phase of the anisotropy are aLso apparent at l*1917 eV and

d*1918 ev.

Above prìmary energies of about 1019

from aL L arrays i s often combined because oÍ

(KrasiLnikov et aL 1974, KrasiLn'i kov 1979)-

eV, the data

the very Low f Lux

A striking resuLt
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of this combination is the Large number of events arriving
from high gaLactic Latitudes. unLess the primary particLes

are heavy and an ordered magnetic fieLd exists as a haLo

outside the gaLactic disc, this resuLt argues aga'inst a

gaLactic origìn for these particLes. AcceLeration by magnetic

f ieLds and turbuLent gas motions in the LocaL supercLuster of

gaIaxies as argued by HiLLas (1982) must then be considered.

ALthough the variatìon in the anisotropy beLow 1019

eV indi cates chang'ing propagat ion and/or source distr jbution,

it is not yet possibLe to determine the reLative importance of

these effects Hithout definite composition data. More

compLete measurements of the anisotropy in the southern

Hemisphere wouLd be very important to this determination since

they wouLd aLLow compLete maps of the f Lux anisotropy over the

sky to be dnawn.

5.3 Harmonic AnaLysis

The technique chosen for the anaLysis of the BuckIand

Park data was harmonic anaLysis. ALthough the use of this
techn'ique on anisotropy measurements has been critjsjzed
(KìraLy and t'lhite 1975, KiraLy et aL 1975) in comparjson to

chi-squared tests, its use may be justif ied on a number of
grounds, the most important of which is that the sinusoidaL
anaLysis is of the same form as the variations in soLar and

sidereaL time be'ing investigated. The use of this technìque

aIso aLLows a good test for spurious variations in sidereaL
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time produced by f Luctuations in soLar time. ALso, this
anaLysis method has been used by most experimentaLists in thjs
f ieLd and hence the resuLts f rom the BuckLand Park experiment

usi ng ha rmoni c ana Lysì s may be conveni ent Ly compared wj th the

other resuLts.

Given that data are coLLected over a number of

compLete cycLes in sidereaL or soLar tìme, the statistics of

the anaLysìs of these data are anaLogous to the soLution of

the tu¡o-djmensionaL random wa Lk with equaL step Lengths and

random angLes. This probLem, fi rst anaLysed by Lord RayLeìgh

(1880) in the asymptotìc (n+æ) case, has been soLved in
detail. by Chapman and BarteLs (1940) for appLications in

geomagnetism. In the anaLysis used here, the terminoLogy of

LinsLey (1975arb) is foLLowed. Detai Ls of the harmonic

anaLysis technique in its adaptation to anisotropy

measurements are given in Appendix 3, however the foLLowing

terms are introduced here:

r, the hanmonic ampLitude,

0, the phase of maximum,

n 0=n . r? / 4,

where n is the

provides a usefuL

ampLitude greater

totaL number of events. The

measure of the probabitity of

from n unit steps

probabiLity is given

than r

Th i s

statistic kO

mea sur i ng an

t.lith randomLy

by the RayLeighdistributed angLes.

f ormuLa:

tJ()r)=exp(-kg) (5.3)
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Hence the measured anisotropy ampLitude in sidereaL time or

Right Ascension may convenientLy be compared to that expected

from an isotropìc cosmic ray f Lux. kO may aLso be def ined

jn terms of .nMS, the root mean squared ampLitude expected

f rom n random steps by:

no=(r/rpMs)2, tRMs=z.n-0.5 (5.4)

.RMS then def ines the approximate noise LeveL of a random

djstribution. For significant resuLts the measured ampLitude

shouLd be greater than the noise, that is, kO shouLd be

greater than 1. IÍ n is Large enough (kgt>1>, it may be

shown that the probabi Lity distributions of the ampLitude and

phase tend to Gaussian (LinsLey 1975arb) so that the formaL

statìsticaL error Limits in the measured parameters are given

by:

de=I =(?/n) 0.5 d lrr r

These vaLues must be treated with care

decreases, the probabiLity distributions

become defin'i teLy non-Gaussian.

(5.5)

however since as n

of these parameters

Using this statisticaL background, the antisidereaL

ana Lysi s of Far Ley and Storey (954 ) may be used to detect

spurious sidereaL variations as foLLor{s. It is assumed that

there are onLy two naturaL frequencies in the variations

detected in the cosmic ray fLux, the sidereaL variations

caused by genuìne fLux anjsotropies t ãîd the soLar variations
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Suppose the soLar

1'17

exampLe diurnaL temperature fLuctuations.
variation is described by:

S(t)=tO*t.cos(}çNt-c() (5.ó)

wher" SO is the mean annuaL rate in soLar time, N is the
number of soLar days in the year, t is in years, and s and o(

describe the reLative soLar ampL'itude and phase. rf thìs
ampLitude is made to undergo annuaL moduLation such that:

S=S (1 +4. cos (2n(t-p) ) ) (5.7>

then: S ( t ) =tO*t . c o s ( ZnNt -<) +s . A . c o s ( ZnNt -¡r) cos ( 2Í( t -P) )

S (t ) =tO*t.A. cos (2n(N+1) 1-o(-?-¡t(t) /?

+S.cos(ZrrNt-4)

+S.4. cos (2rr(N-1 )t -<+?rri'.Ð /2 (5.8)

or:

since there are exactLy (N+1) sidereaL days in a year, it
can be seen that the annuaL ampLitude moduLation of variations
in soLar time produces a spurious variation in sidereaL time.
The (N-1) term is known as the antisidereaL term corresponding

to a year v¡ith (N-1 ) days. rt shouLd be noted that these

spurjous sidebands have identicaL fractionaL ampLitudes and

are distrjbuted symmetricaLLy about the soLar vector. rf the

genuìne sidereaL varjation can be descrjbed by:

R(t)=R ir.cos(2rr(N+1)t-9)
0

then the totaL detected f Lux can be represented by:

(5.9)
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the sum o'f
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J (t ) =, O*t1 +T0+T_1
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terms at the

reaL sidereaL

from equation

(5.10)

various frequenc'ies

variation (equation

5.8.

r I .cos (2rr(N+1 )t +Or )=r.cos(2r\(N+1 )t-0)
+s. A. cos (2I1(N+1 ) t-(-21(p) /2

and T

5.9)
1

and

(5.11)

Time t is zero at 00.00 hours on the ??nd September when

sidereaL and soLar times coincide. Data must be coLLected for

compLete years to avoid spurjous variations at other

frequencies. If data from a fuLL year is anaLysed, the terms

Ti are orthogonaL so that they can be determined easiLy.

0nce the components have been determìned, the reaL sidereaL

vector (rrO) may be deduced by vector subtraction of the

ref Lection of the antisidereaL vector in the soLar vector from

the measured sidereaL vector (rrr0t ) as i LLustrated in figure

5.7.

UnfortunateLy, thjs techn'ique is not appLicabLe if

annuaL phase moduLation of the soLar vector is aLso important.

In this case, the situation becomes more diff icuLt. If the

phase moduLation goes as:

o( ={. (1 + 5. cos (z.fr(t-Y) ) ) (5.12>

then without Loss of generaLityr 4 nay be set to zrf. The
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totaL soLar variation is given by:

S(t)=tO*t. (1+4.cos(2rrt-p).cos(2n(Nt-t.cos(2rr(t+¡)) )) (5.15)

This variation has harmonic components at aLL frequencies

(¡) 'l

Ui =2n(N+ i )

and may be expre ssed by:

(5.14)

where

J(t)=Jo* IiTi
ti=ri . cos (2n(N+i ) r-l:) (5.15)

of the i t h component and li
PoL Lock (1978 ) has provided a

probLem with the foLLowing resuLts

ant i s i de rea L component s :

Here Ui is the ampLitude

is the corresponding phase.

detaiLed soLution for this
for the soLar, sidereaL and

TO / s=8. c o s ( ZrrNt ) +c . A. c o s ( 2rr(Ê-I> I . s i n ( zfiNt ) /2

T 
1 / S=8. A . c o s ( 2rr(N+1 ) t -P) l?+C. s i n ( z"rf ( (N+1 ) t-t> > l2

+D.4. cos (2rr( (N+1) t+þ-21>> t+

T -t / S=8. A. c o s ( 2rç(N -1 ) t +PV 2+c . s i n ( 2rr( (N-1 ) t +I > > I z

+D. A. cos (2Í( (N-1 ) t-Þ+ Zt>> t + (5.1ó)

wher ê B, C, and D are constants depending onLy on 6. The

components at other frequencies have simìLar expressions
(Po L Loc k 1978) . The T z and T _z te rms have been named

uLtra-sjdereaL and uLtra-antisidereaL terms respectiveLy.
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CLearLy, for phase moduLation the sìmpLe symmetry

demonstrated in fìgure 5.7 no Longer hoIds and determination

o'f the spurious sidereaL sìgnaL depends on the evaLuation of a

number of parâmeters. It can be seen however, that ampLitude

and phase moduLation of the soLar variation can easiLy be

tested for by anaLysing the coLLected data for significant
variat'ions at f requencies other than the sidereaL and soLar

f requencies. 0n this basis, the coLLected data may nob, be

anaLysed for the presence of significant deviations from

isotropy in the cosmic ray f Lux.

5.4 BuckLand Park Anìsotropy ResuLts

The data anaLysed here came from three compLete years,

1979, 1980 and 1981 during which time approximateLy 1.33*105

events ulere detected by the BuckLand Park array. In this
period, the array t.las set to run (nominaLLy) continuousLy

(excIuding routine maintenance and breakdowns) with constant

triggering conditions as described in Chapter ?.

5.4.1 Spurious Effects

Before significant measurements of the sidereaL

anisotropy can be made, the data must be examined for effects
trhich may introduce coincidentaL or spurious variations into
the resuLts. ALthough the zenith and azimuth angte
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distributions are non-uniform so that onLy a smaLL part of the

ceLestiaL sphere is accessibLe to the array at any gìven time,

the rotation of the earth means that in one compLete sidereaL

day, the Right Ascension exposure of the array is uniform.

Therefore, if the on-time of the array is uniform in sidereaL

time, the Right Ascension exposure wiLL aLso be uniform and

unbiassed measurements of the cosmic ray f Lux as a function of

Right Ascension may be made simpLy by observing the number of

showers f rom given ceLestiaL coordinates. To achieve this

uniform data train however, requires the array to be sensitive

at aLL times without interruption - an ideaL 'impossibLe to

attain in practjce.

Variations in the totaL array exposure time are

introduced especiaLLy by the routine tape changing and

maintenance procedures which naturaLLy occur at simiLar times

during the soLar day. This produces a considerabLe

non-unjformity in the exposure of the array to the sky in

soLar time as shown in f igure 5.8. The eff icìency of the

array during the peliod considered (1979 - 1981 incLusive) tras

717., most of the off-time being attributabLe to equìpment

breakdowns. Because of the approximateLy O.37. difference

between soLar and sjdereaL time scaLes (one day difference per

year), the variation in sidereaL time is much Less (f igure

5.9). First and second harmonics of the array exposure in

soLar, sidereaL t ãîd antisìdereaL time scaLes are shown in

tabLe 5.2 beLow. The actuaL variation in the R'ight Ascension

distribution of events is Less than this, sìnce the width of

the zenith angLe distribution makes the array sensitive to a
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Täb]E 5.2 - HARI'4ONII]S OF THE ARRAY ÐGùSURE TIMES

Tinescale

Sidereal

Sol-ar

1st tla.rnpnic

Anplitude (%) Phase (hr)

2nd llarnpnic

Arylitude (%) Phase (hr)

Antisidereal O.31

o.22

1.48

19.1

23.6

19.3

o.28

0.41

0.13

06.8

00.4

11. I
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range of Right Ascensions at any given sidereaL time. Figure

5.10 shows the range of Right Ascensions of events detected in
the sidereaL time intervaL from 11.00 to 12.00 hours. The

r¡idth of this distribution is about four hours (sidereaL

time). Variat'ions in the sidereaL exposure are therefore
smeared out by this effect. Another factor reducing the

spurious resuLt due to sidereaL on-time f Luctuations is the

determination of the Fourjer components of the sidereaL

ani sot ropy i n terms of the rate of events as a f unct ion of

Right Ascension weìghted by the sidereaL on-times. Because of

these effects, the spurious sidereaL variation produced by

on-time fLuctuations is reduced weLL beLow the RMS noise LeveL

expected from 1.3*105 events (about 0.557.). For thìs
reason, no attempt has been made i n the ani sot ropy

determìnations presented here to produce uniformity in the

sidereaL exposure time.

CoincidentaL sidereaL variations may aLso be

jntroduced by the atmospheric effects noted 'in the previous

chapter as weLL as f Luctuations in the detection equipment

ga'i ns produced by temperature changes. Fìgure 5.11 is an

extract f rom the pressure and temperature records produced at

the BuckLand Park array. The thermat Lagging around the

detectors cLearLy teduces the ampLitude of temperature

f Luctuations of the detectors by a considerabLe amount as weLL

as changing their time profiLe, but does not damp them right
out. rf any of these variations have Fourier components in

sidereaL timer Spurious sidereaL variations in the detection
rate wiLL be produced. rt can be seen that temperature
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variations of the anaLysìng and recording eLectronics are

minimized by the ai r-conditioning of the main recording hut,

and they have been ignored in this anaLys'i s. The comptete

data train of the pressure and temperature data (weighted by

on-times) have been anaLysed for thei r Fourier components at

sidereaL and soLar frequencies with the resuLts shown in tabLe

5.3.

These data, in combination ¡l'ith the resuLts of

muLtipLe Linear regression anaLysis on the same parameters

uith respect to the rate of event detect'ion, have been used to

produce the resuLtant spurìous harmonics of the event rate for

each frequency component (tabLe 5.4) . FinaLLy the totaL

spurjous anisotropy ampLitudes and phases ulere caLcuLated from

the vector additions (figure 5.12) of these resuLts and these

are dispLayed in tabLe 5.5.

The spurious sidereaL resuLtants are smaLL indicatìng

that atmospheric moduLations of the detection rate do not have

a serious effect on measurements of the cosmic ray f Lux

anjsotropy. Even if the maximum resuLts from the on-time

irreguLarities are added to these sidereaL vectors, the

spurious first and second harmonìcs have ampLitudes of onLy

about 0.28Y, (21 .0 hr) and 0.53U (05.3 hr) respectiveLy. This

indicates that measurements of the deviation of the f Lux from

i sotropy in Rìght' Ascension can be made xith some confidence.
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AnaLysis Produced Effects

Using the statisticaL basis estabLished in the

previous sections, determinations of the anisotropy may now be

made. ALthough obvious sources of spurious resuLts have been

invest'i gated, the array and the atmosphere form a compLex and

open detector system and onLy reLativeLy few of the parameters

of the system are easiLy monitored or controLLed. For this
reason, the data must stjLL be checked for the presence of

ampLjtude and phase moduLations of the soLar signaL which are

due to changes in the detectìon probabiLity.

IÍ it can be assumed that the harmonics at the

frequencies being investigated are reLativeLy independent of

decLination and shower size in the size intervaL detected,

then the ant'i sidereat technique of FarLey and Storey (1954)

may be appLied to the whoLe set of recorded data (January 1979

- December 1981). In this ttãyt maximum statisticaL weight can

be obtained for the measurement of spurious resuLts.

Events which were badLy anaLysed (wìth reduced

chi-squared greater than 5) or which had recordìng errors have

been eL'iminated f nom the data set. This reduces the totaL

number of avaiLabLe events to about 1.2t105. Using the

arrivaL times of the events, the geographicaL coordinates
(zenith and azimuth angLes) for arrivaL directions have been

converted to ceLestiaL coordinates (Right Ascension and

decLination). unLess othervise stated, the data have been



Tabþ 5. 4 Spurios Event Rate llarrmnics Erorn Atnnspheric befficients

Frequency

First Harn¡rnics

Sidereal

Solar

Second lla.rrncnics

Sidereal

Solar

(a) = Anplitude (%)

(b) = Ph,ase (hr)

(c) = Àrplitude (%)

(d) = Phase (hr)

(e) = Àrplitude (%)

(f) = Phase (hr)

Atrmspheric
Ten¡rerature

(a) (b)

o.48 2L.2

2.82 LA.L

0.11

o.57

03.6

01. 1

Detector
Terperature

(c) (d)

o.o7 12.4

o.37 U.4

o.02

o.08

02.3

08.9

Baronetric
hessure

(e)

0.37

L.78

o.L2

1.36

(f)

07.6

oo.6

03.4

02.5



Table 5.5 Spurious Anisotropy Vectors f rorn Atnr:spheric Ocefficients

First harrncnics

Sidereal

Solar

Second t¡arrrpnics

SidereaÌ

Solar

Arplitude (%)

0.14

0.99

o.25

L.75

Phase (hr)

00.3

16.0

03.4

02.r
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summed over aLL the observed decLinations. t'lhen divided by

the appropriate array exposure times, these data gìve the mean

rate as a function of Right Ascension (or sidereaL time).

These data have been Fourier anaLysed for first and

second harmonics at uLtra-sidereaL, uLtra-antisidereaL, and

antisidereaL frequencies as weIL as soLar and sidereaL

frequencies, that is, at frequencies one and two cycLes per

year djfferent from soLar time. The sidereaL vector (rr0)

measured is the resuLtant of genuine and spurìous sidereaL

signaLs. Information on any ampLitude moduLation of the soLar

vector can be derived from the antisidereaL vector, whiLe the

uLtra-sidereaL and uLtra-antisidereaL vectors give

compLementary information on phase moduLation. Phase

reLationships between the vectors are derived from 00.00 hours

on the September equinox when aLL the time frames cojncide.

The resuLts of the anaLysìs are shown in tabLe 5.ó.

In the tabLe, the probab'i Lity referred to is that of a random

distribution g'ivìng rise to a variation with Less than or

equaL to the same ampLitude. A number of interestìng features

emerge f rom thjs anaLysis. From the first harmonics, the

sjdereaL variation has the greatest significance whiLe the

chance probabiLity of the soLar vector is faìrLy hi9h. The

ampLitude of the soLar vector is weLL beLow the statisticaL
noise LeveL expected from the sampLe. Evidence of phase

moduLation from the uLtra-sidereaL and uLtra-antisidereaL

variatjons is someulhat contradjctory, each showing one

ampLitude with Low and one ampLitude with very high



Table 5.6

FrequencY

first harnPnics

Ultrasidereal 0.15

sidereal o'84

Solar 0.38

Antisidereal 0'07

Ultra+ntisidereal 0' 82

ârd tbrnnnics

Ultrasidereal 1'01

sidereal o'87

Solar 0'37

Antisidereal O.43

Ultra-antisidereal 0. 19

tla.rrrpnic Ana1ysis of AII Data 1.2Ûx105 events

turplitude (%) Phase (hrs) Probebility (%)

18.1

08.o

15.3

20.7

15.4

93.8

L2.3

æ.7

98.5

13.5

00.6

02.4

02.2

03.4

05.5

4.7

10.1

æ.4

56.7

89.4
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probabi Lity of being produced by a random distribution. Since

these vectors are compLementãtYt both be'ing produced from the

soLar variation, the probabiLity of them be'ing significant is

not high and no'informatjon about phase moduLation of the

soLan variation can be extracted. It is therefore assumed, ìn

agreement with PoLLock (1978), that phase moduLation has not

been observed. SimiLarLy, these resuLts indicate that the

antisidereaL variation is consistent b¡ith being produced by a

random distribution. It shouLd be noted that from equations

5.7 and 5.1?, the moduLation ampLitudes are by definition

fractionaL compared with the soLar variation ampLitude so that

for a soLar vector u¡ith an insignificant ampLitude, no

sìgnificant concLusions about the phase and ampLitude

moduLat ions of this variation can be expected. An interesting
point hotrever, is the agreement in phase of the soLar vectors

¡¡ith the resuLts produced for expected atmospheric variatìons

ìn tabLe 5.5. The sidereaL vectors are much Larger than the

expected spurious nesuLts from tabLe 5.5 and onLy show phase

agreement in the second harmonìcs.

Since this data has the highest statisticaL

signifjcance and no concLusive evidence for either phase or

ampLitude moduLation can be found, in further anaLyses of the

data, no corrections (us'ing the antisidereaL anaLysìs

technique) wi LL be appLied to the sidereaL signaL by Lray of

attempts to mea.sure the genuine cosmìc ray sideneaL

an i sot ropy .

As a check on these concLusions, the data set has been
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subdivided into individuaL compLete years and reanaLysed in

the same way with the resuLts shown in tabLe 5.7. The RMS

noise LeveLs associated rllith these resuLts are aLL about 1%.

ALthough a number of these vectors have Large ampL'itudes, it

is interesting to compare the phases for each year. These are

pLotted on harmonic diaLs in figure 5.13. It can be seen that

onLy the sidereaL first harmonic shows substantiaL consistency

over the three years, aLthough the Lou¡ number of independent

estjmates makes this difficuLt to test statisticaLLy. Thjs

tentative resuLt supports the earLier concLusion that onLy the

sidereaL signaL shows a sìgnificant ampLitude.

Reduc'ing the data to shorter time periods introduces

diff icuLties into the interpretation of the resuLts since at

aLL frequencies other than the soLar frequeîcYt the number of

cycLes is non-integraL. If the sidereaL and antisidereaL

s'ignaLs are produced by moduLation of the soLar ulave, over the

period of a year, it wouLd be expected that the soLar vector

shouLd maintain a constant phase with the sidereaL and

antisidereaL phases rotating in opposite directions and

coinciding with the soLar phase at the September equinox. The

data trere therefore divided into three month periods. ResuLts

of this anaLysis are g'iven in tabLe 5.8 and pLotted in f ìgure

5.14.

At the second harmonic frequencies, the resuLt is as

expected for moduLation of the soLar variation, with a fairLy

constant soLar Vector and the sidereaL and antisidereaL

vectors rotatìng in oppos'ite dinections. However, the



Table 5.7 Ana

Frequency L979

1st harmonics AnP.(%) Phase(hr)

Ultrasidereal 0.27 11.8

Sidereal L.73 10.6

Solar 0. 97 16. 0

Antisidereal 0.76 18.5

Ultra-antisidereal 1.68 17.0

2nd harnonics

Ultrasidereal 1. 93 02. 5

Sidereal Z.Z9 0L.2

Solar L.L7 03.3

Antisidereal I.33 11. 6

Ultra-antisidereaL 0.24 08.1

No. of Events 3.6*104

is of the Data bY Year

L980

A¡np. (?) Phase(hr)

0. 66 L3.3

1.13 05.0

1.36 L0.7

0.89 03.7

L.t2 tz.4

0.67 1L.3

0.41 03. 5

0.76 11.1

0.90 11.9

0. 66 03.6

4.6*104

s

Anp. (%)' Phase(hr)

19 81

0 .62

0.42

1.36

0 .43

0.38

zz.5

07.7

z2 .0

05.8

19. 6

1.01 L0.z

0.5s 0ó.8

L.28 10.6

7.34 04. 0

0. s6 1-0. 9

3.g*104
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Figure 5.13a Yearly first harmonic vecÈors
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Table 5.8 Quarter ly Þta Analysis

Sidereal

(a) (b)

Solar

(c) (d)

tf

Antisidereal

(e) (r )

First Hanrnnics

Q¿arter

First

Second

Thlrd

Fourth

Second FlarnPnics

Qua.rter

First

Second

Third

Fourth

0.54

1.67

1.08

0.37

03.5

09.0

09.0

08.3

0.32

L.43

1.53

0.51

14.0

18. 1

11.1

o0.5

o.67

1.09

t.43

o.82

02.L

03.8

13.9

18.9

l.14

1.19

0.63

1.86

09.1

05.4

02.5

03.5

0.88

0.96

1.87

o.90

07.4

04.6

05.9

07.9

1.36

1.47

2.07

0.11

ll.7
01.3

10.0

9.9

(a) = Anplrtude (%)

(b) = Phase (hr)

(e) = Anplitude (%)

(d) = Phase (hr)

(e) = Anplitude (%)

(f) = Phase (hr)
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Figure 5.I4a Quart,erly first harmonic vectors
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sidereaL first harmonic shows remarkabLe consistency whiLe the

soLar and antisidereaI vectors are variabLe in phase.

Taken together with the previous resuLts, there is

strong evidence for a genuine sidereaL first harmonic, whiLe

signaLs at other frequencies appear to be consistent wjth

random distributions. 0n the other hand, the situation at

second harmonic f requencies is more confused aLthough the

possìbìLity of a genuine sidereaL signaL cannot be discounted.

Due to the Low significance of the sidereaL, soLar, and

antisidereaL first harmonics, no positive corrections can be

made via the FarLey and Storey antjsidereaL method llithout

simpLy increasing the uncertainty of the sidereaL vector.

5.4.3 Right Ascension Distributions

The assumptìon made in the previous sectjon that the

reaL anisotropy in the cosmic ray f Lux is independent of

energy and decLination in the detected sampLe, has no strong

theoreticaL basis. To investigate any possibLe dependence,

the data have been arbitrarìLy divìded jnto three size bins

N1 (5*105 - 10ó particLes), Nz (10ó - 2*10ó

particLes), and N3 O?t106 particLes). Contam'ination of

these size bins was minimized by converting the detected

events to the equivaLent verticaL size before b'inning

(inctuding corrections for atmospherìc variations) using the

previousLy measured attenuation Length of 185 g cm-2. Usìng

the caLcuLations of Protheroe (1977), the s'ize bins N1, Nz
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and Ns correspond to mean primary energies of about 8*1015

êV, 1.3't1016 eV and 3*1016 eV. 0nLy showers with near

1007" detection probabiLity were accepted. UnfortunateLy, due

to the Lack of adequate meteoroLogicaL data in earLy 1979, it
t.las necessary to reject a fuLL yearts data. These rejections

reduced the number of events in each size bin to about

5*103. Previous resuLts, e.g. LinsLey and t.Jatson (1g77)

have indicated that the Right Ascension anisotropy in the

v'i cinity of these energies is of the order of 1Y.. CLearLy the

statistics avaiLabLe in this experiment are insufficient to

accurateLy determine such a smaLL variation aLthough upper

Limits wiLL be g'iven.

The resuLts are given in tabLe 5.9. Apart from the

anomaIousLy h'igh Right Ascens'ion first harmonic in the Low

energy bin, the sidereaL signaLs are not r'¡eLL resoLved from

the statisticaL noise aLthough a phase change between Nt and

NZ is apparent. SoLar and antisidereaL vectors have been

determined in case these signaLs give information not cLear in

the Large data groupings, The first harmonics at these

f requencies give somewhat contradictory information with Large

antisidereaL signaLs appearing together with smaIL soLar

s'ignaLs and vice versa. Considerìng the earLier statisticaLLy

more 'important resuLts, these are probabLy the products of

statisticaL f Luctuations. SimiLarLy, the second harmonics at

these frequencies g'ive LittLe information - most of the

variations remain beLow the RMS noise LeveL. Second harmonic

Rjght Ascension s'ignaLs are generaLLy sLightLy Larger than

their counterparts and some phase consistency is evident.



Table 5.9 Analysis for Size years data)

Antisidereal

Arç% Phase

1.09 03.2

4.OL O4.9

2.70 L9.8

Prob.

85.8

L2.O

39.0

Anp% Fhase

2.r4 03.3

o.9L O4.7

t.57 02.9

Prob.

55.0

89.6

72.7

N1

N2

Size

First Harrnonics

N1

N2

N3

Right Ascension

Anp% Phase

6.æ 19.5

1.90 09.0

2.84 05.8

Prob.

0.3

62.O

35.3

Anp% Phase

2.06 06.9

2.2L M.9

3.25 06. o

Prob.

57.5

53.2

25.6

Arp%

3.79

L.24

4.11

Solar

Ph¿se

18.6

19.7

10.7

kob.

L5.4

81.6

11.3

Phase

00.3

06.7

00.3

Prob.

13.3

80.6

61.3

Second lla.rnpnics

N1

N2

N3

N1

N2

N3

Arrp%

3.93

L.28

1.95
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To investigate the Large Right Ascension first

harmon'i c in N1, the data f rom the third year were jncLuded

in a second anaLysis. The showers were corrected to their

equivaLent verticaL size, houlever the (reLatìveLy smaLL)

atmospheric corrections were not made for this extra Year.

The resuLts, shown in tabLe 5.10 are generaLLy quite

consistent with the two year data for the soLar and

antjsideneaL harmonics with some ampLitude fLuctuations

occurring aLthough these are most often downwards. SimiLarLy,

the Right Ascensìon ampLitudes show f Luctuations aLthough the

genenaL reduction is not So obvious. The Large f irst harmonic

is considerabLy smaLLer aLthough stiLL h'ighLy signifìcant. It

is interesting to note that for both first and second

harmonics in Right Ascension, there is a phase change between

size bins Nt and NZ whiLe the phase is approximateLy

constant between bins NZ and N3. Because of this phase

consisteîcyt the two Largest shower sjze bins may be combined

(N4) to improve the statistics for shoh/ers with size greater

than 1Oó particLes (tabLe 5.11).

It can be seen f rom these resuLts that the soLar and

antisidereaL variations are consistent with random noise

distributions. The Right Ascension harmonics are both

sìgnif icant and with the data from tabLe 5.10, estimates may

be made of the genuine fLux anisotropy. LinsLey (1975arb) has

shown that, it s is the genuine vector anisotropy, then:

xrS +



Table 5.10 Analysis for Size Dependence (3 years)

Size Right Ascensions Solar Antisidereal

First Harnnnic Ane% Phase Anp% Pnase AITp% Fhase

Nl 3.66 rg-2 3.O5 20.3 2'Æ 03'6

N2 2.3O 10.0 1.09 17'3 2'33 O3'8

N3 2.O7 10.6 2-81 O9'O 3'23 19'8

hob. Prob. kob'

N1 7 .3 L6'2 30' 6

N2 35.3 ?9'L 34'3

N3 45. O 22.9 14' 3

Second líarnpnics Anp% Phase Arç% Fhase Anp% Phase

Nl 2.72 07.82 2.98 OL'43 0'63 J,c*'49

N2 2-38 04-84 o'2o 07 '2O l-'82 00'67

N3 4.33 03.56 3.4r Ol'27 o'45 09'02

prob, kob. hob.

Nl 23-4 L7 '5 92'5

N2 32-5 99'2 5O'9

N3 3.0 11.5 96'3



Table 5.11

Right Ascension

1st hr. àrd hr.

Ane% 2.18 3.29

Phase(hr) 10.3 O4.0

hob. L6.2 1.6

for size > 1d Particles

Solar

lst hr. znd hr.

1.15 1.66

10.6 01.5

60.2 34.7

Antisidereal

1st hr. Znd hr.

t.42 0.84

22.9 01.5

46.1 76.1
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hrhere r is the measured vector and x is

from the RayLeigh stat'i sticaL f Luctuations.

t he

The

contribution

ampLitude of

s may then be estimated by:

(s)=r. (1-i / (zk0))0.5 (5.17>

TabLe 5.12 gives the estimates of the genu'i ne anisotropy

caLcuLated from equation 5.17. These are aLso shown in f igure

5.15. The Limits are those given by statistics f rom equat'ion

5.5. ALthough the ampLitudes of these sidereaL signaLs are

Larger than the estimates made by LinsLey and I'Jatson (1977>,

it is signif icant that the phases are in exceLLent agreement.

These resuLts support the comment of LinsLey (PoLLock 1978>

that for a popuLatjon ampLitude equaL to the RMS noise, in a

series of experiments the observed ampLitude wiLL onLy be

signif icant in one experiment out of ten, whereas the phase

t¡iLL be wjthin 50o of the true phase in two experiments out

of three.

The assumpt'i on of decLination independence of the data

has aLso been investìgated. UnLike the Right Ascension

exposure which is uniform over one sidereaL day, the

decLination exposure is very non-unìform (figure 5.1ó). The

decLination exposure is determined by the azimuth and zenith

angLe distributions and may in principIe be detenmined

theoreticaLLy. Hoh,ever, the azimuth and angLe distributions
are themseLves functions of the rather compLex interaction
between the atmosphere and the array triggerìng conditions,



Table S.LZ Best Estirntes of the Genuine Anisotropy in Right Ascension

Size Range

sxld -1ú

>1ú

Irdean

frrerry (eV)

8x1OIs

1. 7x101 6

No. of R.A. R.A.
Events (First (Second

harnonic) Ì¡arn¡cnic)

s0s0

7831 3.29 L9.2 2.20 07.8

15340 1.86 10.3 3.09 04.0

o r ou,. o r,

1.60

L.L4

1.9

2.3

2.8

L.4
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Figure 5.15 Shower size dependence of the measured
Buckland Park anisotropy
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detaiLs of urhich are not avaiLabLe.

been made to theoreticaLLy evaLuate

Therefore no attemPt

the distribution.

has

To test the independence of the anisotropy to the

decL'ination, the data have been arbitrariLy divided into two

decLination strips - North (from -5 to -30o) and South

(f rom -35o to -ó0o) and anaLysed for Right Ascension

variations. This technique was f irst performed using the

whoLe data set, excLudjng onLy showers w'ith poor anaLys'is or

recording errors. The resuLts are shown in tabLe 5.13 beLow.

It is cLear that these resuLts give no indication of

variations of the ampLitude of the sidereaL anisotropy and the

phases show exceLLent agreement. StatisticaL tests on the

number of events from each decLination strip cannot easiLy be

used to determine a f Lux variation since these decL'ination

ranges are not equaLLy exposed to the BuckLand Park array, the

zenith corresponding to a decLination of about 34.5o. ALso,

the sLightLy non-uniform North-South azimuth distribution of

the array interferes with this companison. As a rough check

however, the numbers are compatibLe with equaL probabiLity of

events from either decLinatjon strìp at the 957" s'ignificance

LeveL.

In v'iew of the energy dependence found earLier, this

shouLd be investigated in the decLination dependence. To this

end, the size b'ins N1 and N4 have been anatysed for
decIination variations of the Right Ascension anisotropy.

This anaLysìs uses the same three years of data checked

earLien, t.¡ith equivaLent verticaL sizes and triggering



Table 5.15 Declination

ldo. of Events

of All Srowers in RA

First lla,rn¡¡nic Second lbrrronic

North

South

47826

ß276

Arrp

(%)

1.03

o.92

(hr)

08.6

08.9

28.O

36.2

Anp.

(%)

0.86

1.11

Phase kob Phase kob.

(hr)

02.6 41.1

o4.2 22.8
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probabiLity near 1OO%. The resuLts, shown in tabLe 5.14 are

difficuLt to interpret because of the rather sparse statistics

and arbitrary data division. Thust genuine sidereaL

ampLitudes at the sizes indicated are difficuLt to justify on

the basis of the propagation of the primary particLes or other

anisotropy meaSurements. The consistency of the phases with

the earLìer measurements presented is interesting aLthough the

12 hour phase change assocjated wìth Large ampLitude varjation

in the high energy first harmonic shouLd be carefuLLy

eXamined. It is obvious that much better statistics are

required before concLusions about the decLination dependence

of the Rìght Ascension anisotropy can be drawn. It shouLd

aLso be emphasized that these clecLination bins are drawn onLy

f rom the Southern Hemisphere.

5 5 0ther Measurements on the FLux

5 5 1 Dec L ination Ani sotropy

As shown in the previous section, the determination of

the array decLination distribution is a non-trìviaL probLem.

As a resuLtr €stimates of the deviation from isotropy of the

cosmic ray f Lux as a function of decLination are not easiLy

made. This is especiaLLy so if detaiLs of the structure of

the anisotropy are required. SìmpIe estimates of the f Lux

difference f rom different decLinations may however be made.



Table 5.14 Declination Dependence of Rig

Bins N and N
1 4

ht Ascension for Shor+er Size

N
L

North

South

N+

ìiorth

South

No. of Events

r97 2

z23z

607 4

5966

First Harmonrc

A¡np (%) Phase (hr) Prob.

5.50 L7.74 22.5

9.55 19.64 0.1

4.1

Second Harmonic

tunp (%) Phase (hr) Prob -

0.66 02.87 97 -9

3.75 04.08 45-7

4.58

0.95

09.25

2]-.23 87.5

z .68

5.38

02 .66

05. 56

33.5

1.3
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Two ìdenticaL but distinct regions of the sky have

been investigated by taking BuckLand Park data from two

azimuthaL quadrants about the NortherLy and SoutherLy

directions, the azimuthaL angLes of acceptance being 325o to

45o and 135o to 2250 (CLay and Gerhardy 1982b). To

ensure that the decLinations of these data groups brere

distìnct, accepted events 1.¡ere aLso restricted to those

arrìv'ing from zenjth angLes between 28o and 40o. These

restrictions defined two cLearLy distinct event popuLations in

terms of decLination as seen in f igure 5.17. To avoid

variations in the showers accepted due to coLLecting area

effects, the events used utere confined to u¡eLL anaLysed

showers within the size range from 2.3*105 particLes to

1.8*10ó particLes. Because of the Large zenith angLe, these

showers t.lere considerabLy attenuated from their equivaLent

VerticaL sizes and the mean energy was estimated to be about

101ó eV.

The tota L number of events accepted from four years of

data t.¡as 7909. 0f these 4079 were detected in the SoutherIy

quadrant and 3830 in the NortherLy quadrant. ALthough near

symmetry, when tested statist'i caLLy, the hypothesis of equaL

probabiLjties of arrivaL from each direction t.¡as rejected at

the \Y" signif icance LeveL.

This resuLt suggests a decLination anisotropy of about

3'/. with maximum towards Southern decLinations. It shouLd be

noted that the azimuth angLe distribution discussed in Chapter

2 has a f irst harmonic with the phase of maximum in the
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NortherLy direction, probabLy resuLting from imbaLance in the

fast tìming system. The effect of this asymmetry is to

ampLìfy the probabiLìty of f Lux variations in the decLination

distribution.

Further information on the decLination variation of

the cosmic ray f Lux can be obtained usìng data f rom other

observatories. rn chapter 3, the size spectrum obtained by

the Akeno array (Latitude 35o N) h,as compared to that
measured at BuckLand park (Latitude 35o S). After
differences in caLibration and anaLysis have been removed, the

resutting intensity difference is Less than 107., pLac'ing an

upper Limit on the fLux anjsotropy at the decLinations

observed of about 57(.

Both these resuLts suggest a sL'ight f Lux enhancement

f rom SoutherIy decLjnations.

5.5.? Event ArrivaL Time IntervaLs

The time spacìng of cosmic tay events is generaLLy

considered to be cLose to random due to the source

distribution and the randomizing effect of the gaLactic

magnetic fieLd on charged particLes during propagat'ion from

their sources. However a number of experimentaLists (Bhat et

a[ 1979, Bhat et aL 1980, Badino et aL 1980) have found

evidence which suggests tjme corretations in the anrivaLs of

events on scaLes of Less than a minute for cosmic rays with
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primary energies of greater than about 1014 eV.

This surprising resuLt has feu¡ possibLe

interpretations. The most LikeLy possibiLity is that the

primary particLes are neutraL particLes, probabLy gamma rãyst

from a singLe source with reLativeLy smaLL dimensions.

PossibLe candidates for these are puLsars (Gibson et aL 198?)

and gamma ray burstars (aLthough these are rather rare). For

measurabLe time correLatjons to occur, these sources wouLd be

required to contribute a signjficant proportion of the cosmic

îay fLux at these energies and directionaL anisotropies shouLd

be cLearLy measurabLe in point source searches. If the

correLated events are produced by charged particLe prìmarìes,

smaLI scaLe smoothness of the gaLactic magnetic fieLd is

required. In this caset gãrticLes produced (or acceLerated)

nearLy simuLtaneousLy at a source of smaLL dimensions wouLd

not be randomized by scatterìng, but wouLd propagate together

aLong the f ieLd Lines and be detected at the Earth in bunches.

The important points in these conjectures are the smaLL scaLes

of the sources and the smoothness of the magnetic fieLd since

even very smaLL irreguLarities over the intersteLLar distances

wouLd destnoy the correLation at the Earth. ALthough the

intensive anìsotropy measurements at these primary energies

have produced LittLe support for these resuLts, (see Section

5.2) point sources at these energies wouLd be very di fficuLt
to resoLve due to'the meagre directionaL information provided

by arrays whìch use atmospheric coLLimation.

The BuckLand Park data (at sLightLy h'igher energies)
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have been anaLysed for corroborative evidence for these time

correLations (CLay and Gerhardy 1980b). Since the time of

each detected event is recorded by the array to an accuracy of

about one second, the data record may be searched for time

correLations by an examination of the reLative event arrivaL
times. The arrivaL time distribution for 17 months of data

f rom BuckLand Park is shown in f igure 5.18 in 40 second bins.
ïo aLLow for the recordjng time required by subsidiary

experiments, a dead-time of 30 seconds is buiLt into the

reconding system, aLthough the detection Logic remains active.
This dead-time precLudes the detection of correLations in the

arrivaL times of Less than 30 seconds, the region t.lhere

correLations were detected by Bhat et aL (1979>. A paraLLeL

recording system us'ing a commodore PET microcomputer trhich

recorded the time intervaLs between aLL events satisfying the

trìggering conditions tras used to overcome thjs probLem.

These data are shown in f ìgure 5.19.

For random

times is g'iven by

events, the probabiLity distrjbution of

(as for radioactive decay):an exponentiaL

p ( t ) = k. e x p ( -t / T ) (5 .1 4>

where t is the time between events and T is the mean

intervaL. This form t.las f itted to the data in f igures 5.18

and 5.19 r'esuLting in the soLid Lines on the figures.
ALthough some events (about 7%> are Lost in the dead-time from

the fjrst bin in f ìgure 5.18, these are repLaced by a simiLar

number f rom intervaLs where the f irst event occurs during the
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dead-time. Thus the argument for randomness of

is not signif icantLy affected. SimiLatlY' some

in the PET dead tjme aLthough this is much Less

A correction for this effect is given in f igure

the intervaLs

data is Lost

than 1 second.

5.19.

The exponentiaL

characterized by the mean

best fits to the

intervaLs. These are:

data are

IntervaLs

aLL data

t (=200 s

440 s(t(1200 s

Mean IntervaL

415+'4 s

395+-?Z s

41 8+-8 s

An extra benefit associated with the measunement of

the mean time intervaLs u¡as derived from the consistency of

this parameter over the time periods measured. Long term

f Luctuations in the mean intervaL h,ere within statisticaL

expectations, confi rmìng the stabi Lity of the array requi red

for anisotropy measurements.

Excesses in the smaLL time intervaL bìns are within

the statisticaL range expected ì.e. within a standard

deviation. No support is therefore found for correLated

events. Since the region of the sky viewed and the energy

range are d'if ferent to those of the other observers, the nuLL

resuLts may be due to an energy cutoff or change in the radius

of gyration or sÍmpLy because the source, ìf the primary

particLes are neutraL, is not rlithin the region of the sky

vjewed by the array. CLay and Dawson (1981) have conducted a
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simiLar search to that reported here, but at

suggested by Bhat et aL (i.e. above 1014 eV),

no evidence for correLated events.

At the

it b,as thought

the energies

but aLso find

5.5.3 Gamma Ray Primaries near 101ó eV

If gamma rays form a s'ignif icant component of the high

energy cosmjc ray f Lux, some correLations of their arrivaL

directions with astronomicaL objects m'ight be expected. In

response to high energy photons, the atmosphere produces

cascades of particLes simiLar to the EAS produced by charged

part'i cLes, the difference being that onLy an eLectromagnetic

component is produced. At Lob, energ'ies the cascades die out

high in the atmosphere, but for energetìc photons (greater

than about 1013 eV) the showers may be detected at sea

LeveL. GlindLay et aL (1975) have used the Cerenkov radiation

produced by the cascades with primary energ'ies greater than

l*1g11 eV to Look for correLations of the directions of the

primaries with known possibLe energet'i c sources such as

puLsars, X-ray sources and actìve gaLaxies. ALthough the

shower itseLf at these energies 'i s unLikeLy to reach sea

Levet, the Cerenkov radiation produced is LittLe attenuated

and can be easiLy detected. Care was taken to excLude showers

t¡ith charged particLe prìmaries f rom the events coLLected and

a number of correLations h,ere found.

energies accessibLe to the BuckLand Park artay'

that possibLe gamma ray sources shouLd ìncLude
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the highest energy gamma . ay events - gamma ray bursts. These

are identif ied as sharp increases, with short durations (about

10 seconds), in the counting rate of spacecraft-mounted

scintiLLator detectors sensitive to high energy photons. They

occur irreguLarLy and the maximum energìes detected (above

about 1 MeV) are Limited by the detector sizes. The actuaL

sources of the bursts are unknown and none of the detected

bursts have been positiveLy identif ied with known astronomicaL

objects, aLthough the most notabLe event detected (tvlarch 5,

1979), wìth an intensity much Larger than the normaL events,

has been tentativeLy Linked to a supernova remnant (N49) in

the Large MageLLanìc cLoud. This ìdentification is in doubt

however, since at that distance, the energy of the burst
integrated over the whoLe sky is dauntingLy Large. physicaL

mechanisms for the burst production incLude puLsars and their
magnetic fieLds (e.9. Katz 198?>.

DirectionaL information on bursts derives from two

possibLe methods. The most accurate information is obtained

fr.om trianguLation using the reLative detectjon times by three

or more non-copLanar spacecraft (Evans et a L 1979 ) a Lthough

Lower numbers of sateLLites may give information if
aLternative arrivaL directions can be eLiminated by for
exampLe the Earthrs shadow. ALternativeLy, i'f a sìngLe

spacecraft has a number of anisotrop'i c detectors, the response

of each of these to a burst can give Lower grade directjonaL
data (Mazets and GoLinetskii 1981).

A search of air shower data from BuckLand park for
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correLations with known gamma ray bursts has been made (CLay

et aL 1982c). The bursts invest'igated come from a List of g4

events occurring betuleen May 1978 and May 1979. 0f these 43

tlere immediateLy eLiminated because their arrivaL coordinates

urere jnaccessibLe to the BuckLand Park artay, or they

coincided with off-times for the array. 0f the remaìnder,

onLy three had weLL defined arrivaL directions and times which

couLd be compared with the recorded array data. The Large

March 5, 1979 event was aLso inc Luded a Lthough the zenith

angLe of this event wouLd have been ó3o as observed by the

atîay. However, very high energy photons (greater than 1018

ev) wouLd have been detected. DetaiLs of these four events

are given in tabLe 5.14.

The ceLestiaL coordinates of EAS events detected

within +-30 minutes of the IocaL time coinciding with these

bursts were caLcuLated and are pLotted ìn f igure 5.20 (a),
(b), (c) and (d). From these data, no EAS can be positiveLy

identified with any of the bursts, that is for aLL the bursts

tess than one photon per burst was detected.

Using the known coLLecting area of the atray, upper

Limits may be pLaced on the photon fLux. Above 101ó ev for
events (a), (b) and (c), the photon f Lux at the Earth was Less

than 4*10-5 
^'2. The Large zenith angLe of event (d)

reduces the array coltecting area by foreshortening, and aLso

the energy required for detection is much greater. Therefore,

the onLy upper Limit on the photon f Lux is for greater than

1018 eV t.lith an upper Lìmit of about 7*10-5 n.-2.



Table 5.15 Gamma Ray Bursts within Arra I Beam I

Date Tine(UT) Energy Flux (E 30keV)
-2

Arrival Directions
R.A. (hr) ¿ec. (0)

6.79 -76.0

L9.48 _ s.88

7.83 _55.8

5.45 -66.07

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

2 Jan 1929

31 Mar L979

2 Apr L979

5 Mar L9T9

17. 56

2t .03

09 .42

15 .52

ergs cm

6.5*10-6

7 .gt 10-4
-E3.7*t0 "

1.3*10-3
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These Limits suggest that onLy a very smaLL cosmjc ray

f Lux component comes f rom gamma ray bursts.



CHAPTER SIX

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

6.1 The SpectraL Shape

ConcLusions about the shape of the primary energy

spectrum between 1015 eV and 1017 eV cannot be made

trithout a knowLedge of the mass composition of the primary

panticLes - a topic which untiL recentLy bras the subject of

considerabLe controversy (Thornton and CLay 1979, 0rford and

Turver 1980), aLthough the situation nobJ appears to be cLearer

(Andam et aL 1982, HiLLas 1981). UntiL accurate

extrapoLations to the top of the atmosphere are possibLe, it

is important that the size spectrum be u¡eLL knou¡n.

The array density spectrum presented here cLearLy

shows a rap'i d change in the poh,er Law index. In the region

corresponding to median shower sizes between about 105

particLes and 4*105 particLes, the integraL spectraL index

changes from about 1.4 to about 1.9 after hrhich ìt remains

constant up to at Least 107 particLes . ALLowing for some

smearing of the size Spectrum shape in the density spectrum

(ALLan priv. comm. 1979r |¡Jenneberg 198?)' this indicates a

sharp change in. the shower size spectrum near 3*105

particLes. Thìs resuLt is 'in agreement with the Buckland Park
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size spectrum measured us'ing assumed LateraL distributìons,

aLthough the sharpness of the change deduced from the array

density spectrum 'i s not apparent. The size spectrum shows a

fairty graduaL change in the pot'¡er Law index from about 1.3 to

2.0 in the size range f rom 105 particLes to 107 particLes.

ALthough there is quantitative agreement about the ampLjtude

of the spectraL change, the difference between these spectra

suggests variations in the LateraL distribution of particLes

in these showers.

These variations in the LateraL distribution are

demonstrated by the varìation of the average LateraL age

parameter of the showers detected. It shouLd be emphasized

however, that this measure of the LateraL distribution change

ìs onLy quaLitative. The work of CapdevieLLe and Gawin (1982)

shows that the LateraI age parameter is itseLf a function of

the core distance so that the vaLue fitted to the age

parameter js a function of the detector positions. If a

detector distance parameter can be defined by some statisticaL

we'ighting of the particLe density measured by each detector

(in the same way that density measurements are weighted for

determìn'i ng the shower core posìtion), since the array

coLLecting area varies with shower size, it can be seen that

this distance parameter wiLL vary sLowLy (because of the array

geometry) with shobrer size. Hence the distance corresponding

to this heaviest weight fon the f itting of the LateraL age

parameter aLso varies. FortunateLy, the caLcuLations of

CapdevieLLe and Gawin (98?) indicate that between core

distances of 10 metres and 100 metres, changes in the age
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parameter are sLotJ so that the quaLitative concLusìons hoLd.

It may be then, that the LateraL distribution funct'ion (NKG)

used in the present u¡ork is not sufficientLy accurate to show

the detaiLed structure of the shower s'i ze spectrum.

Modif ications to the NKG function have been used for exampLe

at Akeno (Hara et aL 1979a), however for the detaiLs required

to be observed, this shouLd aLso incLude provisions for rapid

changes over the size intervaL ìndicated.

Support for these changes in shower deveLopment come

especiaLLy f rom depth (in the atmosphere) of shower maximum

measurements presented by for exampLe Thornton and CLay

(1979>. These indicate that the depth of maximum increases in

the region betHeen 105 orrticLes and 107 particLes much

more rapidLy than can be accounted for by conventionaL

composition and nucLear interaction modeLs. LinsLey and

tlatson (1981a) have interpreted this as a change in the

Logarithmic mean primary mass number, (Ln A)t f rom 4 (+-2) at

1.ó*1015 ev to 0 (+0.ór-0) at l*1g1ó €V, that is a change

in the mean composition from predominantLy iron primaries to

predominant Ly proton pr"'imaries with the nucLear interactions

foLLowing scaLing with rising hadron - air cross sections.

However this is not the onLy possibLe interpretation, and CLay

and Gregory (priv. comm. 1982) have suggested the

possib'i Lìty of a change jn the nucLear interactjons near

1015 ev (about 103 GeV in centre of mass) to expLain the

spectraL features. McCaughan (1982c) has aLso suggested

changes in the nature of the interactions at near 1015 eV to

expLain the resuLts of density spectrum measurements made at
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various aLtitudes near the shower cores and he has shown

these interaction changes may masquerade as changes in

primary composition.

that

the

The suggestion of interaction changes is supported by

measurements of the shower frequency absorption Length.

Bourdeau et aL (1980) showed that the absorption Length was

Sensitive to the nucLear interaction modeL and maSS

composition. A number of modeLs and varying compositions ulere

used to derive the dependence of the absorption Length on

shower sìze, however the measured resuLts brere not

suff icientty ref ined for the rejection of many of the modeLs.

The data presented here has error Limits of Less than 57. and

pLaces stringent conditions on the avaiLabLe theories. From

the caLcuLations of Bourdeau et al, the best modeL is a CKP

modeL u¡ith rising proton-air cross sections and proton

prìmaries. However the f it of this modeL to the observations

remains poor. The List of modeLs used by Bourdeau et aL r.las

not exhaustive hoh,eVer, and the L'insLey and ['latson resuLt

cannot be eLiminated.

6.2 The Anisotropy

Measurements of the anjsotropy in the medium energy

f Lux are jn good agreement especiaLLy in phase with the

compiLation of LinsLey and tJatson (1977>, aLthough the

accurate determination of the ampLitude is hampered by

reLativeLy low statistìcs. Thjs is rather interesting since
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that compiLation bras dominated by experiments viewing the

Northern sky. The onLy comparabLe experiment, the earLy

counting rate experiments of FarLey and Storey (1954, 1957>

aLso show agreement with these data aLthough the rapid phase

change from maximum at about 19.00 hours RA to about 10.00

hours RA at energy near 1016 eV is not so obvious. The

signif icance of these observations is indicated by the comment

of LinsLey (PoLLock 1978) mentioned earLier with good phase

ag reement but re Lat i ve Ly poo r amp L i t ude ag reement .

Mass composition and the detaiLed shape of the energy

spectrum in this region are important for informatjon on the

origin of these particLes. The feature of the spectrum, the

I knee' or 'bumpt nea r l*1 g I 5 eV has had a number of

interpretations (which were discussed in Chapter 1) ranging

from rigidity dependent Leakage of primary particLes from a

Leaky box modeL (Peters 19ó1 ) to the injection of a second

component from puLsars (KarakuLa et aL 1974) into the

spectrum.

Both modeLs have difficuLties, an important one in the

Leaky box modeL bejng the primary mass change f rom heavy to

Light discussed in the previous section. This change is the

reverse of that expected for Leakage unLess the proton Leakage

occurs at Lower energies than expected (due to a breaker

gaLactic magnetic.fieLd). If this t"las the case, a second

proton componentr Þerhaps extragaLacttc, wouLd have to become

ìmportant at just above 101ó eV. Evidence from the

increasjng anisotropy with energy (LLoyd-Evans 198?) hohrever,
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indicates that this is not LikeLy untiL above 1017 eV.

SimiLarLy, the generaL shape of the spectrum ìncLud'ing

a puLsar component is in agreement with that expected from

conventionaL shower deveLopment modeLs with proton primaries.

However, if the depth of maximum data does indicate a change

in the mass composition with the i ron component being produced

by puLsars , the peak of the rbump' ìs moved upwards in energy

f rom about 3*1015 eV by a f actor of about 34 (see equation

1.1). Thjs resuLt obviousLy presents probLems, the onLy

obvious soLut'ion being that the 0striker and Gunn (19ó9)

mechanism is incorrect.

The change in mass composition at the 'kneer u¡hich has

been proposed is attractive from the point of view oÍ the

anisotropy measurements, since the change in the phase of

maximum couId then be expLained by the change 'in the radius of

gyration of the primary particLes in the gaLactjc magnetic

f ieLd if the primary sources remain the same. ALso, if the

mass change is in the direction indicated, the radius of

gyration of the particLes (from equation 5.1) t¡ouLd be rapidLy

increasing in the transition region, suggesting a rapid

increase in the ampLitude of the anisotropy. This increase is
t¡iqil+te compatibLe with the empìricaL increase (as e0'51

suggested by L'insLey and t.Jatson (977>.

ALthough no cLear information on the origìn of the

particLes in this energy intervaL is avaiLabLe from the

anisotropy data, the apparent steady increase in the ampLitude
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indicated by the compiLation of these data argue in favour of

a gaLactic origin.

6.3 ConcLusions

At the present time, the Least weLL defined part of

the cosmic tay spectrum is the energy region between 1015 eV

and 1017 eV (ignorìng the Low statistjcs above 1019 eV).

ALthough 'it is cLear that rapid changes of some description

take pLace, it cannot yet be determined whether or not these

are changes in the primary composition or nucLear physics

occurring at these energìes, or both. It is most 'important

then, that the question of composition near the spectraL

tknee' be resoLved.

The measurements of the anisotropy presented here

indicate that the f Lux from the Southern sky is changing

rapidLy in direction as weLL as in isotropy. For

cLarif icatìon, the statistìcs shouLd be extended to reduce the

noise LeveL to the reg'ion of 0.1f. requìring of the order of

4*10ó events. At the present rate of data coLLection this

is impracticaL for the BuckLand Park array. However in

combinatjon with other arrays, statistics approaching these

might be achievabLe. As weLL as the rough structure given by

harmonic anaLysìs, some finer detaiLs mìght then be

accessibLe.

In combination with detaiLed magnetic fieLd
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possibLe to
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and a reLiabLe energy spectrum' 1t may then be

determine the origin of these obscure particLes.



APPENDIX 1

Shower ArrivaL Direction AnaLysis

Given fast timing detector Locations at !
(*irti) and reLative arrivaL times of the sho¡¡er f ront at

the detectors of tir the shouler axis is def ined by the

direction cosines (L tûtî) (or arrivaL djrections I (zenith

angLe) and Ó (azimuth angLe)). Assuming a pLane shower front

and horizontaL array (z-coordinate is zero), since the Shower

traveLs at the speed of Light t ct then:

c.t.=L.xi+m.yi

The

Least

direction cosines are then determined by minimizing the

squares fit:

t=4 <..t j-L.xi-m.y¡)?
l.e

therefore

and

òsl¡t=2.
ò s là n=2. I.

t

=Q for

..1.i.xj-1.
c.fti.ri-1.

I

( c . t .' - L . x i -m. y i ) . x ì

( c . t . - L . x i -m. y i ) . y i

T

S=minimum.

f,*i)2-'.4
I'i.yi-'.f¡r

xi-Yi=o

(yi)2=o

for the symmetricaL fast timing array:

{ -,=Ir.i=4'i'Yi=o
hence ,=..f ti.r.,r4,*i)2
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m=c.4.,.,r,),rrrt
n=(1-12-m2¡0.5

The shower arrivaL directions are then g'iven by:

=arccos(n)

=90o-arctan ( L/m)

I
ø



APPENDIX 2

Core Location and Shower Size AnaLysis

Given density detector Locations at !. (xiry¡)
and measured densitierPi, it is required to determine the

shower pa rameters, N" (the shower si ze), and (xry) the core

Locatjon using the LateraL distribution function:

P (r)=a.Ne.exp(-r t rg) I r

where to and a are constants. This can be ret.¡ritten as:

ulhere

P rr)=A.exp(-r')/r,
rt=r/rO

The probLem is soLved by Least squares minimization of:

R=Iri . (pi-A.exp(-ri' ) /ri, ) 2

wher. *i the weight is set to 1lp
is f irst chosen by a weighted mean of

The core Location

the densities i.e.:

*= 
T*i.p1rf e,

r= lr :.P: t LP:
¡t

Itlinimizing R, dR/dA=0, hence:
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A= f (*i .Pi.exp(-.i ') / r¡ ' > tf- ri . ("xp(- r i') l ri ) 2

¡l

The shower si ze, N", js then determin d from A by the

normaLi zation of the Laterat distribution function:

(r).r.dr.d

This evaLuates the shower size, N. for core Location

(xry). The finaL anaLysis ìs compteted by mjnimizìng R as a

functìon of the core Location, that is, the gradient of the rR

surfacer is caLcuLated and the core Location moved in the

di rection of the minimum with graduaLLy reducìng step sizes.



APPEND I X 3

Harmonic AnaLysis (see Chapman and BarteLs 1940, LinsLey

1975a,b)

For a series of

ampLitudes with phases

Fourier harmonic is characterized

given by:

measurements resuLting in N equat

ç 1t Ó2'--....1*, the tth
by an amp L i t ude r and phase €

where

bet ween

bet ween

i f arb)0

a(0rb)0

arb(0

a >0, b(0

9in 1st

2nd

3rd

4t h

r=(a?+b2)0.5 ,
a=(?/N). tcos(m

I

I =rrctan(b/a)

b=(2/N).

quadrant

quadrant

quad rant

quadrant

I.in<'li)
t

ú:>

wjth I found in the appropriate quadrant, ì.e.

If N>>0 and the phas"" øi are

0 and ztf, the probabiLity of

R and R+dR and phase between 0

randomLy distributed
obtaining an ampIitude

and 0+d0 is given by:

w ( R , O ) d R d 0= ( t¡ R / 4rr) . e x p ( - N R 2 / 4 ) d R d @

hence the probabiLity of obtaìning

or equaL to R is:
an ampLitude greater than
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l,l ()=R ) =exp (-N nZ t +) =e xp (-k g )

The probabi Lity distributions for R and @ approach

Gaussian for N Large enough with widths:

d*=,2/N)o'5 do =,zko)-0.5 =X,t*

The RMS ampLitude due to noise fLuctuations may be

def ined f on *O='t as (Edge et aL 1978) z

tRMS=2/N 0.5

Harmonìc anaLys'i s

carried out by sorting the

nj events with an exposure

b were then def ined by:

a=((2lh).

b=((?/h).

tìme ti. The components

of the cosmjc ray

data ìnto h bins

data t¿as

contaìnìng

a and

fLux

each

f. Cni /ti ).cos (mli ) ) / <r)

f (ni/ti).sin(m i))/<r>
where (r)=<ni /t i >

r and g are then defined as before.

If the exposure times are non-uniform, the probabì Lity

contours in the ã¡ b pLane are eLLipticaL compared with the

circuLar symmetry for even exposure. The probabiLity is stiLL

defined as before, however kO i s modified but may be

approximated by (PoLIock 1978)z
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,o=r. (a2+d?> t4.(n i?tti?,

+ x where r is the measured vector, s is the

true

If r = s

vector and x

unimportant,

il .n"
however

(s) may

RayLeigh fLuctuation, then if k0t>1

as k0-+1 r tends to overestimate s

be approximated by (LinsLey 1975a\=

x ts

and fo r kOr= 1 .5,

(s)=r.(1-1t¡2kgll0.5

beLow t¿hi ch point the approximation begins to break down due

to a tendancy for r to underestimate s. Figure 4.1 drawn from

LinsLey (1975a) shows confidence Lìmits and expectancy for

s/r. The best estimate of I is the observed phase. The 957,

error in I is aLso shown in 4.1 as a function of k0.
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Tkre best estimate and confidence limits for the
ratio of genuine to measured amplitudes. A0is
the 958 confidence level for the phase This
diagram comes from the data of Linsley (1975a)
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